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ii 
IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
JEFFREY L. ABBOTT : 
Petitioner-Appellant, : Case No. 920495-CA 
v. : 
STATE OF UTAH, : Priority No. 3 
Respondent-Appellee. : 
BRIEF OF APPELLEE 
JURISDICTION AND NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS 
This appeal is from the denial of a petition for writ of 
habeas corpus after an evidentiary hearing in the Third Judicial 
District Court. This court has jurisdiction to hear this appeal 
pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a-3(2)(h) (Supp. 1992). 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED UPON APPEAL 
1. Whether the trial court properly applied the statute 
of limitations as a bar to appellant's habeas corpus petition. 
2. Whether the trial court erred in finding that the 
appellant was not denied due process in his parole rescission 
hearings. 
3. Whether the court erred in finding no material fact in 
dispute and in denying the petition without further hearing. 
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STANDARD OF APPELLATE REVIEW 
The court examines the record on appeal from dismissal of a 
habeas corpus petition "in the light most favorable to the 
findings and judgment . . . and will not reverse if there is a 
reasonable basis in the record to support the trial court's 
denial of the writ." Hall v. Utah Board of Pardons, 806 P.2d 217 
(Utah App. 1991) (citations omitted). The trial court's 
"conclusions of law are accorded no deference but are reviewed 
for correctness." Termunde v. Cook, 786 P.2d 1341, 1342 (Utah 
1990). 
CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES AND RULES 
All relevant texts of constitutional provisions, statutes, 
or rules pertinent to the resolution of the issues before the 
court is contained in the body of this brief. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Abbott, an inmate at the Utah State Prison, filed a petition 
for writ of habeas corpus in district court on January 30, 1992. 
(R.2-6.) The petition challenged the decision of the Board of 
Pardons to rescind his parole date. The court ordered the State 
to respond. 
The State filed an answer and a motion to dismiss on 
February 24, 1992. (R.15-22.) A status hearing was held on that 
same date. The court set another hearing for March 9, 1992, to 
provide Abbott with time to respond. (R.46.) 
Abbott asked for additional time to respond to the State's 
Motion to Dismiss. (R.51-53.) At the hearing on March 9, the 
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court granted Abbott's request for an enlargement of time. It 
set the next hearing for April 13, 1992, (R.64.) 
The State filed an Amended Answer on March 11, 1992* (R.65-
67.) Abbott filed his opposition to the State's Motion to 
Dismiss on April 6, 1992. (R.68-84.) The State replied to 
Abbott's opposition on April 10, 1992. (R.85-101.) 
At the April 13, 1992, hearing, the court denied the State's 
Motion to Dismiss. The court set an evidentiary hearing for May 
7, 1992. (R.105.) The State filed its affirmative defenses 
supplementing its Amended Answer, on April 21, 1992, within ten 
days of the Order denying its Motion to Dismiss. (R.109-110.) 
Abbott moved to strike the State's reply to his response to 
the motion to dismiss. (R.lll.) He also moved to strike the 
State's affirmative defenses. (R.119.) The State filed 
oppositions to both Abbott's motions. (R.123-126.) 
On April 27, 1992, the State requested a continuance of the 
evidentiary hearing, because a witness was on medical leave. 
(R.113.) Abbott agreed to a continuance. 
At the May 7, 1992 evidentiary hearing, the court took 
evidence. It heard sworn testimony from Abbott and received 
documentary evidence from the State's record custodian, including 
complete transcripts from Abbott's original parole grant hearing 
and from his three rescission hearings. The court denied 
Abbott's motions to strike the State's affirmative defenses and 
the State's reply memorandum. It continued the evidentiary 
hearing until June 22, 1992, and ordered the State to file any 
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further motions by May 13, 1992. (R.128.) 
The State filed a Motion for Summary Judgment on May 11, 
1992. The State asserted that no material facts were disputed by 
Abbott, and set forth the facts on which the court should deny 
the petition. (R.131-145.) Abbott filed an opposition to the 
summary judgment motion on June 5, 1992. (R.155-163.) In his 
opposition, Abbott agreed that the facts were substantially 
undisputed. (R.131.) However, he argued the legal issues that 
the statute of limitations should not be applied and that his due 
process rights were violated. 
At the continued hearing on June 22, 1992, the court 
considered the State's summary judgment motion. It ruled that 
the State's Motion for Summary Judgment should be granted. 
(R.169.) Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, and a Judgment 
of Dismissal were signed on June 30, 1992. The court found that 
the action was untimely and barred by the statute of limitations. 
It further held that, on the merits of Abbott's claims, that he 
had no right to appointed counsel at his parole rescission 
hearings, and that he had waived any right to a different parole 
date by telling the Board of Pardons to release him on his 
expiration date, rather than parole him early. (R.170-175.) 
Abbott filed a Notice of Appeal on July 22, 1992. (R.178.) He 
filed a Docketing Statement with the Court of Appeals, setting 
forth the following grounds for appeal: 
1. The State failed to plead the affirmative defense that 
the statute of limitations was tolled in the proper manner; 
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2. The State should not have been permitted to file a 
Motion for Summary Judgment; 
3. The court prevented Appellant from presenting his case 
fully by not allowing witnesses to testify; 
4. The Conclusions of Law are incorrect. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The facts in the record on appeal are from the documents 
submitted in evidence and the findings of the court. No 
transcript of the evidentiary hearing was requested by appellant 
or prepared. 
The court incorporated the facts set forth in the State's 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. (R.171.) 
These are set forth below. 
Jeffrey Lynn Abbott entered a building in Salt Lake City, 
took a set of keys, stole a vehicle and drove to Colorado, where 
he was caught. On March 7, 1989, he was convicted of attempted 
theft on a plea bargain and sentenced to an indeterminate term of 
zero to five years in prison. (R.132.) 
The Utah Board of Pardons held a parole grant hearing on 
June 30, 1989. At the hearing, the Board reviewed Abbott's 
history. His adult record included: a burglary reduced to 
trespassing in June, 1983; forgery in September, 1983; stealing 
in November, 1983; stealing reduced to larceny because it was 
under $50 (fifty dollars) in October, 1984; a 1985 charge of 
stealing, reduced to larceny where Abbott served six months. In 
addition, Abbott's record includes crimes in Los Angeles of: 
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burglary, which may have been reduced to disorderly conduct in 
July, 1985 with time served; receiving stolen property in 
January, 1986; burglary in February, 1986, with time served; 
petty theft in July 1986 with time served; a 1987 arrest for 
attempting to sell cocaine, which was later dismissed because the 
cocaine was for Abbott's own use; and several other charges in 
his record that were dismissed. In Salt Lake City, Abbott was 
arrested in August 1988 for soliciting sex, and had Numerous 
problems in December 1988 while being held in jail. (R.132-133.) 
Abbott had a history of the use of illicit drugs, including, 
marijuana, cocaine, heroin, speed, and crack, which he began in 
his mid teens and used on a daily basis. Abbott began using a 
needle at age 13 or 14 and was in a drug program in California, 
but it did not help his problem. (R.133.) 
Abbott had two major disciplinary actions in the Utah State 
Prison in 1989, before his June parole grant hearing. A Board 
member observed that Abbott projected a poor attitude and was not 
willing to change. (R.133.) 
Abbott was given a March 12, 1991, parole date.- The 
conditions of Abbott's parole were: intensive supervision of 
electronic monitoring if paroled in Utah, random urinalysis, no 
alcohol, and restitution of $918. (R.134.) 
The Board directed that, as part of its review of Abbott's 
parole release, the Utah State Prison was to provide a 60-day 
progress report before Abbott's parole summarizing his 
adjustment, attitude and behavior in the institution. (R.134.) 
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The Board explained to Abbott that if the expectations and 
standards were not met, "your parole will be denied and you will 
be granted another hearing at another time. Your release will 
depend on how you do between now and March, 1991. If you don't 
do well, you won't get out." (R.134.) 
The Board placed no limitation on the time frame of 
disciplinary violations it would consider. Abbott testified that 
he doesn't remember this, but does not deny it could have been a 
condition of his parole date. Notice of the 60-day review was 
included in the written parole grant order. (R.134.') 
The 60-day review before Abbott's parole release date 
uncovered more than a dozen new disciplinary violations. Abbott 
received 15 disciplinary actions in 1989. All but two of those 
15 were received after the June 30, 1989, parole grant hearing. 
Abbott had three more disciplinaries in 1990. These were on 
January 3, April 25, and September 18. (R.134-135.) 
The Board issued an order on January 29, 1991, rescinding 
Abbott's March 12, 19*91 parole date and scheduling a rescission 
hearing. The order was not a final one, but "subject to review 
and modification by the Board of Pardons at any time until actual 
release from custody." The Board gave Abbott notice- of a 
rescission hearing set before the parole date, and advised him it 
was based on his numerous violations. (R.135.) 
Abbott appeared before the Board's hearing officer, Paul 
Larsen, on February 28, 1991, for the purpose of a rescission 
hearing. (R.135.) 
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Abbott believed the hearing officer had already made up his 
mind, but he agrees he was given a chance to be heard. He did 
not deny that he had a dozen disciplinary violations. (R.135.) 
The hearing officer told Abbott that he had "racked up a 
score" although he knew he would have 60-day review. Abbott 
claimed he was not aware of the 60-day review. (R.135.) 
The hearing officer told Abbott that the only reason he 
would not receive "considerably more time than two additional 
months is that [he had] improved considerably since the 1989 
spree." (R.135. ) 
The hearing officer entered an interim decision that Abbott 
serve an additional two months, subject to the conditions set by 
the Board at the June 30, 1989, hearing. The decision, subject 
to review by the remaining members of the Board, was approved in 
an order dated March 12, 1991. (R.136.) 
After the rescission hearing and before his second parole 
release datef Abbott committed new disciplinary violations. 
Notice was prepared on May 9, 1991. Abbott testified that it was 
not delivered until May 15, but that he understood the reason 
that the short time frame resulted in a rescission hearing after 
his parole date. (R.136.) 
Abbott appeared before the hearing officer, on June 13, 
1991, for his second rescission hearing. Abbott had* four new 
offenses including: assault with a weapon, disorderly conduct, 
damaging property. He admitted to the officer that he even had 
more writeups. The hearing officer advised him he could only 
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review the write-ups referred to him to date. (R.136.) 
At the hearing, Abbott stated, "I'm going to end up getting 
out and just coming back . . . so just go ahead and expirate me." 
He added, "I'm not going to put up with their attitudes just to 
get out of here. I'm not going to kiss nobody's ass. . . . I 
don't want to spend no time on parole in the State of Utah." 
(R.136.) 
Abbott disagreed that his conduct was self-destructive, 
saying, "It's just that I'm 25 years old, I'm tired of playing 
games. . . . I played it for two years; it got me in trouble, it 
got me damn near killed one time and you know what I'm talking 
about. I'm not going to play it anymore. I laid down after that 
for a whole ten months . . . and you guys still took my date." 
"I'd rather just expirate. It doesn't matter to me; because I 
cannot live like this." Then showing mixed feelings, Abbott 
said, "I'd like a parole date." "I will not refuse a parole. 
I'll do it to the best, but I cannot guarantee that . . . the 
parole date will still stand after you see the write-ups that I 
have." (R.137.) 
The Board issued its decision on June 25, 1991. (R.39.) 
Abbott was given a new parole date of October 8, 1991, by the 
Board of Pardons on the hearing officer's recommendation. 
(R.137.) 
Abbott appeared before the Board again on August 22, 1991 
for the purpose of a third rescission hearing after receiving 
numerous additional disciplinaries. Abbott has agreed that he 
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received proper notice and an opportunity to be heard at this 
hearing. (R.137.) 
At the August 22 hearing, the Board rescinded the October 
parole date and set Abbott's sentence termination date for 
November 23, 1993. The written decision summarized the reasons 
for rescission, including a history of similar offenses, multiple 
rescission hearings and the continued defiance of authority. 
(R.42-43, 137-138.) 
Abbott filed a petition for habeas corpus challenging the 
rescission of his parole date on January 30, 1992, five months 
after the last of these hearings. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The trial court correctly determined that Abbott's petition 
for extraordinary relief was barred by the statute of limitations 
in Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-31.1 (1992) because it was not filed 
until more than three months after the last parole rescission 
decision by the Board of Pardons. This affirmative defense was 
timely raised by the State in its pleadings. 
Abbott has waived any claims that his due process rights 
were violated at the parole rescission hearing because he failed 
to assert these alleged rights before the Board and in the trial 
court. In addition, he has failed to provide any legal analysis 
or supporting authority for his purported right to counsel at a 
parole rescission hearing. Finally, Abbott has failed to supply 
a transcript of the trial court proceedings in this matter to 
support his claim that Judge Young refused to consider relevant 
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evidence. 
ARGUMENT 
I. THE APPELLANT'S PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS WAS 
BARRED BY THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS. 
Petitioner/Appellant Abbott raises two arguments in support 
of his position that his petition should not have been barred by 
the statute of limitations. The first is that the time had not 
run. The second is that the State waived this defense. 
A. The Habeas Corpus Petition is Barred By the Statute of 
Limitations Because It Was Untimely Filed. 
Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-1 provides: 
Civil actions may be commenced only within 
the periods prescribed in this chapter, after 
the cause of action has accrued. . . . 
With respect to habeas corpus, Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-31.1 states 
that actions must be commenced: 
Within three months: For relief pursuant to 
a writ of habeas corpus. This limitation 
shall apply not only as to grounds known to 
petitioner but also to grounds which in the 
exercise of reasonable diligence should have 
been known by petitioner or counsel for 
petitioner. 
Abbott's petition challenged the decisions of the Board of 
Pardons rescinding his parole dates for repeated disciplinary 
violations in prison. The dates of those decisions were March 
12, 1991, June 25, 1991, and August 22, 1991. Abbott was aware 
of those decisions. He did not file his petition until January 
30, 1992, more than five months after the last of these 
decisions, and nearly a year after the first decision. 
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The record is not in dispute as to the timing of the parole 
decisions of the Board of Pardons, or the date on which Abbott 
filed his petition• Abbott now asserts that he did not receive 
written notice of the last decision of the Board of Pardons until 
October 24, 1991. That assertion is not a fact or offer of proof 
in the trial court record, and cannot be considered on appeal. 
Chapman v. Chapman, 728 P.2d 121, 123 (Utah 1986). 
Even if the time commenced on October 24, 1991, for the 
third decision of the board, the petition was not filed within 
three months of that date. Abbott does not make any argument how 
his petition could be timely, even if that date were the date on 
which time b€>gan to run. 
The statute of limitations clearly had run for a challenge 
to the first two parole rescission decisions of the Board, on 
March 12, 1991 and June 25, 1991. Abbott has not argued 
otherwise. 
B. The State Timely Raised the Statute of Limitations 
Defense. 
Habeas corpus procedures are defined by Utah R. Civ, P. 65B. 
Rule 65B(a) provides that, to the extent the rule does not 
provide special procedures, proceedings on petitions for 
extraordinary relief are governed by other parts of the Rules of 
Civil Procedure. 
Utah R. Civ. P. 12(a) provides twenty days in which a civil 
defendant must file an answer to a complaint. Rule 12(h) states 
that a party waives all defenses which are not presented by 
motion or as provided in Rule 12. Rule 12(a)(1) specifically 
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permits a responsive pleading to be filed within ten days after 
notice of the court's action denying a motion. Utah R. Civ. P. 
8(c) requires the statute of limitations to be pled as an 
affirmative defense. 
The State filed its affirmative defenses within ten days of 
the court's denial of its motion to dismiss, with the court's 
approval. This is within the time frame allowed by the rules. 
To the extent that this supplemental pleading could be considered 
a second amendment to the State's Answer, the court was well 
within its discretion in allowing it. Utah R. Civ. P. 15(a). 
There was no prejudice to Abbott. The State would have been 
within its rights under the rules to withhold its answer in its 
entirety until after the trial court ruled on its motion to 
dismiss. The fact that the State filed affirmative defenses 
separately from its answer, all within the time allowed by the 
rule, could not reasonably have caused prejudice to Abbott. He 
has asserted no prejudice in fact. 
Staker v. Huntington Cleveland Irrigation Co., 664 P.2d 1188 
(Utah 1983), cited in the appellant's brief, recognizes that a 
court does have the authority to allow the statute of limitations 
to be raised in a supplemental pleading under Rule 15(a). There 
was no error in the court considering this defense. 
II. THERE WAS NO DUE PROCESS VIOLATION. 
A. The Appellant Failed to Preserve Due Process Issues in 
his Appeal. 
The issues noticed for appeal do not include any claim of a 
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due process violation by the Board of Pardons. In his argument, 
Abbott makes reference to several aspects of the rescission 
hearings and describes things he asserts happened, which are not 
part of the record. 
Abbott asserts that he was not notified of his "right to 
have counsel present." However, he does not provide a legal 
argument supporting his claim that he is entitled to counsel, nor 
a legal argument that any party is required to give him 
notification. Further, the record does not provide a factual 
basis on which the court, or counsel, can meaningfully review the 
circumstances of which Abbott is complaining. 
An appellant's failure to give notice of an issue on appeal 
and to argue the legal analysis for his claim is a waiver of the 
issue on appeal. Middlestadt v. Industrial Comm'n, 210 Utah Av. 
Rep. 47, 48-49 n.4. 
B. The Board of Pardons Provided Appellant with Adequate 
Notice, Opportunity to Be Heard and an Impartial Tribunal. 
Abbott's appeal raises several complaints he has about his 
parole rescission hearings, claiming that he was denied due 
process. 
In Foote v. Utah Board of Pardons, 808 P.2d 734 (Utah 1991), 
the Utah Supreme Court recognized that some due process 
protections apply when the Board of Pardons determines the number 
of years a defendant will serve. That decision was published 
March 14, 1991, after Abbott's first rescission hearing but 
before the second two hearings. Foote does not set forth the 
specific due process rights guaranteed. 
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Abbott first asserts he was not informed of his right to 
have counsel present* However, he does not explain or argue the 
basis for claiming right to counsel* A criminal defendant has a 
right to counsel during his criminal trial, but not in civil 
actions. Caveness v. Cox, 598 P.2d 349, 351 (Utah 1979). There 
is no state constitutional right to counsel in a parole 
revocation hearing. Beal v. Turner, 22 Utah 2d 418, 454 P.2d 624 
(1969); Hatch v. DeLand, 790 P.2d 49, 51 (Utah App. 1990) 
(parole not part of the criminal proceeding, double jeopardy 
guarantees do not apply). Abbott provides no support for the 
proposition that he is entitled to counsel at a parole rescission 
hearing. 
Abbott also complains that he was not notified of hearings 
on four separate dates. The State disputed that parole 
rescission hearings occurred on two of the four dates described. 
The record on appeal shows that on January 29, 1991, and May 9, 
1991, the Board simply decided to hold rescission hearings. 
Abbott provides no legal argument to explain why he would be 
entitled to a hearing on whether the Board will hold a rescission 
hearing. 
Rescission hearings were conducted on February 28, 1991 and 
on June 13, 1991. The record also shows that Abbott received 
notice of the hearing on February 20, 1991, and of the second 
hearing on June 13, 1991. (R.27; 136, para. 16) The actual 
reasons for the decisions made would appear in the transcripts of 
those hearings. It was incumbent on Abbott to include these in 
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the record on appeal. However, the record shows that Abbott was 
aware that his parole dates were rescinded because of his 
continued disciplinary violations (R. 135-137.) 
Abbott also asserts that hearing officer, Paul Larsen, was 
not impartial in hearings on February 28, 1991 and June 13, 1991. 
However, he has apparently not included in the record on appeal 
the necessary transcripts of those hearings, considered by the 
trial court. In addition, he did not argue alleged bias of the 
hearing officer in his opposition to summary judgment. An 
argument not made in the trial court is waived on appeal. State 
v. Carter, 707 P.2d 656 (Utah 1985). 
There is no evidence or basis in the record for concluding 
that the hearing officer showed any bias toward Abbott. Abbott 
asserts only that the hearing officer considered numerous 
disciplinary violations from nearly a year beforehand in his 
February 28, 1991 hearing and that he "defended" the actions of a 
staff member in the June 13, 1991 hearing. Neither of those 
assertions rises to the level of a showing of bias or 
predisposition. 
III. THE COURT DID NOT IMPROPERLY DENY APPELLANT THE OPPORTUNITY 
TO PRESENT EVIDENCE. 
Abbott has agreed that there are no disputed facts in this 
matter. The record shows no offer of proof of the substance of 
any testimony of any witness who was not called, or any evidence 
that the court refused to consider any evidence or information 
which Abbott asserted was relevant to his case. He has not 
provided a transcript showing the trial court's failure or 
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refusal to consider relevant evidence. In his appeal, Abbott has 
not specifically described the substance of any information that 
might make any difference in the outcome of his case. 
Abbott also asserts that he did not have access to case law 
on which the State relied to adequately respond. This issue was 
not raised in the trial court. There is no record on this issue 
to address on appeal. This issue was not preserved 'as an issue 
on appeal. It therefore cannot be considered on appeal. State 
v. Carter, 707 P.2d 656, 660 (Utah 1985). 
Abbott also claims that the court denied his motions to 
strike pleadings of the State. This issue was discussed earlier 
in this brief. The decision to allow the documents which were 
filed is within the sound discretion of the trial court. 
There is simply no factual basis, either in the record on 
appeal, or otherwise, to support Abbott's claim that he was 
denied an opportunity to present relevant evidence or to fully 
present his case. 
CONCLUSION 
The State has addressed the arguments preserved and argued 
by Abbott in his appeal. The trial court conducted an 
evidentiary hearing and heard the various complaints of the 
appellant. Because the statute of limitations had run, and based 
also on the merits of the petition, the court denied relief. 
With no material, disputed facts, the trial court properly 
granted summary judgment in favor of the State, which this court 
should affirm. 
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Respectfully submitted t h i s M (IK day of Yii-CL 
1 9 9 3 . f 
liKiM^LuJif 
JAMES H. BEADLES 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorney for Respondent/Appellee 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the (3 / < day of _MdA±l/l—r 
199 3, a true and accurate copy of the foregoing BRIEF OF APPELLEE 
was mailed, postage paid to the following: 
Jeffrey L. Abbott 
Attorney Pro Se 
Utah State Prison 
P.O. Box 250 
Draper, Utah 84020 
JdrMffahijrf?^ 
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STATE OF UTAH 
JEFFREY LYNN ABBOTT 
PLAINTIFF - APPELLANT 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
VS. 
STATE OF UTAH 
DEFENDANT - APPELLEE 
DISTRICT COURT NO. 920900544 
COURT OF APPEALS NO. 920495-CA 
I, clerk of the above entitled court, do hereby certify that 
the hereto attached file contains all the original papers as 
requested by the designation on file herein, filed in the court in 
the above entitled case, including the Notice of Appeal which was 
filed on the 27TH day of JULY 1992 . i further certify 
that the above described documents constitute the Judgment Roll and 
that the same is a true and correct transcript of the record as it 
appears in my office. 
I further certify that said Judgment Roll is this date 
transmitted to the Appellate Court of the State of Utah, pursuant 
to such appeal. 
Witness my hand and the seal of said court at Salt Lake City, 
Utah, this i5THdaY o f JANUARY 1993 • 
CRAIG E. LUDWIG 
CLERK 
BY 
OF THE COURT/ . • 
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DiST^'C^COU:-
\ JAN 30 IhuAK'SZ 
^
 7 ,
"*:/J '^TrCT 
^ 3 g F n ^ U r i n ( W < T (name) BY ~ ^ / V -r^T^ 
^> Attorney Pro Se 
c^ X Utah State^Prison 
(address) 
(address) 
t  t te. ris  
PgftfEftttMtt MOW 
IN THE t3>£D DISTRICT COURT, ^>frVX \M& COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
"^fflgV U w fieaorr (name). * 
Petitioner, * PETITION FOR WRIT OF 
* HABEAS CORPUS AND POST 
vs. * CONVICTION RELIEF 
STATE OF UTAH, * Case No. y^/^JTV^/ //C-
COMES NOW the Petitioner, 3^PrRg<* W v m HS60TT (name), 
pursuant to the following Rule of Civil Procedure (check only one): 
Rule 65B(b) since claim is based on original commitment, or 
Rule 65B(b) since claim is based on parole violation, or 
Rule 65B(b) since claim is based on probation violation, or X^ Rule 65B(c) since claim is based on parole grant hearing, 
and for cause of action alleges as follows: 
1. Petitioner is being illegally restrained at the following 
location (list your address): iirftU&Tfrrglkss^f^(i.taL^ DfcW^lk^8^2^ 
2. Petitioner was convicted and sentenced at the following 
Court: (list the district and county of the court or indicate that 
it is a Board of Pardons hearing that you are challenging): 
The dates of the proceedings in which the conviction (or Board of 
Pardons decision) was entered are as follows: ^S^gft^2R;!l?ftL? 
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PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS AND POST CONVICTION RELIEF 
The case number for these proceedings i s : not known; ^ C known 
and i s case number 
3 . In p l a i n and conc i se terms, a l l of the f a c t s on the b a s i s 
of which the P e t i t i o n e r c laims a subs tant ia l v i o l a t i o n of r i g h t s as 
the r e s u l t of the commitment (or terms of parole) are as f o l l o w s : 
Phi TflKiuflAV ^ j l f f i l j figsftaPEHTS TftiLgp -fo <V\JLf?*f QrrmoKBi Mo-rag TUAT fossis, 
fritter tfte tom* towsiPE*gp Fat EEScsasod.- Qw 43fc. MBfoi T*g cfrm<> He-noiED 
^H SCCrem T^pfe) Of Ttf*& FgTXTXPH) R^SR?Kpe^n> fffttU3> IS frp/G TWE 
P g r x r x g H ^ frDgQlAffT^ V4feng!S HCTTOL6 of CmW&$ EtfBscafJg T<? frfr UpEQ 
ftfrfrxNST fep^ccKeeo — O K ofcueag. Twe PETES n»irftPMn> JH arena*Twofe) 
PRESENT xu foW cp -rtie HEfigmfaS \wte PQta=x> MWMB ID (toeqjflrnsLrf Re&or ESfeQaJfe 
4. The judgment of conviction or the commitment for 
violation of probation or parole has been reviewed on appeal. 
Yes The number and caption or title of the appellate 
proceeding and the results of the review are as follows: 
No it was not appealed because 
•^Question not applicable since this claim concerns a parole grant 
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PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS AND POST CONVICTION RELIEF 
hearing for which there is no appeal or administrative remedy. 
5. The legality of the commitment for violation of probation 
or parole or the legality of the parole grant hearing has been 
reviewed on appeal. 2xC Yes No If so, the reasons for the 
denial of relief in the prior proceeding are as follows: 
Vkrxfc^g^ toes HOT VfrtoW T U ^ E*(ttr ZMteoyc, FO^L te»ra*i qjitf mfrr 
6. Petitioner requests that he be appointed legal counsel 
based on the attached motion and affidavit of impecuniosity. 
7. The following documents are attached hereto and 
incorporated herein by reference (check all that apply): 
Affidavits that support Petitioner's allegations 
Copies of records that support Petitioner's allegations, 
Other evidence that supports Petitioner's allegations 
Copies of pleadings, orders and memoranda of the Court in 
any other post-conviction or civil proceeding that 
adjudicated the legality of Petitioner's commitment 
8. Petitioner was unable to obtain and attach the following 
documents because (list the efforts you made to obtain the 
documents and the results of your efforts): VfexSfl^ S tOmZMX fttlPftflafe 
fotojmxs> iEx\r&LTo Urflw bomopmcou, t&ta&axiyxaft)Rnftai»i ON me ISSUES 
gfxsreo Detenu
 t fern: UQVE g^EgJEt> tto sesfloME; t&tiaifeas MEna? r W 2 5 , ^ l o 
9. That pursuant to URCP Rules 65B(b)(12) and 54(d), 
Petitioner requests that this Court order the Respondent to obtain 
such transcripts of proceedings or court records which are relevant 
3 
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PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS AND POST CONVICTION RELIEF 
and material to this case and requests that the county in which he 
was originally charged be directed to pay the costs of the 
proceeding. (See attached motion and affidavit of impecuniosity). 
10. Due to the continuing nature of the illegal restraint, 
the statute of limitations set forth in Utah Code Ann. §78-12-31.1 
does not bar this action. 
WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays that this Court: 
1. Schedule an evidentiary hearing at which time Petitioner 
may be present and represented by counsel. 
2. Permit Petitioner, who remains indigent, to proceed 
without prepayment of costs, fees or other assessments. 
3. Grant Petitioner the authority to obtain subpoenas in 
Forma Pauperis, for witnesses and documents necessary to assist in 
the proof of the facts alleged in the petition as stated above. 
4. Issue an Order for Post Conviction Relief to have the 
Petitioner brought before it, to the end that he may be discharged 
from the illegal and unconstitutional confinement and restraint. 
5. (other relief )faltoJx pgTX-Q&>teg, c^ues, (ZEUUBF ft£ -nig 
Dated this ^ =fday of C/Ld^t^ 199JL. 
~J$&*/''(Blent name) 
tgF<=foffb?Nti QfigQTT fprint name) 
Attorney Pro Se 
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I. (a) PLAINTIFFS 
<b> ATTORNEYS (Attorney name, Bar #, 
Address & Telephone #) 
DEFENDANTS 
ATTORNEY (If known) 
II. NATURE OF SUIT (Place an X in appropriate category) 
DOMESTIC 
DA Divorce/Annulment 
SM Separate Maintenance 
PA Paternity 
SA Spouse Abuse 
UR URESA Action 
PROBATE 
ES Estate 
GC Guardian/Conservator 
NC Name Change 
OT Other Probate 
ABSTRACTS 
AJ Abstract of Judgment 
TL Tax Lien 
CIYIL 
AA Administrative Agency 
AP Appeal 
CV Other Civil 
CN Contract 
CS Custody and Support 
HC Writ-Habeas Corpus 
PD Property Damage 
PI Personal Injury 
PR Property Rights (Real) 
MISCELLANEOUS 
MI Miscellaneous 
MENTAL HEALTH 
MH Mental Health 
ADOPTIONS 
AD Adoption 
m . JURY DEMAND: 
( ) YES ( ) NO 
SP SR-0136 
OOC008 
T&F^Lfltegrr 
Attorney Pro Se rn
Utah State Prison 
(name) D l i" r Q ' ^3oUR7 
Ir n t i s o n MU 70 H . . 
?&.Yx*1S&* (address) J " U 33 tf ' & 
DgAPg^t\ArW flMflMft ( a d d r e s s ) 7,, 
- • . i 
fir __ 
IN THE iftfrfo JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, < - S Q U LftKE, CC-UNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
*3sfflffi Vtim Vfeprr (name), * 
Petitioner, * AFFIDAVIT OF IMPECUNIOSITY 
* 
vs. * 
* CASE No. 
STATE OF UTAH, * 
Respondent. * Judge 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
* ss 
COUNTY OF^Sflp-kflKE ) 
3ttFFJP^ V&4H WefecrTr (name!, being first duly sworn upon his 
oath deposes and says that he is the Petitioner in the above-
entitled action, that he has a good cause of action against the 
Respondents, and he verily believes that he is entitled to the 
relief sought in his Complaint, but that he is an inmate at the 
Utah State Prison and has neither money or property with which to 
pay his costs of Court or for the services of papers herein. 
DATED this £ 0 ? day ot^A^'^^u 199&.. 
j&fflrf £*#<$$&*_?/J (sign name) 
3n?Ep?'Ufrtol VfeteTTf ( p r i n t name) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO be fo re me t h i s ^ V day of Qr<*~—. 199 Z.. 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF UTAH 
September 30. IMS 
MARILYN P. W001ST0N 
P.O. Bo» 260 
0mp«r.U«h MQ20 
IOTARY FUBLIC 
Residing at: 
My Commission Expires: 
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^ F P g g ^ U w { W l ? name) ^ " v 0 b f 
Attorney Pro Se 
Utah S t a t e P r i s o n JAN }3 jj lu /JW SH/ 
P . a . & a T 2 a f ^ ( a d d r e s s ' i 4 ^ * 
DgftPBfctamfl4p^» (address 1 " f . 7 ; 6rl -^A 
IN THE &£& JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, 3ftlX LftKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
jjgffiegtf lifahl tigRcTTT (namel . * AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF 
P e t i t i o n e r , * PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS 
* CORPUS AND POST CONVICTION 
V S . * RELIEF 
* 
* Case No. 
STATE OF UTAH, * 
Respondent . * Judge 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF Ibfrtf Ufcg ) 
COMES NOW "Ss^fe^ L#HN ^WoTT (Affiant's name), being 
first duly sworn upon his oath, deposes and says the following upon 
personal knowledge: 
PfeMptuca OR feaadS ree E^IEEHCE t&za> qpftj Rue. pgfcsi6M&. 
^ Cofcggfcc To ^ e feesr OP ^WTIO^ER>S swoemvrsofl V feeusP., 
DATED t h i s £ j & day o f K/nvtuiA*. , 1 9 9 ^ . 
/ j / / i Y ^ < L„iJs? (ff£h*7TZffiant s i g n s ) 
^ H B B p r e ( p r i n t a f f i a n t s name) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO b e f o r e me t h i s **& day o f 9 ^ — . 1 9 9 j £ _ . 
My Commission E x p i r e s : 
i wOTARY PUBLIC 
NOTARY PUBLIC I R e s i d i n a a t : 
STATE OF UTAH I K e s i a i n g a t . 
l&ComfflHon Expos I 
Sepwnber30.1995 
MARILYN P. WOOLSTON n ,; A Q Q 3 
Dmper.Utah 84020 
( I ^ L / ^ ^ / /fyltejf'Caujf' 
-5*/-/ jUfr, 4*6, £/&<c> 
340L. 
S&JA #/ e£, /&**/, it 
*+s //SKA CS&*/&* __ 
ZZ-
/rtt< . fitrt- e/ £fe £f*L&l /L/TJJ £&*<& A**/ /tud &<? fife? JC \ 
la /toy loOf^fyJZubc/^ ffer ?£sJ 
(fy*^ 
^ 3 , rxr&tf o/e Ai?^ j/siMiJ-'tip itt. tftfttOMc/ Mf Z& &p&4* C^/^A^JU tf /C#ioLJu£fs 
OSSSAXASM/ 
(W0009 
(name) 
Attorney Pro Se 
Utah State Prison 
gfl.fcrt( 2.5ft (address! 
\>u»fAx\kmW^ (address 1 
3 ,
 flM.SzThird Judicial DWn* 
T FEB 6 1992 
,OUNTY 
Deputy Clerk 
IN THE ^3gJ^ DISTRICT COURT, £*ttrT Lfrfcg COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
^ F F R g ^ LVrtH ( W f (name! . * 
P e t i t i o n e r , 
v s . 
STATE OF UTAH# 
Respondent. 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF 
TRANSCRIPTS AND COURT RECORDS 
AND ORDER 
Case No. 
Judge 
P e t i t i o n e r , 3gFFft£tf liMU ViEftCHTfnamel, attorney pro s e , 
does hereby move the Court, pursuant t o Rule 65(B)(b)(12) and Rule 
54(d) of the Utah Rules of C i v i l Procedure, and based on the 
accompanying A f f i d a v i t of Impecuniosity, t o order Respondent t o 
obtain the t r a n s c r i p t of the fo l lowing proceedings or court records 
which are re l evant and material t o t h i s case (here l i s t the records 
you need): hLX»4H)gMftanM ^Ekftgc^fe REStafissai OP tAfi^ CM teffiLy frAtwAfy 
and t o d i r e c t the c o s t s of the proceedings t o the county in which 
P e t i t i o n e r was o r i g i n a l l y charged. 
The t r a n s c r i p t s / c o u r t records are re levant and material 
t o t h i s case because (here g ive the reason t h a t you need them): 
Twt* RR£ ESSgjJrtAL, To PbrxoKiQ^ CU»x*l o^ \/xoLfrrgm OP DUe K0U2& 
OGOOiO 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPTS AND COURT RECORDS AND ORDER 
( c o n t i n u e e x p l a n a t i o n ) jfegtfTS Puesutoir To TOe RECEUT Vocrve \/,ll-Tft^ 
fSoftfto OF PAROUS ^ 51* 1km £W tfe* SfS.flt.iL'fiJ) freccrgd. fesxnprieR. 
»WU. EWSL TO StffTE ft dLftRA WxmoUT -ftlESlE i^ XUiMEMTS., 
DATED t h i s J^^^ day of (JA^XAA* , 199 Z . 
>^^^T^^7sian name) 
WHW(W >TT (print name) 
Attorney Pro Se 
ORDER 
Petitioner having filed herein his motion for preparation 
of transcripts and court records, and good cause appearing: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Respondent shall obtain such 
transcript of proceedings or court records which are relevant and 
material to the case. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the county in which Petitioner 
was charged shall pay the costs of the proceedings. 
DATED this , day of , 199 Z . 
BY THE COURT: 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
0CC011 
Third Judicial District 
FEB 6 1992 
SALTU^iuUNTY 
TfeffjES' UftlH V W r f f namej. * ( / 
Attorney Pro Se OMnyCten, 
Utah State Prispn (address) 
^ ^ , t ^ ft4pft ( address i 
IN THE 3 f t k DISTRICT COURT, Ibftirc LftV<E COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
*5&Frep^ Ufokl B&EOrr (name). * 
Petitioner, * MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
vs. * COUNSEL AND ORDER 
* 
STATE OF UTAH, * Case No. 
* 
Respondent. * Judge 
Petitioner, "3^Fffy¥ Ufatt V W T T (name), attorney pro se, 
does hereby move the court for an order appointing legal counsel 
for petitioner in the above-entitled natter. 
This motion is based upon the accompanying Affidavit of 
Impecuniosity, supporting documentation and order. 
DATED this ZV& day op^/L^a^f , 1 9 9 ^ . 
^fe/fsian name) 
Attorney Pro Se 
ytU BfiBOTr (pr int name) 
000012 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL AND ORDER 
ORDER 
Petitioner having filed herein his motion for appointment 
of counsel, and good cause appearing: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that legal counsel be appointed for 
Petitioner in the above-entitled matter. 
DATED this day of , 199 £ . 
u y * Jk BY THE COURT: 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
00C013 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
ABBOTT, JEFFREY LYNN 
PLAINTIFF 
VS 
STATE OF UTAH 
DEFENDANT 
MINUTE ENTRY 
CASE NUMBER 920900544 HC 
DATE 02/06/92 
HONORABLE DAVID S. YOUNG 
COURT REPORTER 
COURT CLERK NP 
TYPE OF HEARING: 
PRESENT: 
P. ATTY. ABBOTT, JEFFREY PRO SE 
D. ATTY. 
THE PETITIONERS "PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS AND 
POST CONVICTION RELIEF" WAS FILED ON JANUARY 30, 1992. THE 
COURT DENIES WITHOUT PREJUDICE THE REQUEST TO APPOINT COUNSEL 
AND TO ORDER THE PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPTS AND RECORDS. THE 
MATTER IS SET FOR A PRE-HEARING CONFERENCE FEBRUARY 24, 1992 
AT 1:00 P.M. COUNSEL FOR THE STATE IS REQUESTED TO REVIEW 
THE PETITION AND FILE AN APPROPRIATE RESPONSIVE PLEADING. 
C.C. TO COUNSEL AND MR. ABBOTT, PRO SE 
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FILES BSSTFJCT CSJST 
Third Judicial District 
FEB 2 4 1992 
COUNTY 
R. PAUL VAN DAM (3312) 
UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STEVEN MORRISSETT (6007) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for Defendants 
6100 South 300 East, Suite 204 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
Telephone: (801) 265-5638 
Deputy Clef* 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNT, STATE OF UTAH 
ABBOTT, JEFFREY LYNN, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Defendant. 
ANSWER AND 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
JUDGE DAVID S. YOUNG 
Civil No. 920900544 HC 
DEFENDANT, through Steven Morrissett, Assistant Attorney 
General, responds to this Petition for WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS as 
follows: 
ANSWER 
The state answers the numbered paragraphs of the petition as 
follows: 
1. Admitted. $ l ^ < ^ \ 
2. Admitted, except the June, 1991 hearing occurred on June 
25, 1991. 
000013 
3. Denied. 
4. No allegation requiring a response. 
5. Insufficient allegation to permit a response. 
6. Admitted. 
7. No allegation requiring a response. 
8. Admitted that letter was sent. The letter was processed 
on January 9r 1992, and responded to on February 14, 1992. 
9. No allegation requiring response. 
10. Denied. 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
Jeffrey Lynn Abbott has filed a Petition for Writ of Habeas 
Corpus and Post Conviction Relief pursuant to Civil Rule 65B(c)/ 
challenging decisions of the Board of Pardons during 1991, 
delaying his release on parole. He alleges as reasons for his 
petition: (1) that the Board's hearings were "improper or 
inadequate", (2) that there was no attorney present on his 
behalf, and (3) that the hearings were held (without?) proper 
notice or reasons. 
FACTS 
Jeffrey Lynn Abbott was on his plea to the reduced charge of 
attempted theft of a motor vehicle, a third degree felony. He was 
sentenced on March 7, 1989 to an indeterminate term of zero to 
five years in prison. He had several prior convictions from 
0G0016 
California and Kansas, including burglary, forgery and theft. 
The Board of Pardons set his parole date for March 12, 1991. 
In January, 1991, the Board became aware of numerous 
administrative violations committed by Abbott while incarcerated. 
On January 29, 1991, it gave notice of intent to rescind the 
March 12, 1991 parole date and set a rescission hearing. Notice 
was sent to Abbott in a letter dated February 20, 1991, advising 
him of the reasons. 
A rescission hearing was held on February 28, 1991, with 
Abbott present. It was tape recorded. An interim decision was 
may to set Abbott's parole date for May 14, 1991. A final 
decision was made March 12, 1991. Additional parole conditions 
were set. 
Abbott signed conditions of parole. He was then moved to a 
half-way house by his agreement, dated March 27, 1991, since he 
had no stable residence or release plans. 
On May 9, 1991, a case worker gave notice of need to again 
rescind Abbott's parole release date, because of continuing 
disciplinary violations and major disruptive behavior. This was 
ratified by a decision of the Board on May 14, 1991, setting a 
new rescission hearing. 
This rescission hearing was held on June 25, 1991. Abbott 
was present and the hearing was tape recorded. The Board's 
3 
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decision was to set Abbott's parole release date to October 8, 
1991. 
Because of continuing disciplinary violations, a new 
rescission hearing was set for August 22, 1991. Abbott was sent 
notice on August 16. He attended the hearing, which was tape 
recorded. Based on continued disciplinary violations, the Board 
rescinded Abbott's release date and set it for November 23, 1993. 
The rationale for the Board's decision was attached. 
DISCUSSION 
1. The petition does not describe the constitutional violation. 
A sentenced prisoner may challenge his imprisonment under Rule 
65B(i)(l) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, if he claims the 
proceedings resulting in his commitment involved a substantial 
denial of his state or federal constitutional rights. However, to 
make such a claim, the prisoner must meet the requirements of Rule 
65B(i)(2). That rule states, in part: 
(2) The complaint [petition] ... shall set 
forth in plain and concise terms the factual 
data constituting each and every manner in 
which the complainant claims that any 
constitutional rights were violated. The 
complaint shall have attached thereto 
affidavits, copies of the records, or other 
evidence supporting such allegations, or shall 
state why the same are not attached. 
4 
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The Utah Supreme Court has held that failure to follow the 
procedural requirements of Rule 65B(i)# by providing plain and 
concise factual data, should result in dismissal of the case, 
without an evidentiary hearing. Andrews v, Morris. 607 P.2d 816 
(Utah 1980). 
In Andrews, the Supreme Court held that a habeas petitioner 
had the burden of showing why the relief sought should be granted. 
Where the "petition for relief is drawn in conclusional language 
and is lacking in factual data to support its allegations, contrary 
to the mandate of said Rule 65B(i)M, the petition is deficient. 
Where it raises legal questions only, an evidentiary hearing to 
fully develop the underlying facts is not required. Andrews, 
supra, 607 P.2d at 821. 
2. There is no constitutional right to an attorney at a parole 
hearing. 
Abbott has stated that "petitioner had no attorney present in 
any of the hearings." His allegations do not make clear whether he 
claims that he requested and was denied counsel, that his attorney 
was prevented from attending the hearings, or that he did not seek 
counsel and now wishes he had done so. 
Even if Abbott's claim is that he was denied free counsel, 
that contention does not state a valid basis to attack the 
5 
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authority of the Board of Pardons to deny or delay parole. Neither 
the state nor federal constitutions provide for a guaranteed right 
to counsel in a post-conviction parole hearing. 
In Pennsylvania v. Finlev, 107 S.Ct. 1990 (1987), the United 
States Supreme Court reiterated that prisoners do not have a 
federal constitutional right to counsel when collaterally attacking 
their convictions. The court stated: 
the right to appointed counsel extends to the 
first appeal of right, and no further. Thus, 
we have rejected suggestions that we establish 
a right to counsel on discretionary appeals. 
[Citations omitted.] We think that since a 
defendant has no federal constitutional right 
to counsel when pursuing a discretionary 
appeal on direct review of his conviction, a. 
fortiori, he has no such right when attacking 
a conviction that has long since become final 
upon exhaustion of the appellate process. 
Finlev, 107 S.Ct. at 1993. 
The Utah Constitution, Article I, Section 12, gives the 
accused in criminal prosecutions "the right to appeal and defend in 
person and by counsel". The Utah Supreme Court has found this 
language to create a right to counsel only in criminal prosecutions 
and not in civil actions. Cavaness v. Cox, 598 P.2d 349, 351 (Utah 
1979). Rule 65B postconviction proceedings are civil in nature. 
State v. Mitchell. There is no constitutional right to free 
counsel. Other state courts have reached a similar conclusion. 
6 
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See, e.g., Tuzon v. MacDouaall, 671 P.2d 923, 928 (Ariz.App. 1983); 
Stephens v. Balkcom, 265 S.E.2e 596, 597 (Ga. 1980). 
3. There was no due process violation. 
The state is at a disadvantage in arguing against Abbott's 
claim that the hearings were held without proper notice or 
reasons. Although he refers to Foote v. Utah Board of Pardons, 
808 P.2d 734 (Utah 1991), he fails to explain how his notice or 
the Board's reasons are constitutionally inadequate. Without 
such clarification, his petition does not state a constitutional 
claim justifying extraordinary relief. Andrews, supra. 
The Board of Pardons is granted exclusive executive power to 
regulate punishments, as authorized by the legislature and 
imposed by the courts. Art.VII, Sec.12, Utah Constitution. 
Abbott is can review the tapes of the hearings of the Board and 
to assert any constitutional violation he sees. But unless and 
until he articulates and proves a constitutional violation, he is 
not entitled to habeas relief from the courts. 
If Abbott wishes to review the documents and request the 
tapes of the hearings, the court may wish to give him additional 
time to amend his petition to more particularly describe any 
perceived constitutional violations. However, Abbott's real 
remedy is to improve his disciplinary record, then apply to the 
7 
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Board of Pardons and demonstrate that he has earned an earlier 
release date. 
Dated this day of February, 1992. 
Vs__jjjfe£\fen Morris sett ' 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and accurate copy of the 
foregoing motion to dismiss was mailed, postage prepaid, to 
Jeffrey Lynn Abbott, Pro Se, P.O. Box 250, Draper, Utah 
84020 M. 
Mailed this fY day of February, 1992. 
fay*. /&£. 
OG0022 
Third Judicial Diatnct 
FEB 2 A 1992 
R. PAUL VAN DAM (3312) 
UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STEVEN MORRISSETT (6007) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for Defendants 
6100 South 300 East, Suite 204 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
Telephone: (801) 265-5638 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNT, STATE OF UTAH 
ABBOTT, JEFFREY LYNN, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Defendant. 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
JUDGE DAVID S. YOUNG 
Civil No. 920900544 HC 
STATE OF UTAH ) ) ss 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
1. I am an Assistant Attorney General for the State of 
Utah. In that capacity, I reviewed the Jeffrey Abbott file of 
the Board of Pardons and obtained copies of the public documents 
from the file. I also talked to Paul Larsen, a hearing officer 
for the Board of Pardons who is familiar with the Abbott case. 
2. The statement of facts appearing in the state's 
opposition to Abbott's petition for a writ of habeas corpus is 
000023 
based on information provided to me from Paul Larsen and from the 
Board's file. 
3. The attached documents are substantially accurate copies 
of the public records in the Board of Pardons file and letters to 
and from Abbott. 
4. Also included is a letter from contract attorneys 
requesting documents for Abbott, dated May 23, 1991, but not 
stamped "received" by the Board until January 9, 1992. This 
letter was answered on February 14, 1992, and copies of public 
documents from the Board's file were sent to Abbott on that date. 
* s 
N^ St^ vfen Morrissett ' 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN t o b e f o r e me t h i s 
r-tc-vPubic """1 
t-jC^c: :-en F;p -- | 
f r c i 1 1 , l . f . 
£tat? cf Ufch 8 
day of 
Residing in 
My Commission Expires 
& p ^ 
U u yj'J •» * 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and accurate copy of the 
foregoing motion to dismiss was mailed, postage prepaid, to 
Jeffrey Lynn Abbott, Pro Se, P.O. Box 250, Draper, Utah 
84020 
Mailed this > y day of February, 1992. 
/pip*/^^ Z d ^ * . 
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF PARDONS OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
UTAH STATE OBSCIS NO. 00051043 
onsideration of the Status of ABBOTT, JEFF L SR PRISON NO. 19288 
he above-entitled matter came on for a hearing before the Utah State Board of 
ardons on the 29th day of January, 1991, for consideration as: 
SPECIAL ATTENTION HEARI 
fter the statement of and the following witnesses: 
1) 2) 
nd good cause appearing, the Board made the following decision and order: 
ORDER 
XX Rescind 03/12/1991 parole date, 
Parole to become effective with following special conditions: 
Amend parole agreement to add the following special conditions: 
1. 4. 
2. 5. 
3. 6. 
Rehearing for 
Termination of semtence and parole to become effective 
Expiration of sentence effective 
OC Other SCHEDULE FOR RESCISSION HEARING 
CRIME SENT CASE// JUDGE EXPIRATION 
L THEFT 5 6244 PAGE 12/06/1993 
lis decision is subject to review and modification by the Board of Pardons at 
ly time until actual release from custody. 
f order of the Board of Pardons of the State of Utah, I have this date 
>th day of January, 1991, affixed my signature a^^fiairman for and 
i behalf of the State of Utah, Board of Pardot 
H. L. HAUN, Chairman 
o' •n 0 ° 
forman H. Bangerter 
GON ernor 
H.L. (Pete) Haun 
Chairman 
Donald E. Blanchard 
Michael R. Sibbett 
William L. Peters 
Heather N. Cooke 
Members 
State of Utah 
BOARD OF PARDONS 
448 East 6400 South • Suite 300 
Murray Utah 84107 
(801)261-6464 
February 20,1991 
Jeffrey Abbott, USP# 19288 
P.O. Box 250 
Draper, Utah 84020 
Dear Mr. Abbott: 
This is to notify you that you are scheduled for a Rescission Hearina before the 
Utah State Board of Pardons on February 28, 1991, at 9:00 a.m. at the Utah State 
Prison. Our records note numerous violations. That subject will be the topic of your 
hearing. 
Sincerely, 
H.L. HAUN, CHAIRMAN/ADMINISTRATOR 
UTAH STATE BOARD OF PARDONS 
-4^*-G 
Enid O. Pino 
Hearing Officer 
cc: Utah State Prison 
File 
4136c 
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF PARDONS OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
INTERIM DECISION 
Consideration of the Status of ABBOTT, JEFFREY USP No.19288 
The above-entitled matter came before the Board of Pardons on the 28th day oj 
February, 1991 for consideration as: 
1. SPECIAL CONDITIONS 3. XXX RESCISSION 
2. CLASS A 4. OTHER RESTITUTION 
After hearing the statement of ft U L a V V* TTcEPi'w and the fol lowing 
witness(es) 1) 2) 
the following decision was rendered: 
Revoke parole date, 
^Rescind 3/1 z/q/ parole date, __ 
^Parole to become effective A4fiPv/ /V, /?f/ t with the following specia 
conditions: 
_2^Amend parole agreement to add/delete the following special conditions: 
A. P,*+ 4 <*I8'J h 6 2** D. My ft/,, &, J 
B
- '
S P ftwuw- i f iV UioU E- C^^Uh £/N iF /«, dhJL 
Rehearing for 
Termination of Sentence to become effective^ 
Expiration of Sentence 
Other 
NOTE: This Interim Decision is binding and in full force and effect until 
reviewed by the Board of Pardons members, who will make the final 
determination in this matter. In the event the above named shall be found 
guilty of any infraction of the Rules and Regulations of the Utah State 
Prison, of any Community Correction Center or of any residential facility or 
is found in violation of any law of the State of Utah or other good cause, 
this order may be made null and void. 
BEFORE THE BOARD OF PARDONS OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
UTAH STATE OBSCIS NO. 00051043 
Consideration of the Status of ABBOTT, JEFF L SR PRISON NO. 19288 
The above-entitled matter came on for a hearing before the Utah State Board of 
Pardons on the 12th day of March, 1991, for consideration as: 
RESCISSION HEARING 
After the statement of and the following witnesses: 
1) ^ — - ^ ^ — ^ ^ ^ 2) 
and good cause appearing, the Board made the following decision and order: 
ORDER 
XXX Rescind 03/12/1991 parole date, 
XXX Parole to become effective 05/14/1991 with following special conditions: 
Amend parole agreement to add the following special conditions: 
1# Pay restlt. of $918.00 case#6244 4. Not cons, or poss. any alcohol 
2. Succ. compl. ISP prog, if residing in UT 
3. Submit to RDT 5. Succ. comp. EM if residing in UT 
Rehearing for 
Termination of sentence and parole to become effective 
Expiration of sentence effective 
Other 
t CRIME SENT CASEfl JUDGE EXPIRATION 
1 THEFT 5 6244 PAGE 12/06/1993 
This decision is subject to review and modification by the Board of Pardons at 
any time until actual release from custody. 
By order of the Board of Pardons of the State of Utah, I have this date 
12th day of March, 1991, affixed my signature as Chairman for and 
on behalf of the State of Utah, Board of Pardons. 
/()^tJ ^6e^^g^f 
H. L. HAUN, Chairman 
OOOC20 
Norman H. Bangerter 
Governor 
H.L. (Pete) Haun 
Chairman 
Members 
Donald E Bianchard 
Michael R. Sibbett 
William L Peters 
Heather N. Cooke 
THE BOARD OF PARDONS OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
ORDER OF PAROLE 
UTAH STATE OBSCIS NO. 00051043 
UTAH STATE PRISON NO. 19288 
-^&IJrTHE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION OF ABBOTT, JEFF L SR 
This matter of application for parole, termination of sentence, or 
expiration of sentence having come before the Utah State Board of Pardons 
in a regularly scheduled hearing on the 12th day of March, 1991. and the 
applicant appearing in person or having waived in writing the right to 
appearance and the Board having heard the case, issues trie following order: 
It is hereby ordered that ABBOTT, JEFF L SR be paroled from tne 
punishment and sentence heretofore imposed upon him/her by a judge of the 
Second District Court in and for the County of Davis for the crime(s) of 
THEFT, 3rd degree felony, Expiration 12/06/93. 
The parole shall not become effective until 14th day of Mayt 1991. 
The applicant agrees to the conditions of parole and evidences his agreement by 
signing the parole agreement. The parole agreement or contract shall be 
administered by duly authorized agents of tne Utah State Department of 
Corrections for the Utah State Board of Pardons. 
It is further ordered that if and in the event the above named applicant 
shall be guilty of any infractions of the rules and regulations of the Utah 
State Prison or shall fail or refuse to perform duties as assigned by the Utah 
State Prison or is found to be in violation of any other law or the State of 
Utah prior to the effective date of said parole, then this Order of Parole is 
revoked and becomes null and void. 
Dated this 12th day of March, 1991. 
By Order of the Board of Pardons of the State of Utah, I have this 
14th day of March. 1991, reduced its decision in this matter to writing and 
hereby affix my signature as Chairman for and on behalf of the State or 
Utah, Board of Pardons. 
» » ^ 
«a 
or n^.^d 
Norman H. Bangerter 
Governor 
H.L (Pete) Haun 
Chairman 
Members 
Donald E. B Ian chard 
Michael R. Sibbett 
William L. Peters 
Heather N, Cooke 
B E F Q R E T H E B Q A R D Q F p A R D 0 N S 0 F T H £ S T A T E 0 f = U T A H 
PAROLE AGREEMENT 
I, ABBOTT, JEFF L SR agree to be directed and supervised by Agents of 
the Utah State Department of Corrections and be accountable for my actions and 
conduct to Utah State Corrections, according to this Agreement. 
I further agree to abide by all conditions of parole as set forth in this 
Agreement and any additional conditions as set forth by the Utah State Board of 
Pardons, consistent with the laws of the State of Utah. I fully understand 
that the violation of this Agreement and/or any conditions thereof or any new 
conviction for a crime may result in action by the Board causing my parole to 
be revoked or my parole period to start over. 
CONDITIONS OF PAROLE 
1. RELEASE: On the day of my release from the institution or confinement, 
I will report to my assigned Parole Agent, unless otherwise 
approved in writing. 
2 HTMIWNi'F I shall establish a residence of record and shall reside at 
such residence in fact and on record and shall not change my 
flace of residence without knowledge of my Parole Agent; and shall not leave the State of Utan without prior written 
authorization from my Parole Agent. It is hereby acknowledged 
that should I leave the State of Utah without written 
authorization from my Parole Agent that I hereby waive 
extradition, from any state in which I may be found, to the 
State of Utah. 
3. CONDUCT: I shall obey all State and Federal laws and municipal 
ordinances at all times. 
4. REPORT: I shall make written or in person reports to my Parole Agent 
by the fifth of each and every month or as directed and i 
shall permit visits to my place of residence as required by 
my Parole Agent for the purpose of insuring compliance with 
the conditions of parole. 
I will seek and maintain full-time employment unless I am 
participating in an educational or therapy program approved 
oy my Parole Agent. 
I agree to allow a Parole Agent to search my person, 
residence, vehicle, or any other property under my control, 
without a warrant, any time day or night, upon reasonable 
suspicion as ascertained by a Parole Agent, to insi ire 
compliance with the conditions of my parole. 
I 6nall not own. possess, or have under my control or in my 
custody any explosives, rirearems, or any dangerous weapons 
as defined in Utah Code Annotated, Section 76-10-501, as 
amended. 
I shall not associate with any known criminal in any manner 
which can reasonably be expected to result in, or which has 
resulted in criminal or illegal activity 
S £1C IAL C 0NDITI0NS: I shall: 
1 Pay restitution of $918.00 CASE#6244. 
2 Successfully complete ISP Program if * 
3 Submit to random drug testing. 
lie 
EMPLOYMENT: 
SEARCH: 
WEAPONS: 
8. ASSOCIATION: 
I have re 
acknowled 
WIINESSED B 
TITI ,E 
4 Not consume or possess any alcohol. 
5 Successfully complete Elec. Monit. if residing in Utah. 
rstand and agree to the above conditions and I hereby 
t of a copyroR this Agreement. 
this Q? 
SIGNED: CjU 
ADDRES 
IVjUftil , 19 3ti_ • 
Parolee ' 
Norman H. Bangerter 
Governor 
M.L. (Pete) Haun 
Chairman 
Members 
Donald E. Blanchard 
Michael R. Sibbett 
William L. Peters 
Heather N. Cooke 
BEFORE THE BOARD OF PARDONS OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
PAROLE AGREEMENT 
, ABBOTT, JEFF L. SR» agree to be directed and supervised by Agents of the Utah State 
epartment of Corrections and be accountable for my actions and conduct to Utah State 
arrections, according to this Agreement. 
further agree to abide by all conditions of parole as set forth in this Agreement and any 
dlditional conditions as set forth by the Utah State Board of Pardons, consistent with the 
aws of the State of Utah. I fully understand that the violation of this Agreement and/or any 
anditions thereof or any new conviction for a crime may result in action by the Board causing 
Y parole to be revoked or my parole period to start over. 
RELEASE: 
RESIDENCE: 
CONDUCT: 
REPORT: 
EMPLOYMENT: 
SEARCH: 
WEAPONS: 
ASSOCIATION: 
CONDITIONS OF PAROLE 
On the day of my release from the institution or confinement, I will 
report to my assigned Parole Agent, unless otherwise approved in writing. 
I shall establish and reside at a residence of record and shall report such 
residence or any change thereof to my Parole Agent. I shall not leave the 
State of Utah without prior written authorization from my Parole Agent. It 
is hereby acknowledged that should I leave the State of Utah without written 
authorization from my Parole Agent, that I hereby waive extradition from any 
state in which I may be found, to the State of Utah. 
I shall obey all State and Federal laws and municipal ordinances at all 
tiroes. 
I shall make written or in person reports to my Parole Agent by the fifth 
of each and every month or as directed and I shall permit visits to my place 
of residence as required by my Parole Agent for the purpose of insuring 
compliance with the conditions of parole. 
I will seek and maintain full-time employment unless I am participating in 
an educational or therapy program approved by my Parole Agent. 
compliance with the conditions of my parole. 
I shall not own, possess, or have under my control any explosives, 
firearms, or any dangerous weapons as defined in Utah Code Annotated, 
Section 76-10-501, as amended. 
I shall not associate with any known criminal in any manner which can 
reasonably be expected to result in, or which has resulted in criminal or 
illegal activity. 
SPECIAL CONDITIONS: I shall: 
1. Pay restitution of $918.00 - CASE#6244. 
2. Successfully complete ISP program if residing in Utah. 
3. Submit to random drug testing. 4. Not consume or possess any alcohol-
5. Successfully complete Electronic Monitoring if residing in utah. 
6. Enter Halfway House until stabilized or accepted for compact supervision. 
have refl^ T, uiHte^ stand and agree 
copy of this^Agr 
IINESSED BY: 
ITLE: IG2A 
the above conditions and I hereby acknowledge receipt of 
this 
SIGNED: 
nairmari, Board of /?a'rdons 
ADDRESS: 
AMENDED 4/23/1991 
000032 
Members 
Norman H B.ngen«r Iff & & & . \ * \ * * , * . • • - -Dp-Id E Blanchard 
Governor l*f Ml'A** }§} L_< i__ I • ,_. * i # » S i a e | R Slbbett HtUtiVti: 
Heath 
APR 2 6 B9J 
BEFORE THE BOARD OF PARDONS OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
ORDER OF PAROLE , N $ T p m ^ Qpfj^onQ ,„ 
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION OF ABBOTT, JEFF L. SR 
UTAH STATE PRISON NO. 122SS 
his matter of application for parole, termination of sentence, or expiration of sentence 
g come before the Utah State Board of Pardons in a regularly scheduled hearing on the 
day of April, 1991, and the applicant appearing in person or having waived in writing the 
to appearance and the Board having heard the case, issues the following order: 
t is hereby ordered that ABBOTT, JEFF L. SR be paroled from the punishment and sentence 
ofore imposed upon him/her by a judge of the Second Judicial District Court in and for 
ounty of Davis for the crime(s) of THEFT, 3rd degree felony,Expiration 12/06/1993. 
he parole shall not become effective until the 14th day of Mav. 1991. The applicant 
s to the conditions of parole and evidences his agreement by signing the parole 
ment. The parole agreement or contract shall be administered by duly authorized agents 
e Utah State Department of Corrections for the Utah State Board of Pardons. 
t is further ordered that if and in the event the above named applicant shall be guilty 
y infractions of the rules and regulations of the Utah State Prison or shall fail or 
e to perform duties as assigned by the Utah State Prison or is found to be in violation 
y other law of the State of Utah prior to the effective date of 6aid parole, then this 
of Parole is revoked and becomes null and void. 
ated this 23rd day of April, 1991. 
j Order of the Board of Pardons of the State of Utah, I have this 25th day of April, 
reduced its decision in this matter to writing and hereby affix my signature as Chairman 
id on behalf of the State of Utah, Board of Pardons. 
H.L. flAUN, Chai 
0G0C33 
BEFORE THE BOARD OF PARDONS OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
UTAH STATE OBSCIS NO. 51043 
Consideration of the Status of ABBOTT, JEFF L SR PRISON NO. 19288 
The above-entitled matter came on for consideration before the Utah State Board 
of Pardons on the 23rd day of April, 1991, for: 
SPECIAL ATTENTION HEARING 
After a review of the submitted Information and good cause appearing, the Board 
makes the following decision and order: 
RESULTS 
Amend parole agreement to add: 
1 Enter halfway House until stabilized 
or accepted for compact supervision. 
No Crime Sent Case No. Judge Expiration 
1 THEFT 5 6244 PAGE 12/06/1993 
This decision is subject to review and modification by the Board of Pardons at 
any time until actual release from custody. 
By order of the Board of Pardons of the State of Utah, I have this date 
23rd day of April, 1991, affixed my signature as Chairman for and 
on behalf of the State of Utah, Board of Pardons. 
, Chairman 
f>f,OG34 
GaryW.DtLand 
ExKUtft* Ototoor 
OtCtLC Ul ULcUl 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 
6100 South Fashion Boultvard 
Murray, Utah S4107 
(801)265-5500 
WAIVER OF PERSONAL APPEARANCE 
USP NO.: 
>rstand I have the right to appear before the Board of Pardons in regard to the addition of special conditions to my 
le Agreement. I hereby waive my personal appearance before the Utah State Board of Pardons and requestJhat my 
le Agreement be amended to include the following^ponditionfs): /» / • ^ 
-<* ~rt, */<£&«*> c<y-#& j&fcte£±a* 
^ ^ r\ :Q_ 
WITNESS 
^ i/^.y. 
PAROLEE 
p, &?-7/ 
DATE 
000035 
Consideration of the Status of 
The above-entitled matter came 
for consideration as: 
1. _ SPECIAL CONDITIONS 
2. _. CLASS A 
After hearing the statement of 
1) 2) __ 
Utah State Prison No. 
.on the ^ 9 a y of 
3 . A RESCISSION 
4. _ OTHER. 
/Pfy , W88 /??, 
Parole to become effective 
//^yg>^L^fi^Y^And the following witness(es) 
9 the following decision was rendered: 
, with the following special conditions: 
Amend parole agreement to add/delete the following special conditions: 
A. C. 
B. D. 
_ Rehearing for 
- & 
Termination of Sentence to become effective 
Expiation of Sentence _ 
NOTE: This Interim Decisiqjx is binding and in full force and effect until reviewed by 
the Board of Pardons members, who will make the final determination in this matter. 
In the event the above named shall be found guilty of any infraction of the Rules and 
Regulations of the Utah State Prison, of any Community Correction c ~ fc" — ~r 
residential facility or is found in violation of any law of the Sta 
good cause, this order may be made null and voi" 
c 
Center or of any 
of Utah or other 
Date 
5/88 
<*?fy 9. 9/ 
>f the Starve 
-*-T^tS 
Board of Pardons Staff Member 
fif,f,f,3G 
BEFORE THE BOARD OF PARDONS OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
UTAH STATE OBSCIS NO. 51043 
sideration of the Status of ABBOTT, JEFF L SR PRISON NO. 19288 
above-entitled matter came on for consideration before the Utah State Board 
Pardons on the 14th day of May, 1991, for: 
RESCISSION HEARING 
»r a review of the submitted information and good cause appearing, the Board 
»s the following decision and order: 
RESULTS 
Rescind 05/14/1991 parole. Schedule 
for Rescission hearing. 
'rime Sent Case No. Judge Expiration 
fHEFT 5 6244 PAGE 12/06/1993 
5 decision is subject to review and modification by the Board of Pardons at 
time until actual release from custody. 
>rder of the Board of Pardons of the State of Utah, I have this date 
i day of May, 1991, affixed my signature as Chairman for and 
>ehalf of the State of Utah, Board of Pardons. 
H. L . HAUN / MuTiua l i^ > 
0CGC37 
Norman H Btngerttr 
Governor 
NX. (Ptte) Haun 
Chapman 
Members 
Donald E. Blanchard 
Ukh—l R. SJbbrtf 
William L Ptttrt 
Haathar N. Cooke 
BEFORE THE BOARD OF PARDONS OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
PAROLE AGREEMENT 
I, ABBOTT, JEFF L SR agree to be directed and supervised by Agents of 
the Utah State Department of Corrections and be accountable for my actions and 
conduct to Utah State Corrections, according to this Agreement. 
I further agree to abide by all conditions of parole as set forth in this 
Agreement and any additional conditions as set forth by the Utah State Board of 
Pardons, consistent with the laws of the State of Utah. I fully understand 
that the violation of this Agreement and/or any conditions thereof or any new 
conviction for a crime may result in action by the Board causing my parole to 
be revoked or my parole period to start over. 
CONDITIONS OF PAROLE 
On the day of my release from the institution or confinement, 
I will report to my assigned Parole Agent, unless otherwise 
approved in writing. 
1 shall establish a residence of record and shall reside at 
such residence in fact and on record and shall not change my 
flace of residence without knowledge of my Parole Agent; and shall not leave the State of Utan without prior written 
authorization from my Parole Agent. It is hereby acknowledged 
that should I leave the State of Utah without written 
authorization from my Parole Agent that I hereby waive 
extradition, from any state in which I may be found, to the 
State of Utah. 
I shall obey all State and Federal laws and municipal 
ordinances at all times. 
I shall make written or in person reports to my Parole Agent 
by the fifth of each and every month or as directed and I 
shall permit visits to my place of residence as required by 
my Parole Agent for the purpose of insuring compliance with 
1. RELEASE: 
RESIDENCE: 
3. CONDUCT: 
4. REPORT: 
l t
the conditions of parole. 
I will seek and maintain full-time employment unless I am 
farticipating in an educational or therapy program approved y my Parole Agent. 
I agree to allow a Parole Agent to search my person, 
residence, vehicle, or any other property under my control, 
without a warrant, any time day or night, upon reasonable 
suspicion as ascertained by a Parole Agent, to insure 
compliance with the conditions of my parole. 
I shall not own. possess* or have under my control or in my 
custody any explosives, firearms, or any dangerous weapons 
as defined in Utah Code Annotated, Section 76-10-501, as 
amended. 
I shall not associate with any known criminal in any manner 
which can reasonably be expected to result in, or which has 
resulted in criminal or illegal activity. 
SPECIAL CONDITIONS; M h a j l i ^ . 
1 Pay restitution of $918.00 CASE//62W. 
2 Successfully complete ISP Program if residing in Utah. 
3 Submit to random drug testing. 
k Not consume or possess any alcohol. 
5 Successfully complete Elec. Monit. if residing in Utah. 
I have read, understand and agree to the above conditions and I hereby 
acknowledge receipt of a copy of this Agreement. 
5. EMPLOYMENT: 
6. SEARCH: 
7. WEAPONS: 
8. ASSOCIATION: 
9. 
WITNESSED BY: 
TITLE: 
this day of 19 
i. Haun, Chairman / I 
SIGNED: . 
ADDRESS: 
Parolee 
H. L. n 
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF PARDONS OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
ORDER OF PAROLE 
UTAH STATE OBSCIS NO. 00051043 
UTAH STATE PRISON NO. 19288 
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION OF ABBOTT. JEFF L SR 
This matter of application for parole, termination of sentence, or 
expiration of sentence having come before the Utah State Board of Pardons 
in a regularly scheduled hearing on the 25th day of June, 1991, and the 
applicant appearing in person or having waived in writing the right to 
appearance and the Board having heard the case, issues tne following order: 
It is hereby ordered that ABBOTT, JEFF L SR be paroled from the 
punishment and sentence heretofore imposed upon him/her by a judge of the 
Second District Court in and for the County of Davis for the crime(s) of 
THEFT, 3rd degree felony, Expiration 12/06/93. 
The parole shall not become effective until 8th day of October. 1991. 
The applicant agrees to the conditions of parole and evidences his agreement by 
signing the parole agreement. The parole agreement or contract shall be 
administered by duly authorized agents of tne Utah State Department of 
Corrections for the Utah State Board of Pardons. 
It is further ordered that if and in the event the above named applicant 
shall be guilty of any infractions of the rules and regulations of the Utah 
State Prison or shall fail or refuse to perform duties as assigned by the Utat 
State Prison or is found to be in violation of any other law or the State of 
Utah prior to the effective date of said parole, then this Order of Parole is 
revoked and becomes null and void. 
Dated this 25th day of June, 1991. 
By Order of the Board of Pardons of the State of Utah, I have this 
27th day of June, 1991, reduced its decision in this matter to writing and 
hereby affix my signature as Chairman for and on behalf of the State of 
Utah, Board of Pardons. 
H.L.'HAUN, Chairm 
0GC033 
BEFORE THE BOARD OF PARDONS OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
UTAH STATE OBSCIS NO. 51043 
Consideration of the Status of ABBOTT, JEFF L SR PRISON NO, 19288 
The above-entitled matter came on for consideration before the Utah State Board 
of Pardons on the 25th day of June, 1991, for: 
RESCISSION HEARING 
After a review of the submitted information and good cause appearing, the Board 
makes the following decision and order: 
RESULTS 
Rescind 05/14/1991 parole. Parole 
effective 10/08/1991, 
1 Pay restitution of $918.00 - CASE//6244. 
2 Successfully complete ISP Program if residing in Utah. 
3 Submit to random drug testing. 
4 Not consume or possess any alcohol. 
5 Successfully complete Elec. Monit. if residing in Utah. 
No Crime Sent Case No. Judge Expiration 
1 THEFT 5 6244 PAGE 12/06/1993 
This decision is subject to review and modification by the Board of Pardons at 
any time until actual release from custody. 
By order of the Board of Pardons of the State of Utah, I have this date 
25th day of June, 1991, affixed my signature as Chairman for and 
on behalf of the State of Utah, Board of Pardons. 
H. L. "HAUN, Chairman 
ococ;o 
x - / 
State of Utah 
BOARD OF PARDONS 
448 East 6400 South - Suite 300 
Murray, Utah 84107 
(801)261-6464 
August 16,1991 
nan H. Bangerter 
Governor 
H.L. (Pete) Haun 
Chairman 
laid E. Blanchard 
tfichael Ft Sibbett 
William L. Peters 
Heather N. Cooke 
Members 
Jeff Abbott, USP# 19288 
P.O. Box 250 
Draper, Utah 84020 
% 
Dear Ms.. Abbott: 
This is to notify you that a Rescission Request haist>een received at the Board that 
indicates that you have disciplinaries. This may effect your current status. Therefore, 
please be prepared to appear before a Board of Pardons Staff Member on August 22, 
1991 at 11:00 am in a Rescission Hearing to discuss this matter. 
In connection with your upcoming hearing, everything in your Board file may be 
considered. Like other offenders' files, your file contains its own variation of the 
following categories of information: 
(1) Public information, including judgment and commitment orders, prior Board 
dispositions, parole agreements, and the like; 
(2) Information generated from Adult Probation and Parole, including presentence 
and postsentence reports, probation violation reports, parole progress and 
violation reports, diagnostic reports, and so forth; 
(3) Prison information, including board reports, disciplinaries, progress and 
rescission reports, psychological, etc.; 
(4) Information generated internally for the Board, including worksheets, routings, 
auideline matrices, alienist reports, warrant requests; 
(5) Other criminal justice information, including police and prosecutorial reports, 
recommendations from sentencing judges, criminal record data, other court 
documents; 
(6) Other correspondence sent to the Board concerning you. 
Any other specific items of information to be considered by the Board will be identified 
for you at the hearing and you will have an opportunity to respond at that time. 
If you have further questions, please ask your caseworker. 
Sincerely, 
H.L. HAUN, CHAIRMAN 
UTAH STATE BOARD OF PARDONS (D/2 
Enid O. Pino, Hearing Officer 
Utah State Board of Pardons 
cc: USP Records 
File 
0G0041 
BEFORE THE BOARD OF PARDONS OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
The status of ABBOTT, JEFF L SR , USP No. 19288 , OBSCIS No. 51043 
came before the Utah State Board of Pardons on the 22nd day of August, 1991, 
for the following consideration: 
RESCISSION HEARING 
CRIME OF COMMITMENT COURT CASE # JUDGE EXPIRATION 
1 THEFT FoTO PASE 12/06/1993 
ORDER 
of v& (jjTTalfyt After the statement  W'\y and the following witnesses, 
and for good cause appearing, the Board of Pardons made the following decision: 
>C Rescind \®j%p\ parole date, 
Begin parole on with the following special conditions: 
1. 4. 
2- 5. 
3. 6. 
Amend parole agreement to add/delete/modify the conditions described above 
/ \ Terminate sentence (including parole supervision) on / / //*J?// J/ 
Expiration of sentence to be effective on 
Schedule rehearing for 
Other: 
The reasons for this decision are identified on the attached page. 
At the discretion of the Board of Pardons, this decision is subject to review 
and modification at any time prior to actual release from custody. 
By order of the Board of Pardons of the State of Utah, I affix my signature on 
behalf of the Chairman of the Board this 22nd day of August, 1991. 
WW( //Aft/ 
HV L. HAUN, Chairaaii 
OG0042 
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF PARDONS OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
RATIONALE 
The Board of Pardons' decision in this matter is based primarily, but not 
exclusively, on the following reasons: 
AGGRAVATING MITIGATING 
OFFENDER'S BACKGROUND 
Criminal history significantly underrepresented by guidelines 
(i.e., many more than 4 felony convictions and/or 8 misdemeanors) 
X History of similar offenses 
Pattern of increasingly or decreasingly serious offenses • . . . 
^< History of unsuccessful,or successful supervisions 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OFFENSE 
Use of weapons or dangerous instrumentalities 
_____ Demonstration o* extreme cruelty or depravity 
Abuse of position of trust, special skill, or responsibility 
Multiple incidents and/or victims v ^ ^ 
Actual gain reaped from the offense 
OFFENDER'S TRAITS DURING THE OFFENSE 
Motive (intentional, premeditated vs. impulsive, reactionary) 
Role (organizer, leader vs. follower, minimal participant) • 
*)C Obstruction of justice V£. early withdrawal or self-surrender 
VICTIM CHARACTERISTICS 
Extent of injury (physical, emotional, financial, social) 
Relatively vulnerable victim vs. aggressive or provoking victim 
Victim in position of authority over offender 
OFFENDER'S PRESENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Denial or mitigation vs. Complete acceptance of responsibility 
>C Extent of remorse and apparent motivation to rehabilitate 
Timeliness and extent of efforts to pay restitution • • . 
JX Prison or Parole programming (effort to enroll, etc.) 
X Prison disciplinary problems or other defiance of authority • . 
Employment possibilities (history, skills, current job, future) 
Extent of community support or community fear, condemnation . • 
Nature and stability of release plans 
Overall rehabilitative progress and promise • • . . • • • • • • 
Unusual institutional vulnerability (due to age, health, other) 
Exceptional risk to self or others . . . . . . . 
OTHER 
' Date' /Board Membe /Board er _ , ,-, 
WAYNE A. FREESTONE 
DAVID J. ANGERHOFER 
CONTRACT ATTORNEYS 
50 West 300 South, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
(801) 322-1503 
(801) 363-0844 
& / 
May 23, 1991 
Mr, Pete Haun 
Utah State Board of Pardons 
448 East 6400 South, Suite 300 
Murray, Utah 84107 
RE: Inmate Jeffery Abbott USP #19288 
Dear Mr. Haun: 
Please be advised that I am a Contract Attorney for the Utah 
State Prison and I have recently met with inmate Jeffery Abbott USP 
#19288, whom ve are assisting with respect to the preparation of a 
Habeas Corpus Petition, pursuant to Foote v. Utah Board of Pardonsf 
156 Utah Adv. Rep. 3 (S.Ct. 1991). 
We are in need of any and all information that the Board of 
Pardons relied upon in determining Mr. Abbott's parole or rehearing 
date, as set forth in the Constitution of Utah, Article VII, 
Section 12, including, the proceedings and decision of the Board, 
with the reasons therefor and any dissent, as it has been reduced 
to writing and filed. 
Please provide this information within ten (10) days of the 
date of this letter. 
Your cooperation in this matter is appreciated. 
Respectfully yours, 
David Br. AngerHofer 
Contract Attorney 
DJA\las 
cc: Inmate Jeffery Abbott 
000044 
orman H- Bangerter 
Governor 
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State of Utah 
BOARD OF PARDONS 
448 East 6400 South • Suite 300 
Murray. Utah 64107 
(801)261-6464 
February 14, 1992 
Wayne A. Freestone, David J. Angerhofer 
Contract Attorneys 
50 West 300 South, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
RE: Tour Request for File Information on Jeffery Abbott, USP019288 
Dear Sirs: 
This office has received your letter requesting information from your 
client's Board of Pardons file. Like other offenders* files, your client's 
file contains its own variation of the following categories of information: 
(1) Public information, including judgment and commitment orders, prior 
Board dispositions, parole agreements, and the like; 
(2) Information generated from Adult Probation and Parole, including 
presentence and postsentence reports, diagnositc reports, and so forth; 
(3) Prison information, including board reports, disciplinaries, progress 
and rescission reports, psychologicals, etc.; 
(4) Information generated internally for the Board, including worksheets, 
routings, guideline matrices, alienist reports, warrant requests; 
(5) Other criminal justice information, including police and 
prosecutorial reports, recommendations from sentencing judges, criminal record 
data, other court documents; 
(6) Other correspondence sent to the Board concerning you. 
As you are aware, Board of Pardons Rule 655-303 only makes copies of 
public documents accessible to your client. As such, we have enclosed copies 
of all public documents from your client's file with this response. These 
documents include disposition forms reflecting the Board's prior decisions 
concerning your client. The proceedings, information relied upon, and reasons 
behind these decisions are electronically recorded and available by ordering a 
copy of the tape in question. This can be done by sending $5.00 with a 
written request for each hearing desired. 
At any hearing held after August 9, 1991, the Board will provide a verbal 
summary of information it intends to rely upon and, before any decision is 
reached, your client will be given the opportunity at that hearing to respond 
to the information listed. 
Furthermore, decisions resulting from hearings held after August 9, 1991, 
will be recorded and transmitted through disposition forms that include 
written rationale for the decisions and dissents, if any. 
If we can be of further assistance, please contact the Board of Pardons 
office listed on this letterhead. 
Sincerely, 
PAUL LARSEN 
HEARING OFFICER nrnru 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
ABBOTT, JEFFREY LYNN 
PLAINTIFF 
VS 
STATE OF UTAH 
DEFENDANT 
MINUTE ENTRY 
CASE NUMBER 920900544 HC 
DATE 02/24/92 
HONORABLE DAVID S. YOUNG 
COURT REPORTER AMBROSE, EILEEN 
COURT CLERK CGH 
TYPE OF HEARING; HABEAS CORPUS WRIT 
PRESENT: PLAINTIFF 
P. ATTY. ABBOTT, JEFFREY PRO SE 
D. ATTY. MORRISSETT, STEVEN 
PLAINITFF'S PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS COMES NOW 
BEFORE THE COURT FOR HEARING, WITH APPEARANCES AS SHOWN ABOVE. 
BASED ON DISCUSSION WITH MR. ABBOT AND DEFENDANT'S COUNSEL 
THE COURT ORDERS THIS MATTER CONTINUED TO MARCH 9, 1992 AT 1:00 
P.M. MR. ABBOT IS TO RESPOND TO THE STATE'S ANSWER AND THE 
STATE IS TO REPLY SHORTLY THEREAFTER. THE COURT FURTHER ORDERS 
PLAINTIFFF MAY PROCEED AS IMPECUNIOUS AND DENIES HIS MOTION TO 
HAVE AN ATTORNEY APPOINTED TO REPRESENT HIM. 
000048 
THE GREATER KANSAS CITY MENTAL HEALTH FOUNDATION 
2055 HOLMES KANSAS CITY, MO 64108 (816) 221-5000 
August 16, 1990 
Mr. Jeffrey Abbott, #19288 
Utah State Prison 
P. 0. Box #250 
Draper, Utah 84020 
Wtt»smicrc(MiiiT 
RE: Request For Information 
Dear Mr. Abbott: 
Reference your letter requesting additional information concerning 
the NARA Outpatient Treatment Program, our program is approximately 
nine (9) months in length, during which time a client has one (1) 
individual therapy session, one (1) group per week and submits 
urine samples a minimum of once per week, on a random basis. Cost 
of the program are based on the client's income. 
Should you desire to be considered for entry into the NARA Program, 
please contact the program approximately two (2) months prior to 
your release from prison. 
Respectful 
Robert A. Wheeler 
Coordinator, Outpatient Services 
RW: smp 
International Headquarters 
Marriott Drive 
Washington. D.C. 20051 
Kicnarci L.. oen-irvinii 
\ ice President 
Human ke>ources 
Wl380-byi2 
August 23, 1990 
Mr. Jeffrey L. Abbott #19288 
Uintah #2304 
Utah State Prison Facility 
14000 South Pony Express Road 
Draper, Utah 84020 
Dear Mr. Abbott: 
Your letter to Mr. J. Williard Marriott of August 14th has been 
forwarded to my office for reply. 
Since you will be seeking employment in the Kansas City, Missouri 
area, I have taken the liberty of forwarding your letter and 
resume to our Regional Office for that locality. 
Thank you for your interest in Marriott Corporation. 
Sincerely, 
Richard C. Bell-Irving 
Vice President Human Resources 
y 
si 
. x * . •'•** ^ T ? * w / * * • •y * Y * 
, ^ ^ ^ J: •' i* t \%[- \ 
-? 't\il^^ U ^ U Regional Office 
*- i te 515 
- »00 Fxecume Park\\a\ 
xan Ramon California y4583 
-15 830-1031 
September 14, 1990 
Mr. Jeffrey L. Abbott ^ 
Uintah #2304 
Utah State Prison Facility 
14000 South Pony Express Road 
Draper, UT 84020 
Dear Mr. Abbott: 
Your letter to Mr. J.W. Marriott, dated August 14th, has been 
forwarded to my office for a reply. 
Our regional office is responsible for the hotel at the Kansas City 
Airport. That hotel would be happy to consider you for possible 
employment, upon your release in March. After that time, you need 
to apply in person at the Human Resource office at that hotel. 
This opportunity, to apply for a position, is no guarantee that you 
will be hired. The decision as to whether or not you're hired will 
be based on your interview and references. 
Please let me know 30 days prior to your arrival date in Kansas 
City and I'll be happy to set up an interview appointment. Thank 
you for considering Marriott. 
Sincerely, 
George J. Palladino 
Regional Director of Human Resources 
GJPrpmb 
Harriott 
Kansas Citv International Airport 
775 Brasilia 
Kansas Citv, Missouri b4195 
Kansas City Airport Marriott 816/464-2200 
H O T E L S - R E S O R T S 
March 28, 1991 
Mr. Jeffrey L. Abbott, Sr. 
Uintah Housing Facility #2205 
14000 South Pony Express Road 
Draper, Utah 84020 
Dear Mr. Abbott: 
I was delighted to hear from you. You strike me as a person who is very hard-working and 
determined to succeed in life. I really appreciate your letters. We will definitely look 
forward to hearing from you again and seeing you in person when you return home. You can 
bring your brother along for the screening process. 
Our job openings vary from week to week. When you come home, you can come in to our office 
anytime. We are open from 8:30AM til 4:30PM for applications/screening. On Wednesdays, 
we are open until 6:30PM. You and your brother may come in at anytime. You need no 
appointment. Our door is open. 
Please take care of yourself. Thank you again for your interest in our company. 
Sincerely, 
Jeanette Evans 
Human Resources Assistant 
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R. PAUL VAN DAM (3312) 
Attorney General 
STEVEN MORRISSETT (6007) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for Defendants 
6100 South 300 East, Suite 204 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, UTAH 
JEFFREY LYNN ABBOTT 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
STATE OF UTAH 
Defendant^. 
| RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR 
EXTENSION OF TIME 
JUDGE DAVID S. YOUNG 
NO. 920900544-HC 
The State of Utah, by and through Assistant Attorney General, 
Steven Morrissett, has no objection to a second, short extension of 
time for the Plaintiff to respond, in the court's discretion. 
The State has requested a written transcript of the August 22, 
1991, hearing before the Board of Pardons, for the benefit of the 
court and the parties. Completion of that transcript is expected 
this week. 
The previous decisions of the Board of Pardons are moot. The 
parole dates set by the previous decisions have already passed, and 
the August 22, 1991, decision supersedes the previous decisions. 
Therefore, no transcripts have been requested for those hearings. 
Plaintiff can request the tapes of all of his hearings, if he 
chooses. 
A copy of amended Utah R. Civ. P. 65B is attached hereto and 
to the Plaintiff's copy of this response, to make sure he has a 
copy of correct habeas corpus procedures. 
The State has no objection to a second, short extension of 
time, in the courts discretion. 
Dated this b day of March, 1992. 
"Steven Morris sett 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorney for Defendant/* 
0C0035 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that an exact copy of the Answer to Plaintiff's 
Civil Rights Complaint was mailed, postage prepaid to the 
following: 
Jeffrey Lynn Abbott, Plaintiff 
Utah State Prison 
P.O. Box 250 
Draper, Utah 84020 
This 6th day of March 1992. 
nr.fsfi:>6 
UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 
require security if it appears that none of the 
parties will suffer expense or damages from a 
wrongful temporary restraining order or pre-
liminary injunction, or if, in the particular 
case, there is some other substantial reason for 
dispensing with the requirement of security. 
See Corporation of President of Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints v. Wallace, 
573 P.2d 1285, 1286-87 (Utah 1978). Other-
wise, the court should require security in an 
appropriate amount. Subparagraph (2), which 
Is new, makes it clear that the amount of the 
security required by the court does not limit 
the recovery that may be awarded to a wrong-
fully restrained party. This provision repre-
sents a change in Utah law. Compare with 
Mountain States Tel. A Tel Co. v. Atkin, 
Wright £ Mills, 681 P.2d 1258 (Utah 1984). In 
the committee's view, the prior rule was unfair 
to the wrongfully enjoined party whose dam-
ages from the injunction may fer exceed the 
amount of security estimated at the outset of 
the case. Subparagraph (2) also explicitly al-
lows a wrongfully enjoined party to recover at-
torney fees. Subparagraph (3) is closely similar 
to language in a portion of the former rule's 
paragraph (c). 
Paragraph (d). This paragraph is similar to 
the corresponding paragraph in the former 
rule. Borrowing a concept from paragraph (b) 
of the former rule, it requires the court to state 
its reasons for granting a temporary restrain-
ing order without notice. 
Paragraph (e). This paragraph completely 
revises the corresponding paragraph of the for-
mer rule. The committee sought to modernize 
the grounds for the issuance of injunctive or-
ders by incorporating standards consistent 
with national trends. There is little case law in 
Utah interpreting the grounds for injunctive 
orders, and the committee was divided as to 
whether the development of grounds should be 
left entirely to the courts. A majority of the 
committee believed, however, that courts and 
litigants would benefit from explicit standards 
drawn from sound authority. The standards set 
forth in paragraph (e) are derived from Tri-
State Generation & Transmission Assn. v. 
Shoshone River Power, Inc., 805 F.2d 351, 355 
(10th Cir. 1986), and Otero Savings & Loan 
Ass'n. v. Federal Reserve Bank, 665 F.2d 275, 
278 (10th Cir. 1981). Federal courts require 
proof of compliance with each of the four stan-
dards, but the weight given to each standard 
may vary. The substantial body of federal case 
authority in this area should assist the Utah 
courts in developing the law under paragraph 
(e). 
Paragraph (f). This paragraph is new. It ac-
knowledges that in domestic relations cases 
courts^ must occasionally enter prohibitory or 
mandatory orders under circumstances that do 
not permit compliance with the procedures in 
Rule 65A. The committee believed that this 
rule should not be construed to limit the au-
thority of the court in domestic relations cases. 
Amendment Notes. — The 1991 amend-
ment, effective September 1,1991, rewrote the 
rule to such an extent that a detailed descrip-
tion is impracticable. 
Rule 65B. Extraordinary relief. 
(a) Availability of remedy. Where no other plain, speedy and adequate 
remedy is available, a person may petition the court for extraordinary relief 
on any of the grounds set forth in paragraph (b) (involving wrongful imprison-
ment), paragraph (c) (involving other types of wrongful restraint on personal 
liberty), paragraph (d) (involving the wrongful use of public or corporate au-
thority) or paragraph (e) (involving the wrongful use of judicial authority and 
the failure to exercise such authority). There shall be no special form of writ. 
The procedures in this rule shall govern proceedings on all petitions for ex-
traordinary relief To the extent that this rule does not provide special proce-
dures, proceedings on petitions for extraordinary relief shall be governed by 
the procedures set forth elsewhere in these rules. 
(b) Wrongful imprisonment 
(1) Scope. Any person committed by a court to imprisonment in a state 
prison, other correctional facility or county jail who asserts that the com-
mitment resulted from a substantial denial of rights may petition the 
court for relief under this paragraph. This paragraph (b) shall govern 
proceedings based on claims relating to original commitments and com-
mitments for violation of probation or parole. This paragraph (b) shall not 
govern proceedings based on claims relating to the terms or conditions of 
confinement. 
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(2) Commencement The proceeding shall be commenced by filing a 
petition, together with a copy thereof, with the clerk of the court in which 
the commitment leading to confinement was issued, except that the court 
may order a change of venue on motion of a party for the convenience of 
the parties or witnesses. 
(3) Contents of the petition. The petition shall set forth all claims 
that the petitioner has in relation to the legality of the commitment. 
Additional claims relating to the legality of the commitment may not be 
raised in subsequent proceedings except for good cause shown. The peti-
tion shall state: 
(i) the place where the petitioner is restrained; 
(ii) the name of the court by which the petitioner was convicted 
and sentenced and the dates of proceedings in which the conviction 
was entered, together with the court's case number for those proceed-
ings, if known by the petitioner; 
(iii) in plain and concise terms, all of the facts on the basis of which 
the petitioner claims a substantial violation of rights as the result of 
the commitment; 
(iv) whether or not the judgment of conviction or the commitment 
for violation of probation or parole has been reviewed on appeal, and, 
if so, the number and caption or title of the appellate proceeding and 
the results of the review; 
(v) whether the legality of the commitment has already been adju-
dicated in any prior post-conviction or other civil proceeding, and if so 
the reasons for the denial of relief in the prior proceeding. 
(4) Attachments to the petition. The petitioner shall attach to the 
petition affidavits, copies of records or other evidence available to the 
petitioner in support of the allegations. The petitioner shall also attach to 
the petition a copy of the pleadings filed by the petitioner in any prior 
post-conviction or other civil proceeding that adjudicated the legality of 
the commitment, and a copy of all orders and memoranda of the court. If 
copies of pertinent pleadings, orders, and memoranda are not attached, 
the petition shall state why they are not attached. 
(5) Memorandum of authorities. The petitioner shall not set forth 
argument or citations or discuss authorities in the petition, but these may 
be set out in a separate memorandum, two copies of which shall be filed 
with the petition. 
(6) Assignment by the presiding judge. On the filing of the petition, 
the clerk shall promptly deliver it to the presiding judge of the court in 
which it is filed. The presiding judge shall if possible assign the proceed-
ing to the judge who issued the commitment. 
(7) Dismissal of frivolous claims. On review of the petition, if it is 
apparent to the court that the issues presented in the petition have al-
ready been abjudicated in a prior proceeding, or if for any other reason 
any claim in the petition shall appear frivolous on its face, the court shall 
forthwith issue an order dismissing the claim, stating that the claim is 
frivolous on its face. The order shall be sent by mail to the petitioner. 
Proceedings on the claim shall terminate with the entry of the order of 
dismissal. The order of dismissal need not recite findings of fact or conclu-
sions of law. 
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(8) Service of petitions. If, on review of the petition, the court con-
cludes that all or part of the petition is not frivolous on its face, the court 
jehall designate the portions of the petition that are not frivolous and 
direct the clerk to serve a copy of the petition and a copy of any memoran-
dum by mail upon the attorney general and the county attorney. 
(9) Responsive pleading. Within twenty days (plus time allowed un-
der these rules for service by mail) after service of a copy of the petition 
upon the attorney general and county attorney, or within such other 
period of time as the court may allow, the attorney general or county 
attorney shall answer or otherwise respond to the portions of the petition 
that have not been dismissed and shall serve the answer or other response 
upon the petitioner in accordance with Rule 50b). Within twenty days 
(plus time allowed for service by mail) after service of any motion to 
dismiss or for summary judgment, the petitioner may respond by memo-
randum to the motion. No further pleadings or amendments will be per-
mitted unless ordered by the court. 
(10) Hearings. After pleadings are closed, the court shall promptly set 
the proceeding for a hearing or otherwise dispose of the case. Upon motion 
for good cause, the court may grant leave to either party to take discovery 
or to extend the date for the hearing. Prior to the hearing, the court may 
order either the petitioner or the state or county to obtain any relevant 
transcript or court records. The court may also order a prehearing confer-
ence, but the conference shall not be set so as to delay unreasonably the 
hearing on the merits of the petition. The petitioner shall be present 
before the court at hearings on dispositive issues but need not otherwise 
be present in court during the proceeding. 
(11) Orders. If the court rules in favor of the petitioner, it shall enter 
an appropriate order with respect to the validity of the challenged com-
mitment and with respect to rearraignment, retrial, resentencing, cus-
tody, bail or discharge. The court shall enter findings of fact and conclu-
sions of law, as appropriate, following any evidentiary hearing or any 
hearing on a dispositive motion. Upon application of the attorney general 
or the county attorney, or upon its own motion, the court may stay release 
of the petitioner pending appeal of its order. 
(12) Costs. The court may assign the costs of the proceeding, as al-
lowed under Rule 54(d), to any party as it deems appropriate. If the 
petitioner is unable to pay the costs of the proceeding, the petitioner may 
proceed upon an affidavit of impecuniosity, in which event the court may 
direct that the costs be paid by the county in which the complainant was 
originally charged. 
(13) Appeal. Any final judgment or order entered upon the petition 
may be appealed to and reviewed by the Court of Appeals or the Supreme 
Court of Utah in accord with the statutes governing appeals to those 
courts. 
(c) Other wrongful restraints on personal liberty. 
(1) Scope. Except for instances governed by paragraph (b) of this rule, 
this paragraph (c) shall govern all petitions claiming that a person has 
been wrongfully restrained of personal liberty, and the court may grant 
relief appropriate under this paragraph. 
(2) Commencement The proceeding shall be commenced by filing a 
petition with the clerk of the court in the district in which the petitioner 
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4s restrained or the respondent resides or in which the alleged restraint is 
occurring. 
(3) Content* of the petition and attachments. The petition shall 
contain a short, plain statement of the facts on the basis of which the 
petitioner seeks relief. It shall identify the respondent and the place 
where the person is restrained. It shall state the cause or pretense of the 
restraint, if known by the petitioner. It shall state whether the legality of 
the restraint has already been abjudicated in a prior proceeding and, if so, 
the reasons for the denial of relief in the prior proceeding. The petitioner 
shall attach to the petition any legal process available to the petitioner 
that resulted in restraint. The petitioner shall also attach to the petition a 
copy of the pleadings filed by the petitioner in any prior proceeding that 
abjudicated the legality of the restraint. 
(4) Dismissal of frivolous claims. On review of the petition, if it is 
apparent to the court that the legality of the restraint has already been 
abjudicated in a prior proceeding, or if for any other reason any claim in 
the petition shall appear frivolous on its face, the court shall forthwith 
issue an order dismissing the claim, stating that the claim is frivolous on 
its face and the reasons for this conclusion. The order shall be sent by 
mail to the petitioner. Proceedings on the claim shall terminate with the 
entry of the order of dismissal. 
(5) Issuance and contents of the hearing order. If the petition is 
not dismissed as being frivolous on its face, the court shall issue a hearing 
order directing the respondent to appear before the court at a specified 
time for a hearing on the legality of the restraint. The court shall direct 
the clerk to serve a copy of the petition and the hearing order by mail 
upon the respondent. In the hearing order, the court may direct the re-
spondent to bring before it the person alleged to be restrained. The court 
may direct the respondent to file an answer to the petition within a period 
of time specified in the hearing order. If the petitioner waives the right to 
be present at the hearing, the hearing order shall be modified accord-
ingly. 
(6) Temporary relief. If it appears that the person alleged to be re-
strained will be removed from the court's jurisdiction or will suffer irrepa-
rable injury before compliance with the hearing order can be enforced, the 
court shall issue a warrant directing the sheriff to bring the respondent 
before the court to be dealt with according to law. Pending a determina-
tion of the petition, the court may place the person alleged to have been 
restrained in the custody of such other persons as may be appropriate. 
(7) Alternative service of the hearing order. If the respondent can-
not be found, or if it appears that a person other than the respondent has 
custody of the person alleged to be restrained, the hearing order and any 
other process issued by the court may be served on the person having 
custody in the manner and with the same effect as if that person had been 
named as respondent in the action. 
(8) Avoidance of service by respondent If anyone having custody of 
the person alleged to be restrained avoids service of the hearing order or 
attempts wrongfully to remove the person from the court's jurisdiction, 
the sheriff shall immediately arrest the responsible person. The sheriff 
shall forthwith bring the person arrested before the court to be dealt with 
according to law. 
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(9) Searing and subsequent proceedings. At the time specified in 
the hearing order for the hearing, the court shall hear the matter in a 
nummary fashion and shall render judgment accordingly. The respondent 
or other person having custody shall appear with the person alleged to be 
restrained or shall state the reasons for failing to do so. If the hearing 
order requires an answer to the petition, the respondent shall file an 
answer within the time prescribed in the hearing older. The answer shall 
state plainly whether the respondent has restrained the person alleged to 
have been restrained, whether the person so restrained has been trans-
ferred to any other person, and if so the identity of the transferee, the date 
of the transfer, and the reason or authority for the transfer. The hearing 
order shall not be disobeyed for any defect of form or any misdescription 
in the order or the petition, if enough is stated to impart the meaning and 
intent of the proceeding to the respondent. 
(d) Wrongful use of or failure to exercise public authority. 
(1) Who may petition the court; security. The attorney general may, 
and when directed to do so by the governor shall, petition the court for 
relief on the grounds enumerated in this paragraph (d). Any person who 
is not required to be represented by the attorney general and who is 
aggrieved or threatened by one of the acts enumerated in subparagraph 
(2) of this paragraph (d) may petition the court under this paragraph (d) if 
(A) the person claims to be entitled to an office unlawfully held by an-
other or (B) if the attorney general fails to file a petition under this 
paragraph after receiving notice of the person's claim. A petition filed by 
a person other than the attorney general under this paragraph shall be 
brought in the name of the petitioner, and the petition shall be accompa-
nied by an undertaking with sufficient sureties to pay any judgment for 
costs and damages that may be recovered against the petitioner in the 
proceeding. The sureties shall be in the form for bonds on appeal provided 
for in Rule 73. 
(2) Grounds for relief. Appropriate relief may be granted: (A) where a 
person usurps, intrudes into, or unlawfully holds or exercises a public 
office, whether civil or military, a franchise, or an office in a corporation 
created by the authority of the state of Utah; (B) where a public officer 
does or permits any act that results in a forfeiture of the office; (C) where 
persons act as a corporation in the state of Utah without being legally 
incorporated; (D) where any corporation has violated the laws of the state 
of Utah relating to the creation, alteration or renewal of corporations; or 
(£) where any corporation has forfeited or misused its corporate rights, 
privileges or franchises. 
(3) Proceedings on the petition. On the filing of a petition, the court 
may require that notice be given to adverse parties before issuing a hear-
ing order, or may issue a hearing order requiring the adverse party to 
appear at the hearing on the merits. The court may also grant temporary 
relief in accordance with the terms of Rule 65A. 
(e) Wrongful use of judicial authority or failure to comply with duty. 
(1) Who may petition. A person aggrieved or whose interests are 
threatened by any of the acts enumerated in this paragraph (e) may 
petition the court for relief. 
(2) Grounds for relief. Appropriate relief may be granted: (A) where 
an inferior court, administrative agency, or officer exercising judicial 
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functions has exceeded its jurisdiction or abused its discretion; (B) where 
an inferior court, administrative agency, corporation or person has failed 
to perform an act required by law as a duty of office, trust or station; or 
(C) where an inferior court, administrative agency, corporation or person 
has refused the petitioner the use or eqjoyment of a right or office to 
which the petitioner is entitled. 
(3) Proceedings on the petition. On the filing of a petition, the court 
may require that notice be given to adverse parties before issuing a hear-
ing order, or may issue a hearing order requiring the adverse party to 
appear at the hearing on the merits. The court may direct the inferior 
court, administrative agency, officer, corporation or other person named 
as respondent to deliver to the court a transcript or other record of the 
proceedings. The court may also grant temporary relief in accordance 
with the terms of Rule 65A. 
(4) Scope of review. Where the challenged proceedings are judicial in 
nature, the court's review shall not extend further than to determine 
whether the respondent has regularly pursued its authority. 
(Amended effective September 1, 1991.) 
Advisory Committee Note. — This rule 
represents a complete reorganization of the for-
mer rule. This rule also revises parts of the 
former rule dealing with habeas corpus and 
post-conviction remedies. The rule applies gen-
erally to proceedings that are necessitated by 
the absence of another plain, speedy and ade-
quate remedy in the court. After the rule's in-
troductory paragraph, each subsequent para-
graph is intended to deal with a separate type 
of proceeding. Thus, subparagraph (b) deals 
with proceedings involving wrongful imprison-
ment; subparagraph (c) deals with proceedings 
involving other types of wrongful restraint on 
personal liberty; paragraph (d) deals with pro-
ceedings involving the wrongful use of public 
or corporate authority; and paragraph (e) deals 
with proceedings involving the wrongful use of 
judicial authority or the failure to exercise 
such authority. To the extent that the special 
procedures set forth in these paragraphs do not 
cover specific procedural issues that arise dur-
ing a proceeding, the normal rules of civil pro-
cedure will apply. 
This rule effectively eliminates the concept 
of the "writ" from extraordinary relief proce-
dure. In the view of the advisory committee, 
the concept was used inconsistently and 
confusingly in the former rule, and there was 
disagreement among judges and lawyers as to 
what it meant in actual practice. The concept 
has been replaced with terms such as "hearing 
order" and "relief that are more descriptive of 
the procedural reality. 
Paragraph (b). This paragraph replaces sub-
paragraph (i) of the former rule. It governs pro-
ceedings based on claims of wrongful imprison-
ment, regardless whether the claim relates to 
an original commitment or a commitment for 
violation of probation or parole, but this para-
graph does not govern proceedings based upon 
claims relating to the terms or conditions of 
confinement. Claims relating to the terms or 
conditions of confinement are governed by sub-
paragraph (c) of the rule. Paragraph (b), as a 
general matter, simplifies the pleading re-
quirements in wrongful imprisonment cases 
and contains three significant changes from 
procedure under the former rule. First, the 
paragraph requires the presiding judge to as-
sign wrongful imprisonment cases "if possible" 
to the judge who issued the commitment order. 
Second, the rule allows the court to dismiss 
frivolous claims before any answer or other re-
sponsive pleading is required. This provision is 
patterned after the federal practice pursuant to 
18 U.S.C. { 2254. Third, the attorney general 
or county attorney must file a responsive 
pleading only after the court has concluded 
that all or part of the petition is not frivolous 
on its face and has directed the clerk to serve a 
copy of the petition. The advisory committee 
adopted the summary procedures set forth in 
paragraph (b) as a means of balancing the re-
quirements of fairness and due process on the 
one hand against the public's interest in the 
efficient adjudication of the enormous volume 
of wrongful imprisonment cases pending in the 
courts. 
Paragraph (c). This paragraph governs all 
petitions claiming that a person has been 
wrongfully restrained of personal liberty other 
than those specifically governed by paragraph 
(b). It replaces paragraph (f) of the former rule. 
Like paragraph (b) of the present rule, para-
graph (c) endeavors to simplify the procedure 
in habeas corpus cases and provides for a 
means of summary dismissal of frivolous 
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claims. Thus, if it is apparent to the court that 
the claim is "frivolous on its face", the court 
may issue an order dismissing the claim, which 
terminates the proceeding. Apart from this sig-
nificant change from former practice, para-
graph (c) is patterned after the former rule. 
Paragraphs (d) and (e) replace paragraph (b) 
of the former rule. Hie committee's general 
purpose in drafting these paragraphs was to 
simplify and clarify the requirements of the 
preexisting paragraph. 
Paragraph (d). Paragraph (d) replaces para-
graph (bXl) of the former rule. This paragraph 
deals generally with proceedings for the un-
lawful use of public office or corporate fran-
chises. As a general matter, the attorney gen-
eral may seek relief on grounds enumerated in 
the paragraph. Any other person, including a 
governmental officer or entity not required to 
be represented by the attorney general, may 
also seek relief under paragraph (d) if the per-
son claims to be entitled to an office unlawfully 
held by another or if the attorney general fails 
to file a petition under paragraph (d) after re-
ceiving notice of the person's claim. In allowing 
appropriate governmental entities and officers 
to proceed under this paragraph, the rule elim-
inates a procedural barrier that previously pre-
vented anyone other than the attorney general 
and "private" persons to seek relief. Although 
the rule removes the procedural barrier, it was 
not intended to modify the substantive rules 
jihat limit the authority or standing of any gov-
ernmental entity or officer. Nor was the rule 
intended to modify the constitutional or statu-
tory authority of the attorney general. Since 
paragraph (d) provides only a general outline 
0f procedures to be used in such proceedings, 
litigants should look to the other rules of civil 
procedure for guidance on specific questions 
pot covered by paragraph (d). In proceedings 
under this paragraph and paragraph (e), par-
ties seeking temporary relief in advance of a 
Rearing on the merits should comply with the 
requirements of Rule 65A. 
Paragraph (e). This paragraph governs rela-
tively unusual proceedings in which the nor-
mal rules of appellate procedure are inade-
quate to provide redress for an abuse by a 
0ourt, administrative agency, or officer exercis-
ing judicial or administrative functions. This 
paragraph replaces subparagraph (2), (3) and 
14) of paragraph (b) of the former rule. Like 
paragraph (d), this paragraph allows the court 
wide discretion in the manner in which such 
proceedings are handled. Like the former rule, 
{he scope of review under this paragraph is 
frnitoo to oetormimng ifoelher Ihe respondent 
has regularly pursued its authority. 
Amendment Notes. — The 1991 amend-
ment, effective September 1,1991, rewrote the 
rule to such an extent that a detailed descrip-
tion is impracticable. 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
Postconviction hearings. 
—Prior adjudication. 
Former Subdivision (iX2) (see now Subdivi-
sion (b)(3)(v)) barred only successive proceed-
ings involving identical issues. A conviction or 
sentence that has not yet been fully and fairly 
adjudicated on appeal or in a prior habeas cor-
pus proceeding should not be denied reexami-
nation because of a procedural default. Earle v. 
Warden of Utah State Prison, 159 Utah Adv. 
Rep. 17 (1991). 
PARTX. 
DISTRICT COURTS AND CLERKS. 
Rules 78 to 80. [Repealed.] 
Repeals. — Rule 78, relating to motion day, 
Rule 79, relating to books and records kept by 
the clerk, and Rule SO, relating to reporters 
and record transcripts, were repealed by order 
of the Supreme Court, effective May 1, 1991. 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
ABBOTT, JEFFREY LYNN 
PLAINTIFF 
VS 
STATE OF UTAH 
USP 
DEFENDANT 
MINUTE ENTRY 
CASE NUMBER 920900544 HC 
DATE 03/09/92 
HONORABLE DAVID S. YOUNG 
COURT REPORTER EILEEN AMBROSE 
COURT CLERK CGH 
TYPE OF HEARING: HABEAS CORPUS WRIT 
PRESENT: PLAINTIFF 
P. ATTY. ABBOTT, JEFFREY PRO SE 
D. ATTY. MORRISSETT, STEVEN 
THIS CASE COMES NOW BEFORE THE COURT FOR A WRIT OF HABEAS 
CORPUS FOR HEARING, WITH APPEARANCES AS SHOWN ABOVE. 
PETITIONER'S MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE IS GRANTED BY THE COURT. 
THE COURT ORDERS THIS MATTER CONTINUED TO APRIL 13, 1992 AT 1:00 
PM. 
0C00C4 
R. PAUL VAN DAM (3312) 
UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STEVEN MORRISSETT (6007) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for Defendants 
6100 South 300 East, Suite 204 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
Telephone: (801) 265-5638 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNT, STATE OF UTAH 
ABBOTT, JEFFREY LYNN, 
Petitioner 
v. 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Respondent. 
AMENDED ANSWER 
Civil No. 920900544 HC 
JUDGE DAVID S. YOUNG 
RESPONDENT, through Steven Morrissett, Assistant Attorney 
General, files this amended answer, pursuant to Utah R. Civ. P. 
65B(a) and 15(a), to the PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS. 
The State answers the numbered paragraphs of the petition as 
follows: 
1. Paragraph 1 is admitted to the extent that petitioner is 
incarcerated by the State of Utah, at the Utah State Prison in 
Draper, Utah, pursuant to his conviction of attempted theft, a 
third degree felony, in Case No. 6244, before District Court 
0G0(!€3 
Judge Rodney S. Page, Second Judicial District, Davis County, 
Utah; all other allegations in paragraph 1 of the petition are 
denied. 
2. Paragraph 2 of the petition is admitted, except the 
June, 1991 hearing occurred on June 25, 1991. 
3. Paragraph 3 is denied. 
4. Paragraph 4 contains no allegation requiring a response. 
5. Paragraph 5 contains insufficient formulation of its 
allegation to permit a response and is therefore denied. 
6. Paragraph 6 is admitted to the extent that the assertion 
itself appears to be a request for appointment of counsel, and is 
otherwise denied. 
7. Paragraph 7 contains no allegation requiring a response. 
8. With respect to paragraph 8, respondent admits that a 
letter was sent. The letter was date stamped by the Board of 
Pardons on January 9, 1992, and responded to on February 14, 
1992. Any other allegation is denied. 
9. Paragraph 9 contains no allegation requiring a response. 
10. Paragraph 10 is denied. 
Dated this /V day of March, 1992. 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorney for Respondent 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and accurate copy of the 
foregoing motion to dismiss was mailed, postage prepaid, to 
Jeffrey Lynn Abbott, Pro Se, P.O. Box 250, Draper, Utah 
84020 
Mailed this of March, 1992. 
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THE MftRCH J £ , i J W i PftROLE DATE,rAUL UflRSEN INFORMED PLAINTIFF THAT SftrD 
PftTE HAP RLREADW SEEN DEOJDEO NOT TO ££ RAIMTXFF'S PAPf L6 DATE
 T THAT ANV 
FURTHER ATTEMPTS WOULD BE ft WASTELESS CONSUMPTION OF TIME 9 I N SO KAMV 
WORT>S« 
—•LONTfNUBto OH PR6»E THREE -
"£- 000009 
_STflTCM^rr Of THRUSTS 
8) RftXNTXFF XNFORSMt© rRUL LftRSEN THm TLfttNTXrF H«> 
PLANS FOP> POi&IftUE EttPLOVMEMT ^ DEFXNTTE ENROLLMENT XWTO ft t>P>U(a t^E-
HA6ITRTXON P^ CXaAAM , BUT ftuL Lft^SEN RZSPONbEfc^ ORWELL, X CAN'T HELP 
"NAT,, 0ft WOf^ DS TO THAT EFFECT* 
^ ) F R U L L A A S E N SET RflxNTXFF'S PAPULE DATE FoP, 
AM^AJWA | CLOSED THIS HEFH^XNta PATEp FsBf^uAfr? 2 6 , i / ) l X » RpJXNTXFP 
WAS NEVER, fiOVXSEO THAT HE HAD ft ~A,X6HT TO COUNSEL BEXNb PRESENT, 
ifpi DEFENDANTS STftTEbTHftT R-ftXNTXFF WAS MOVED TO 
ft HftLF-NrfM HOUSE 0N M f i ^ C r t ^ ^ i S ^ f c U l T ^ x t s l FACT, PuPXKTXFF HftS NEVER 
LEFT THE P^XSON PREMISES FOR, flN^THlNto OTHER, THfcN CoUBT PRpMEt>XN£»S * HOW-
EVER, R.FIXMTXFF OXO, ON , 6I&N AN A t o P ^ ^ 6 * ^ TO PAROLE XNTO 
p» HALF-W*W HOUSE* 
ftFTEF) HeARXNb THE STATEMENT OF 
SOCIAL SERVICES WORKER, RMD^EVJ WUNT,BND WITHOUT NOTXFVlNb THE-
ruttNTXFFt THE STATE OP UTAH &oftp,D OF PP,RDON6 STAFF MEr s^e*. ENXD (X 
R N O ABSCINDED PuftXNTXFF'S MAV l ^ U W l PAfipiE DATE, 
A& ON MAV 1<J,1W , R^AXNTXFF SAT VMPdTXNta TO E>E 
PjELEASED 0 N L V TO BE XNFOPjKCD fetf RvtSOM &UAR£ FyO&ERT fowELL
 f VIA THE 
CELL TNTEP^OM £WSTEfA,THAT RftXMTXFF'6 PAROLE PATE HAD 6EEN PRESCINDED, 
pLftCNTlff RCCCIVED NOTICE XN VMPjXTXNfc eONFIRttlNC* THIS ON THE |AAV A5, j ^ H t 
""MftXL CALL" BT ilo?>0 Hffit SIGNED 6>V -SoClAL Setyxces VJofypQ ftwOA^tf HuNT. 
i 5 ) ON "TUKJE 1 3 A W , FlftXMTXFF APPEARED bETORE THE. 
£>TATE OF UTAH DOAAD OF Rtf}D0N& HEARXNfe OFPXCER fRUL LARSEN FOP) R 
RESCISSION HEARING or WHICH WAS FOR THE PURPOSE or PtscussxNc* ANOTHER 
PO&SXBLC PRR0LC -DATE© RfllMTXFF EXPRESSED DESX^E
 T0 TER,MINI*Te RATHER THAN TO 
TAVJE THE ft+RNC'E OF LOSING ANOTHER PAROLE DATE* 
XVjHfeftlNST PLAXNTXPF'S WISHES, FfiUL LARSEN SET A DATE 
FOR, RAXNTXFF'S PflRdUE TO B6C0ME EFFECTIVE <;N RXMTXFF 
f^ ECBXVBO NO NOTXCB OF ft HEAP,IN6» TO BE HELD ON P&rj3'(\X,N0%
 Wft$ RftsNTlFF 
"XKFOR,MEb THFtr HE HAD A ^XfaHT TO HAVE COUNSEL PRESENT* RftXHTXFF DID HOT 
F^ ECExsiE fl^v REASONS FOR THE Etoftp|D's PEOXSIOWS,, 
--3-
1 5 ) OH flufrUsr2Z,lWl, RJRXKTIFF APPeftfjED BEPoPjE THE 
STATE OF UTPH UOftPjD OF RADONS' VWftP^ JNU OFFX£EP, MxCHP&L ^ . SxSBETT 
% R-ftXNTXFF WflS 6XV/6N ft "nE^ tAxiaftTXOM PftTE OF NoVEKBEFj 23} J£R3* 
JZ?) DuFXNla THE Lf*TT£^  PPfiT ©F SEPTBMB^Afl^R-RXNTXFP 
SUBMITTED ft f\E$uesr Fop) THXS oecxsxoN TO Be F>EA/xEW6b 4 flwEUDEo, 
TO DoftfSD CwftXP/AftU H O L P (ft*lfc} T W I N / T H E F)6SP0WSE WPlS « DENIAL CF 
pLPftNTXFF'S fjEQUEST VWXTH HO PjEftSoNS FOP, THXS &ECX.SXON> \*JHXCH VNRS 
tiffTEb OCTOBER I S y t f f t l ^ si<*uec> BV CHftif^ MftM \4ftUM» 
I t ) PufttNTXFF STfiTBb XN HXS REQUEST THPlT 6 VEPif) TO 
ft ^t^MXHfrrxoN OftTe \MOUU> HRVB BEEN &UFFXCTEHT* 
IS) pLPflNTXFF ^EC6NTL»? OBTfVXNEfc f\ COPV OP THfc^&WpNO-
L06»xc«v. N O T E S " ( X - N O T E S ) \MHXCH viERxpw THE vftsr MP>XOP,XTY OF THESE 
FfCTS UXSTED HEF^EXNo & CoPV OF THESE C-NCTES XS FiTTflCHEO TO THXS (^E-
S F O N S E C L C ' N O T E S PiKE tAXNXMXXBD TO ftVIOD UNWE6ESSfiP,9 PAPERS FfpM CLttT-
16P»^XKb THXS ^ESPOMSE* 
Xu H.ftXNTXFF BLSO FOUND F A L S C XNFO IW THE C~U0TE5 
NNHXCH COULD HftN/E iNFLUfettCED THE &OftP,C>'S OECXSXONS. KfONTXFF HftS 
MOT HPlO TO B * / P»EFEfS^BO TO SEVERAL- LP.W ENFOPyCEHBNT PifaEWCXES 
ftT \_E*ST Zty TxrAES, ffc ONE STATEMENT Ptt^PlSESo 
Z$) N ^ DXD pLftXHTXFF STffTE THttT^UE LEFT THE SlftTE 
or hxtssou^x TC> ^^o /^e FnNPiS FP>OK NEfePftxvjE XWUXE>NCES OF VOS OLOE^ 
SX&LxNfc»S V4HO flf,E TN THE pFfSOK S^STBNV THsFjEj'tfF, Mfll^ E PiN<* S(A&W 
fSEFE^ EHCES TO TV*PST XSSUte« 
>££) R.ftXNtXFF 5TfVTt$ Twm TWE &0AP£> OF Fi>RD0NS 
USES GN d?FPENDE^S' FXLt t d N T e N T S ( x # E # , fi-NOTes) f^ ELXfaXOLISLV XN 
fcCCxDXU& WHETHER OF) NOT Yd flU-OW PAFJOLE TO BECOME EFFEOTXVE". 
x 2 2 ) RftXNTXFF STATES THAT THB PP,ESENC^ OF THE C'HOTE 
Df*BD RpFXL £ 0 , J / H i * X M XT'S gWTXf^ETV I S FALSE "jttfOULD HAVE PLfiVEfc 
ft KAJOR P)Oi.E XN THE BoFl^b'S OCCX&XON TO P,ESCXKiD RftxNTXFF'S 
MftV 1 4 , 1 9 ^ ) 1 P«F\OLE DATEc 
^ N$OT£ ^ NO COUNSEL WftS PRESENT OH flUOUST 
— /J.ONTINU6D ON Pft66 FIVE — 
Zo) OH MftV £3tlSWi.t THE RytSOW'S CoNT f^tCT tTnOf^ NEVS 
FX^M FO^Wft^DEO ft REQUEST FO^ XNFOP>N\RTX<?N f^ELIffD UPON, I N DEOXDxNfct 
T<? £^$CXNt> PLOTWTXFF'S 05-JL2-4L 4 06-iM-Qi Pfi^OUB DATES, TO BC>RP>D OF 
RADONS' Cwfctfy^n n. L„ (FETE) nfiuM.^Hxs REQUEST \NAS WGT f^ ESP^NDEOia 
2 T ) rLA3>rrxFF STATES THprr V^XSON CPNT^C/T Titrop)WEV Dewxo 
T . nNCatf^HOFe^ PROVIDED H.RXHTIFF SMITH ft COU^TCSV COPY 0F THX& f^EQdEST ©F 
/20) H.AXNTXFF STATES THftT flFTEf^ MONTHS OF NO RESPONSE 
RftTNTXPF fteftW SPCrtfE TO Tt4E RfcSONE^'S CtfNTf^A&T [4rTC>f}NEV VXft WRITTEN 
Cop^ESPONbEKCB e ft fteQUESV WAS SENT 1=0^ *NFO To B>OflP)b C>WAXf\MN HftUN 
OftTED « RftXHTXFF ^eGeXMED ft COU^TES<? COPV* 
.26) RftXWTlFf HP.S iftTf P*OHEt> TV\E OOC-U^ENTS TO TtfXS RE* 
^ P O N S E * 
— £NC> OP FACTS -
b x S E U S S l O U 
X) rLftTHTXfF^ Fp&HT T£> RE XNR?^KED HAS E>EEK NttPLBT&De 
WHEN THE. LVOP^D OF Vf^DONS FAILED T o NOTIFV RjftXWTXFF 
THPJT ^E&CXSSXOM HEW>XMCaS WOULD BE HELO OK THE DATES OFJihWA^V 
2<U<m, Mw0cU(Wt£ TUNE 15,11^1 , THEV VIOLATED RLftXNTXFF'S 
I^ XfaHT TO PflOCEDU^ AL Du& RECESS, 
THE QOA^D OF RRDONS POLICE § PAp&EDUfses AB,E PUBLISHED IN 
brohixsyTRmxvE. Cooe Eoo^ ^ i s I N * MANDATOR LAN^UA^E " 
WHICH WIVES. NMfW TO <5>TP>TE - CHEATED LlBEfifW iNTEAf&TS* F^ULE (p$&'2j02; 
THE UTAH fl 
_ .
 f f. ^ _ 
X 0F THE BcflPJD OF RADONS fyJLES SPECXFXCALL4/ STATES B.S FOLLOWS 
H N OFFENDER SHALL BE NOTXFXED AT LEASV SENfEN CALEN-
DAR OA^S I N ADVANCE OF A HEA^XNb, EXCEPT I K EXTFjAOfSC* -^
flfifl CIRCUMSTANCES, BND SHALL fi>E SPECIFICALLY ftDVXSEt> AS 
TO THE PUAJPOSE OF THE HEAPX*^" 
T H E "ISSUE OF *MAWBGTOfp/ LAhiC»Uft(aE VMAS DISCUSSED ££FOft£ 
BW THE UNITED *3HFnts S^uPF>etAE COURT IN WHICH THE. HIGH COUP? HELO 
T H A T , 
v v r
^\te ^E9>£ATED USE. OF E^PLXCXTLV HANDATOPtf LflNfaUACaE 
TV4 COMNECTXOW WXTVl f\EG?UXf\XM(a SPECIFIC, SUBSTANTIVE 
PP^DXCATES DfeKANOS A CONCLUSION THAT THE OTFvTE 
HAS COATED A Pfy»TECTCD LIBERT^ INTEfy&STo" MgVMXTT 
y r HELMS, <Wfo U . & ^ *T «52 f.«5& 
Ti-lE 6oAf}D OF IH^D0NS ALSO FAXLED XN T^'S fcUTXfcS TO 
NOTIFV RftXNTXFF OF THC TAWUAPK ^ X T H I i M#< flW,J#tt DECISIONS 
TO RESCIND PAROLE DATES o 
- 6 -
nr,np,73 
Drscutssiou 
"THE ft-TTftCHED C" NOTES VERIFV THAT THE B O W OF RADONS 
OT OUU? RESCINDED PLAXNTTFF'S PAROLE DATES WITHOUT NOTXFVlNb THfc 
LftXNTXFF, BUT NEV/ER &AVE KIOTXCE TO PuftXNTXFF EVEN AFTER THE FACT, 
RAXNTXFF FOUND CUT A60UT THESE &ow t^> DECISIONS. FfpHTHE 
LoM.fyj&c? ^ Ttffc SoClAU S E R U X C E S \\loRtfEq \NHO Af^ E NOT ftUTHORtXEO AS 
boARD M E J A B E R S , & U T NOT TPfX*> fcNV FACTFXNOEP& (?R DECXSXONtAAR&Rfc 
2 ) PLAINTIFF'S TfektfT TO COUNSEL 4 TO E>E SNAPPED flFSflJD 
t y^HT HftS ftEEN VlflLftTgP„ 
DEFENDANTS 6TATEO THFIT* THERE I S NO CONSTITUTIONAL 
5P-GMT TO AN ftTTORNEV AT ft PAROLe HEARXNia " |4o\MEVEf} ^  RECENT ^ PAST \otiRT DECISIONS XMPLV DIFFERENTLY , FoCTTE VO UTAH BoflfiD Of RADONS, 8 # # 
RZd W (UTAH JflOD, STATES; 
V
"THERE XS NO aUE&TXON THAT DUE PROCESS PROTECTIONS 
APPL^ AT THE TIME Q? SENTENCING BM THE TRIAL SUDtaE* 
P P T H E UTAW CONSTITUTION CERTAINLY REQUIRES TWAT 
EQUIVALENT DUE PROCESS PROTECTIONS fee AFFORD WHEN 
THE E>0&RO Of PARDOMS DETERKXUE& THE ACTUfiU NUMBER, 
OF <?EARS A DEFENDANT I S TO SERviE "( FOOTE \Z„ UTAH fooftW 
BF PAWNS,60S B # AT T35'(UUAH JflRAX 
HEARXNGIS BEFORE THE UtfARD of R^DtfNS CU>SEUV FJESEM&LE 
THE SENTENCING PHASE
 0f A TRIAL .THEREFORE, PRISONER MUST BE AFFORDED 
A U 0F THE PfjOCEDUAES AND DUE PROCESS RIGHTS AT THE HEARINGS BEFORE 
THE BOARO of PARDONS THAT WOULD BE AFFORDED TO THEM XF THEV VJERE 
&EIN6* SENTENCED« 
- CoNTINU&D ON PAGE EIGHT -
Dl5£USSft>4 
Foorev* UTF)M ROARD or HflpcHsfidS ?.2d *\M} fltso dOMPwces 
HEPlfiIN(a& I N FRONT OF THE BoftRD of F^RbONS TO THE SENTENCXNb PRO-
CEDURES OT1 T^XfJL C O U R T S O T H E R E THE UTAH SuPREHE CoURT STATES, 
' X r THE TRxfti- JUDfaE SENDS THE DEFENDANT TO PRlSONjTWE 
3UDUE DOES *10T DETERMXNE THE NUMBER e?F V&ftf^ » THE 
OEFENDftWT \MXU 5PEND THERE . T H P I T XS LEFT TO THE UN-
FETTERED DISCRETION CF THE &OAR© OF RADONS, WHICH 
PERFORMS ft FUNCTION ftNflLOkOUS TO THftT OP THE TRlftl_ 
3UD&E I N JURISDICTIONS THAT HfiVE A DETERMINATE 
SENTENCING SCHeKg/y(FogT£ v„ UTAH BOARD or RROONS. 
3<j>3 R24 m T 3 & ) 
"THEREFORE, HEARINGS BEFORE THE BcftRfc OF rPRDONS MUST fiLLOWsJ 
PRISONERS flu. THE PROCEDURES AND DUE PROCESS RIGHTS PJT THEIR HEARINGS 
"THAT THE PPXSONERS VJ0ULD &E RUL0VJ6D X*» THE SENTENCING PHASE OF ft 
CRIMINAL TRxALo \HESE PXGHTS XNCCUDE TXM6LV NOTICE OF THE HfcftffcNfc, 
THE RlkHT TO COUNSEL, THE RIGHT TO CONFRONT 4 PRESENT WITNESSES,NOTICE 
OF PAROLE C^XTEffrfl, ACCESS TO THEXR PRXSON FXUECSflW^ET^-TWE OPPORTUNITY 
TO PRESENT EVIDENCE 4 REFUTE ADVERSE EVIDENCE, BND f) WRITTEN DECISION 
OETFlXUSNCa REASONS FOR THE DENIAL OF PAROLE* 
COMPLYING WITH THE PieOVE PROCEDURES 4 DUE PROCESS REQUIRE-
MENTS XS POSSIBLE- FOR THE £>OARD OF PARDONS -SINCE XT XS STATUTORILY EN~ 
RBUED TO PERFORM PkUL THE FUNCTIONS LXSTED ft&OVE, F o R E*fttAPLe> ULCfto 
56CTXON TT-Zf-^I ( 3 ) (J&33> ft& PkttENDED STATES, 
V
"\HE &OA?SD ttftV ISSUE SUBPOENAS TO COf^ PEL THE ATTENDANCE 
OF WITNESSES &ND THE PRODUCTION OF EVIDENCE > TO ftDtAlNl-
&TER OATHS, AND TO TARE T E S T I ^ N ^ FOR THE PURPOSES OF 
fiNV XNVESTIGATXON &H THE BoARD ^ ftN*{ OF XT'5 tAEtAfcERS 
OR &V ft DESIGNATED HEftf^ NG EXAMINER XN TtfE PERFORMANCE Of 
XT'5 DUTIES," — CONTINUED ON PAGE NXWE-
- 8 -
DxVia£SXV9M 
~TWE P,X6»HT TO COUNSEL XS SSCUf^EO **T TWE TX*AE OF THE 
>ENTEWCXN(a 4 TH«pUC»HOUT THE "^EST OF TV*E PROCEEDINGS X K C R I ^ M N A L 
^ O S E C U T X O N S B4 T H E S X * T H T-IMBNOMENTC O F T H E U N I T E D S T A T E S CON-
STITUTION >AJV»1CH PROVIDES THflTj 
" x N P.LL CPptAXNftL PROSECUTIONS, THE ACCUSED SHALL EM-
10V THE FjKaHT„p© TO HftVE THE HSSxSTftNCE OF CouMSEL." 
(U «S* CONST. *MENI>, 
T H E <Sl*TH H M E N & M E N T f^^HT TO COUNSEL ENCOMPASSES PLL 
EOBRftL AND STATE CRIMINAL f^^ECUTXON.S THAT RESULT XN IMPRISONMENT* 
THE RXCaHT TO COUNSEL ATTACHES P«T THE I N I T I A T I O N OF P>OJERSftR<y JUDICIAL 
PROCEEDINGS " WHETHER &W VdfW OF FORMAL CHARGE, PRELIMINARY WEARING, 
XNDICTMKNTj INFORMATION OR PRf} BX GNMENT/' AND WO REQUEST FOf} COUNSEL 
NEED BE t"VPiD6 6*? THE ftC6USED« • LaiDBON V» WfllNWRLfrHT^IZ <i.fta 3 3 5 , 
3 H 2 (jL9C?3) Csx^TH AMENDMENT PXtoHT TO COUNSEL XN FELONV PftOCeSfclNfeS 
ftPPLTES TO STATES THROUGH FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT),, C&£ ALSO H^ef^3lt4<aBH 
v. HAMLTNT MQl [}o$* 2&>&1~$&(Ml7'2% (DEFENDANT MAV NOT BE IMPRISONED 
UNLESS AFFORDED RlfeHT TO /10dN£gL«)j DffewE^ v. WxuuxPMSJ < / 3 0 UoSvSfilj 
i ^ l f i W ? ) (ffcGHT TO COUNSEL ATTACHED TO INTERROGATION AFTER ftftfiftl&H-
<f0fe HaS* b^(o9f\ (M1Z) (pLUf^ LITV OPINIO ;^ 
I F DEFENDANT DDES HOT 
(SMOVJXNOL^  AND XNTeLLXGEKTTLV WAIVE COUNSEL AND DOES NOT RETAXN ACCEPT-
ABL* COUNSEL THE fiOURT MUST APPOINT COUNSEL- "A CEflT, P E N X E O . I U S ^ ^ 
-I-N SOME CIRCUMSTANCES, THE ABSENCE c?F COUNSEL- AFTER 
THE INITIATION OF ADVERSARIAL PROCEEDINGS KAV BE A HARMLESS ERApRcTF 
THE Sl*TH Y W H D M E N T VIOLATION" PERVADE [s ] THE ENTIRE PFjOCEeDIKlej^ HOVMEVEfj, 
HARMLESS ERftOft ANALYSIS XS XNAPPLlCA&tfco SETTER\MHITE VcTkftS 48fo (J«S* 
Z<ftJZJto>lifflB)iSB tost* tJLS,v, (WN.ffte K2d }JSytttity(j4&Cv+ 
— CONTINUED ON PPOE T E N -
OC007G 
H P J T I C L E X , O6CTX0N i Z , OF THE UTAH CoNSTPrUTXQN QQQHVOBS THE ft&iSED 
I N C^WWW- PF0SEOJTXOHSUTHE F ^ H T TO P«PP&flL «ND DEFEND XN PERSON ftND 
feV C O U U S S L / ' T W E U T A H 6 U P ^ £ M £ flou^T HftS HEi-D THIS LftNbUftog TO feXVE THE 
edCUSEO
 Je*f^C3HT / /TO COUNSEL WHEN BExNtt C^XMXNftLLV PPpSECUTED* B & -
ePlUSE THE PiCCUSED ENIOVS TWE*Pyi:6»HT//TO COUNSEL Ttt C^XKXWAL ?BOS&-
CUTXOK\S,THE FM2CuSEt> SHOUtLO A L S 0 E N 3 0 9 TVE «Pyifc,HT'/TO FP>EE COUNSEL-
WHEN ?=XN*NCXflLL^ UNABLE TO P)ETAXN COUNSEL*, 61IDEQN V„ WflXNVAlQXaHT, 
3 ^ 2 U«&« 335,3<J2C$Cp3) (SIXTH &ND FOURTEENTH AMENDMENTS P^ EQUXRE 
0PPOXNTHCNT Of COUNSEL FOF> IN0X6ENT DEFENOftN-TS X-N STRTE OOUf^T.) 
LNfcfltf OeFgKlOftNT VMHO XS UNABLE TO OBTftIM COUNSEL SHBLL 6E 
ENTITLED TO Hftv/E COUNSEL AS$J6»NED To R^P^ESENT THflT DEFEN-
DANT AT EVEfft STffcrE OF THE P^OCEEOxNfcS FfV?K XNXTXAL AP-
PEARANCE BEfORE THE FEDCRftL MA6ISTflftT£ OR, THE CCUfiT THfpUbH 
ftPPEAL, UNLESS TWT DEFENDANT WAIVES SUCH APPOINTMENT." 
(FeD.fVC*w.(M4to.) 
D E C P . U S E COUNSEL XS f^EqUXFiED PiT THE T I M E Of5 SENTENCXtfei 
I N U T B H ^ 6UftA,BNTEEO 6S! &0TH THE U N I T E D < S T B T E £ ^ (JTAH CONSTITUTIONS^ 
COUNSEL XS f^LSO REQUIRED BT HEftRXNbS &EF0F}E TWE BcPfiD OF PARDONS, 
*WHXCH PEP^FO^HJS ft* FUNCTION PMPiLO<»0US TO THftT OF TU& T^tftL J U D b E 
I N TUffcSDXCTXCPMS THflT HftVE Pi DeTERMlUftTE SENTENCING* SCHEIE,'*?* 
OETEI^XNEP BV fg>oTe v. UTAH Bost^ OF fty>/»js,fl0fi 2Zd ¥3</LUTAH 
, XT XS THE ^ESPONSXBILN £>F THE BoBRD OF P^DON^ TO I N -
FORM PRISONERS THAT THEV MAY BVBfKXSZ THXS FfcC&HT i TttfiV CBN BE OPPoXNTED 
COUUSEL XF THE fYytSO^ER CRN HOT ftfPOPjD ONE,NMHXeH THE BoF>f>0 OF 
f W > O N S FPtfLEO T C 0 0 I N THE HEA^XN^S XNVOLVINCa THxS P L R W T X F F O 
RftXMTlFf HEv/EP» WRXVED '^ XC>HT TO HCWC CCKlHStl PRESENT ftT ftNV OF 
THE WEftP^NCaSeTHXS CAUSED ft VIOLATION OF rlftXNTXFF'S DUE PROCESS PjK2,HT5# 
*-CONTINUED OH pftbE ELEVEN— 
-0-
£WLUSXOM 
T H E BOB^D OF PRIONS Mxov-fcTEo PutturreFF's -DUE PROCESS fle>m*i 
I HEN TrtEV FftuED TO NOUFV ftftlHTIFF OF HEW^XHbS TO 6E VI6UD, OECXSION.S 
WEf^ERFTEfi ^ f^S^ON* FOF> THOSE D E C I S I O N 
DeFENDANTS FEEL. TWQT Putt*rttFF$ FjEflU F,£MEDV UXES XN THE 
vl*£ OF ft CLEftWE^SSt>XSCXPU£HP^ \)ECO?)D^k Tt+EN RPPttflNfc T& THE- BoftflD OF 
^DONS FOft f> RCCOMSXae f^tTXOH HEAPING* ("WsVEfy RfiXNTXFF VNENT NEflfy-V 
i FULL VEftft WITH G to-Ef^ Xr^Ff^VED ^OatSCXf LXNAFft OECO^D" SMHXCB THE 
•HD RESULT WeS a F,ESCXM£XON OF 01^6 0 F RflXNTXFF'S PflP>OLE DATES, 
T t ' Tt*E TX^VE, Pu^ZHTXFF VJRS DOING WELL 4 SCHEDULED I t ) Be ftOVflNGSD 
CM THE SVSTEM»Tv*us^ NE^mxMfc. PiNV fc»O0D f^EftSOM TO P£SCXN£> THIS 
PuplMTtFFIS fPfpwE OftTE,, 
T H E ^ E F O ^ E , Ri»XHTXFF COKp TO THC CONCLUSION THftT THE^E 
*XTSTS KO-OTUEf| ftEKEC* SHOf^T OF Ufl&eFlS f^EUXSF 4 Uffc£S THXS dioUfJr 
TO DENV UEFEKOWvnt \AoTiOW TO D l S t t X S S 4 S E T TUXS MftTTEfi W 
ftN *EvxDEUTXftf\V IrleflffcNfe" ^ WXXCfl *ntAE UftBEf^S pjSLXEF dftM 
BE 6fyWEt>> 
DftTED T H X S ^ D e V OF < ^ W ~ ,Jff<& 
f^ESPECTFULLV <SuBWrret>, 
' 3 E F F F J E V L^NM f^660TT 
COUI4S&L> f-^o-Se, 
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Oct 10, 1990 
C-Note 
Dec. 13, 1990 
C-Note. 
* 
^ 
<V 
Dec. 20, 
C-Note: 
1990 
% 
X*\ 
He continues to program therapeutically with substance abuse 
Inmate Jeff Abbott has recently begun employment in Cell Study. 
Inmate Abbott is involved in Bible Study. /Hunt/jmw 
A meeting was held with Jeffrey to discuss his institutional record 
for the past 18 months for a 60-day review for the Board. Jeffrey is 
presently scheduled to parole in March of 1991. The report was com-
pleted and submitted for his signature. This is a review and does not 
necessarily require the appearance of Jeffrey before the Baord in 
January. x/Hunt/vis 
A reassessmejU_has been filed on behalf of Jeff for the month of Decembe 
It is the recommendation, dictated by his scorerI__£or-a-level advancement 
Procedure is being followed to remove the safety override^ /Hunt/wd* 
Feb. 6, 
C-Note: 
1991 
W +* 
fr fiO ftpy Pt"f—»-
Jeff . The 
fnt thr Bnarri tr^ Ppr**™"* was submitted on behalf of 
report_was requested for eaYlyJDecember and the-eventual 
response v&C^^sclIsl^~jr^r~par61k date oX-lterch 12-, _1991_vith 
a hp^rjn£^J^I^^nf*mid February"! Jeff~was informed of the Board's 
decis ion v 
Feb. 13, 1991 
C-Note: 
% : 
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On this date, I met with Mr. Abbott to do a Pre Release and discuss 
how to handle himself in a more appropriate way when he is released. 
I am aware that Mr. Abbott's date has been rescinded and that he is due 
to go before the Board on a Rescission Hearing. I thought it a good 
time to do some counseling with inmate regarding ways to make the systeu 
work for him rather than against him and to take responsibility for his 
own actions. /Bridwell/wd 
Feb. 25, 1991 
Transfer: 
From U-IIB 808 to U-IIA 205 
/wd 
Feb. 28, 1991 
BOARD OF .
 n 
PARDONS: T), *Mf 
*"& U' 
May 15, 1991 
C-Note: 
Rescind 3/12/91 parole date. Parole to became effective 5/14/91 
with the following special conditions: 1. Restitution of $918.00 
case # 6244. 2. ISP Program if in Utah. 3. Random Drug Testing. 
4. No Alcohol. 5. Complete Electronic Monitoring if in Utah. 
sj 
On this date I met with Mr. Abbott to discuss the behavior which 
resulted in his parole date being rescinded. Mr. Abbott had many 
reasons to "justify" his acting out. I tried to explain to inmate 
that this kind of attitude would not result in positive consequences 
and that the Board would not look kindly at numerous disciplinaries. 
I discussed ways in which he can improve his chances of succeeding 
and advancing in the system./Birdwell/jjw 
June 13, 
BOARD OF 
PARDONS: 
1991 
NS: i/ 
Rescind parole date. Parole to become effective 10/8/91 with the folloi 
special conditions: 1. Restitution of $918.00 in case #6244. 2. ISP. 
3. Random Drug Testing. 4. No Alcohol. 5. Electronic Monitoring 
if in Utah. /sj 
Mar. 29, 1989 
Unit Class Comm: 
April 20, 1991 
C-Note: 
Jaffray L. Abbott Sr. 1. a 23 year old Black male admitted Into 
custody of the Utah State Prison for the offense of Attempted 
Theft, a Third degree Felony. Inmate Abbott was raised in 
« 2 E S K? • a P P S a " that h € d o e 8 n , t P° 8 8*« • Juvenile 
.1? K V 8v° r y # H o v e v c r» «" An adult and aince 19 years of 
l?!l. jn ?"- M W f^Jg^^fl^Mririiw enforr»iW? ' I p . " ^
 at 
ottlP' £!»?' w t ^Abbott has served Jairtime in the cities 
Inflnrnr , r i • • stPftf..fif Missouri to move
 a,»v from neHtlve 
o a y 8 CJ
-asitication places inmate ADbott in +\f* riv ~£ *. "Vc 
. tot.! ..curity .cor/of 23 poinds.Ttl K i ^ / i ? " ^ " ^ 
I met with him to counsel and discuss his after Release plans. Inmate 
still wants to go to Missouri. He has asked me to call his agent, 
Don Wilson, to see if he will be allowed to go. One of Jeff's problems 
is, he doesn't have enough money to buy a bus ticket. He states he's 
burnt his family over bus tickets so often they won't sent him any more 
mone) for "bus tickets". He gets the money and gets high with it. 
Jeff is concerned about how he will earn a living, he tells me he's 
been stealing for so long he would have to "cut off his hands" to stop. 
Perhaps the best thing for this inmate would be a half wav house T 
7tf :* 
ec. 13, 1990 
-Note: 
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A meeting was held with Jeffrey to discuss his institutional record 
for the past 18 months for a 60-day review for the Board. Jeffrey is 
presently scheduled to parole in March of 1991. The report was com-
pleted and submitted for his signature. This is a review and does not 
necessarily require the appearance of Jeffrey before the Baord in 
January. */Hunt/vis 
A reassesjsmentjias been filed on behalf of Jeff for the month of December^ 
It is the recommendation, dictated by hia-scorejg^or—a-leveX advancement^ 
Procedure is being" followed^to^remove the safety override^ /Hunt/wo^—— 
Feb. 6, 
C-Note: 
1991 
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\ fifl n a y """*•- **» »t"> innTA flf ParAnna was submitted on behalf of 
Jeff . The report was requested for earjyj&exw^r^and^the-eventual 
respjojas^^^aJIIaCrfes^l^lorPbt his~pafoTe date oj£-March-4Z+-199 i_y,^th_ 
a he^rjjig^late^of midIgEfuary. Je"ff~was informed of the Board's 
decision ^y fhT?~?"ai fpw^^r7V^/riup»/^K 
Feb. 13, 1991 
C-Note: 
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On this date, I met with Mr. Abbott to do a Pre Release and discuss 
how to handle himself in a more appropriate way when he is released. 
I am aware that Mr. Abbott*s date has been rescinded and that he is due 
to go before the Board on a Rescission Hearing. I thought it a good 
time to do some counseling with inmate regarding ways to make the system 
work for him rather than against him and to take responsibility for his 
own actions. /Bridwell/wd 
Feb. 25, 1991 
Transfer: 
From U-IIB 808 to U-IIA 205 
/wd 
Feb. 28, 1991 
BOARD OF 
PARDONS: 5
- - ? u ^ 
1991 May 15, 
C-Note: 
Rescind 3/12/91 parole date. Parole to become effective 5/14/91 
with the following special conditions: 1. Restitution of $918.00 
case # 6244. 2. ISP Program if in Utah. 3. Random Drug Testing. 
4. No Alcohol. 5. Complete Electronic Monitoring if in Utah. 
S3 
On this date I met with Mr. Abbott to discuss the behavior which 
resulted in his parole date being rescinded. Mr. Abbott had many 
reasons to "justify" his acting out. I tried to explain to inmate 
that this kind of attitude would not result in positive consequences 
and that the Board would not look kindly at numerous disciplinaries. 
I discussed ways in which he can improve his chances of succeeding 
and advancing m the system./Birdwell/jjw 
June 13, 
BOARD OF 
PARDONS. 
1991 
NS; js 
Rescind parole date. Parole to become effective 10/8/91 with the following 
special conditions: 1. Restitution of $918.00 in case #6244. 2. ISP. 
3. Random Drug Testing. 4. No Alcohol. 5. 
if in Utah. /Sj 
Electronic Monitoring 
Mar. 29, 1989 
Unit Class Coram: 
Jeffrey L. Abbott Sr. is a 23 year old Black male admitted Into 
custody of the Utah State Prison for the offense of Attempted 
Theft, a Third degree Felony. Inmate Abbott was raised in 
Missouri and it appears that he doesn't possess a juvenile 
criminal history. However. *« «n **,rtt and since 19 vtara of 
age, he has been rejsrr»'< *n fi"YfT"fl1 Taw enforcement agencies at 
iftflP^ l^i ffm«a- Inmate Abbott has served-jail time in the cities 
of L.A77 California and Kansas City, Missouri. He also was placed 
under the care of Adult Probation and Parole on 2/87, his probation 
supervision was revoked because of his failure to complete with 
same. Appearances from PSI Report dated 3/3/89 indicates that he 
may have a serious drug abuse problem. On this date, inmate 
Abbott was interviewed to discuss his initials. He states he 
doesn't have any family or community support in this State. He 
added that_he left the Sta^e of Missouri to move away from negative 
influences of his ol^er siblings who are in the Prison System there. 
Today's clasification places inmate Anbott in the C3K catetory with 
a total security score of 23 points./E.A. Akiaseu/dc 
April 20, 1991 I met with him to counsel and discuss his after Release plans. Inmate 
C-Note: still wants to go to Missouri. He has asked me to call his agent, 
Don Wilson, to see if he will be allowed to go. One of Jeff s problems 
is, he doesn't have enough money to buy a bus ticket. He states he s 
burnt his family over bus tickets so often they won't sent him any more 
mone) for "bus tickets". He gets the money and gets high with it. 
Jeff is concerned about how he will earn a living, he tells me he s 
been stealing for so long he would have to "cut off his hands" to stop. 
Perhaps the best thing for this inmate would be a half way house. I 
gave Jeff a list of resources including "Exodus". I feel his prospects 
are dismal if he goes out in the Community without having some savings, 
a job, and/or close supervision. He also has medical problems. Jeff 
*-- -urtCt child like in his thinking process. His thing is he 
-_ ~i„«
 w p a "tip" on how to avoid 
WAYNE A. FREESTONE 
DAVID J. ANGERHOFER 
CONTRACT ATTORNEYS 
50 West 300 South, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
(801) 322-1503 
(801) 363-0844 
May 23, 1991 
Mr. Pete Haun 
Utah State Board of Pardons 
448 East 6400 South, Suite 300 
Murray, Utah 84107 
RE: Inmate Jeffery Abbott USP #19288 
Dear Mr. Haun: 
Please be advised that I am a Contract Attorney for the Utah 
State Prison and I have recently met with inmate Jeffery Abbott USP 
#19288, whom we are assisting with respect to the preparation of a 
Habeas Corpus Petition, pursuant to Foote v. Utah Board of Pardons, 
156 Utah Adv. Rep. 3 (S.Ct. 1991). 
We are in need of any and all information that the Board of 
Pardons relied upon in determining Mr. Abbott's parole or rehearing 
date, as set forth in the Constitution of Utah, Article VII, 
Section 12, including, the proceedings and decision of the Board, 
with the reasons therefor and any dissent, as it has been reduced 
to writing and filed. 
Please provide this information within ten (10) days of the 
date of this letter. 
Your cooperation in this matter is appreciated. 
Respectfully yours, 
David ff. Angerlrofer * 
Contract Attorney 
DJA\las 
cc: Inmate Jeffery Abbott 
WAYNE A. FREESTONE 
DAVID J. ANGERHOFER 
CONTRACT ATTORNEYS 
50 West 300 South, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
(801) 322-1503 
(801) 363-0844 
M E M O R A N D U M 
TO: Jefferv Abbott USP #19288 
DATE: January 8, 1992 
RE: REQUESTED LEGAL SERVICES 
Enclosed please find a copy of the letter that was sent 
on May 23, 1991 to the Board of Pardons regarding the information 
relied upon. We did not receive any information from the Board of 
Pardons regarding this letter. When we first started sending the 
letters the Board of Pardons was not responding to us or sending 
any information. Since that time we have been recievina 
information after requesting with this letter. 
Please be advised that we will submit another letter to 
the Board of Pardons today and will forward any information that we 
receive from them. Thank You for bringing this to our attention. 
CONTRACT ATTORNEYS 
n t i O O b l 
WAYNE A. FREESTONE 
DAVID J. ANGERHOFER 
CONTRACT ATTORNEYS 
50 West 300 South, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
(801) 322-1503 
(801) 363-0844 
M E M O R A N D U M 
TO: Jefferv Abbott USP * 19288 
DATE: May 23. 1991 
RE: REQUESTED LEGAL SERVICES 
Please find enclosed a copy of the letter that was sent 
to the Board of Pardons concerning the information they relied upon 
in determining your parole. 
As soon as we hear something from the Board of Pardons we 
will let you know. 
Thank You. 
CONTRACT ATTORNEYS 
fU)f\f)>^ 
WAYNE A. FREESTONE 
DAVID J. ANGERHOFER 
CONTRACT ATTORNEYS 
50 West 300 South, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
(801) 322-1503 
(801) 363-0844 
May 23, 1991 
Mr. Pete Haun 
Utah State Board of Pardons 
448 East 6400 South, Suite 300 
Murray, Utah 84107 
RE: Inmate Jeffery Abbott USP #19288 
Dear Mr. Haun: 
Please be advised that I am a Contract Attorney for the Utah 
State Prison and I have recently met with inmate Jeffery Abbott USP 
#19288, whom we are assisting with respect to the preparation of a 
Habeas Corpus Petition, pursuant to Foote v. Utah Board of Pardons. 
156 Utah Adv. Rep. 3 (S.Ct. 1991). 
We are in need of any and all information that the Board of 
Pardons relied upon in determining Mr. Abbott's parole or rehearing 
date, as set forth in the Constitution of Utah, Article VII, 
Section 12, including, the proceedings and decision of the Board, 
with the reasons therefor and any dissent, as it has been reduced 
to writing and filed. 
Please provide this information within ten (10) days of the 
date of this letter. 
Your cooperation in this matter is appreciated. 
Respectfully yours, 
David 3,. Angerhofer " 
Contract Attorney 
DJA\las 
cc: Inmate Jeffery Abbott 
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R. PAUL VAN DAM (3312) 
UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STEVEN MORRISSETT (6007) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for Respondents 
6100 South 300 East, Suite 204 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
Telephone: (801) 265-5638 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNT, STATE OF UTAH 
ABBOTT, JEFFREY LYNN, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Respondent. 
REPLY TO PETITIONER'S 
RESPONSE TO MOTION TO 
DISMISS 
Civil No. 920900544 HC 
JUDGE DAVID S. YOUNG 
RESPONDENT State of Utah, by and through Steven Morrissett, 
Assistant Attorney General, files this Reply to petitioner's 
"Response to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss.0 Respondent assumes 
that the court will liberally construe the petitioner's pro se 
pleading to supplement the allegations in the original petition. 
For purposes of this motion to dismiss only, the new allegations 
are assumed to be true. 
000085 
DISCUSSION 
1. The petition does not state a claim, even with the new facts. 
The original petition asserted as grounds for extraordinary 
relief: (1) "improper or inadequate" parole rescission hearings 
on January 29, February 28, June 13 and August 22, 1991; (2) "no 
attorney present" for petitioner at any hearing; (3) the hearings 
were held with[out] proper notice of charges or reasons given for 
the decisions of the Board of Pardons on the above dates. 
In Abbott's Response, his claims, as clarified, seem to be: 
(1) Lack of prior notice of hearings on January 29, May 9 and 
June 13, 1991; (2) Lack of notice of the Board's decisions and 
the reasons for those decisions on January 29 and May 9, 1991; 
(3) Denial of right to counsel at the parole rescission hearings 
and lack of notice of a right to counsel. 
A petition for writ of habeas corpus must meet the 
requirements of Utah R. Civil P. 65B. Sections 65B(b)(3)(iii) 
requires the petition to state1: 
in plain and concise terms, all of the facts 
on the basis of which the petitioner claims a 
substantial violation of rights as the result 
of the commitment; 
xThe respondent's original motion to dismiss incorrectly cited 
former Rule 65B(i), which was amended effective September 1, 1991. 
The content requirements of a petition filed under amended Rule 65B 
are substantially the same as under the former rule. 
2 
0000SG 
65B(b)(4) requires that the petitioner: 
attach to the petition affidavits, copies of 
records or other evidence available to the 
petitioner in support of the allegations. 
Petitioner's "Statement of the Facts" is not supported by 
affidavit. Documents he has submitted with his Response do not 
appear to support his allegations. 
The documents attached to petitioner's Response include 
chronological notes ("C-notes") from the prison and letters 
related to requests for records from the Board of Pardons. 
Neither the C-notes nor the letters provide support for the 
matters challenged by the petition. 
The petitioner, on the other hand, has not provided either 
an affidavit in support of his allegations, or records of the 
contested hearings to support his claims. The state requested a 
transcript of the August 22, 1991, hearing and sent a copy to the 
petitioner. The petitioner also has access to recordings of the 
other hearings. 
The Response fails to mention the August 22, 1991 hearing. 
It is not clear whether he has abandoned his assertion that the 
August hearing also was somehow "improper or inadequate," other 
than the lack of legal counsel. 
3 
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2. The decisions of the Board of Pardons prior to August 22. 
1991, are moot. 
Petitioner has made no assertion or argument that the parole 
rescission decisions prior to August 22, 1991, have any impact on 
his present incarceration or legal status. Without some 
connection between those hearings and his present incarceration 
or legal status, a challenge to the prior actions of the board is 
moot. Northern v. Barnes, 178 Utah Adv. R. 15 (Utah App. 1992). 
Northern affirmed the authority of the Board of Pardons to 
rescind an inmate's parole date, pending further review, where 
the inmate was afforded full due process in a subsequent hearing. 
The court stated: 
Since [the inmate] was afforded full 
procedural due process by the [later] 
hearing, any of the alleged procedural 
deficiencies in rescinding his original 
parole date were remedied before the petition 
was filed." 
Unless petitioner asserts a procedural error in the August 22, 
1991 hearing before the board, the challenge to the previous 
decisions of the Board is moot. 
Dated this /0 day of April, 1992. 
Ass 
Sp4vefi Morrissett 
istant Attorney General 
Attorney for Respondent 
0C0083 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and accurate copy of the 
foregoing Motion to Dismiss was mailed, postage prepaid, to 
Jeffrey Lynn Abbott, Pro Se, P.O. Box 250, Draper, Utah 
84020 
Mailed this /#nLday of April, 1992. 
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IN AND FOR THE STATE OF DTAB 
IN RE: 
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APPEARANCES: 
CHAIRMAN: MIKE SIBBETT 
BOARD OF PARDONS, SALT LAKE CITY, UT AUGUST 22, 1991 
CHAIRMAN: Morning Mr. Abbott. 
MR. ABBOTT: How ya doing? 
CHAIRMAN: Good. This is the tine that's been set 
aside fpr a decision hearing for Mr. Jim Abbott, USP 
number 19288. Is that you, sir? 
MR. ABBOTT: Yes, but only one problem here. When 
you guys sent me this letter ~ 
CHAIRMAN: Wait a minute. Before ve get into that, 
we'll get into it because I've got your letter and your 
response. Let me svear you in first because I'll be 
taking testimony. If you'll raise your right hand. 
JIM ABBOTT 
was duly sworn, was examined and 
testified as follows: 
MR. ABBOTT: Yes, I do. 
CHAIRMAN: Thank you. This board member's aware, 
Mr. Abbott, in correspondence that was hand delivered to 
me a little while ago, that you did not receive the 
notification of this hearing until yesterday. 
MR. ABBOTT: I didn't receive it until 4:30. 
CHAIRMAN: Is that correct? 
MR. ABBOTT: Until about 4:15 yesterday evening. 
CHAIRMAN: Now we can either continue this hearing, 
3 
sir, on your oral motion or you can waive that three day 
notice and we can proceed and take care of it today. 
What do you decide? 
MR. ABBOTT: I'll go ahead and waive it. 
CHAIRMAN: Okay, thank you. Now, is there something 
else besides this letter that you wanted to bring up? 
MR. ABBOTT: Yes, you addressed me here as Mrs. 
Abbott. 
CHAIRMAN: Oh. I see that. Obviously you're not. 
The record will be corrected. 
MR. ABBOTT: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN: Now, sir, you sit before the board on 
this rescission hearing today after receiving numerous 
disciplinary problems. 
MR. ABBOTT: Well — 
CHAIRMAN: In fact, the last time you appeared 
before the board was in a rescission hearing; is that 
correct? 
MR. ABBOTT: Yes. On the 13th, I believe. 
CHAIRMAN: You currently now have a parole date in 
October; is that correct? 
MR. ABBOTT: October 8th, yes. 
CHAIRMAN: October 8th. Is it that you just don't 
understand that by not abiding by the rules in here and 
continually getting these write-ups, that that date will 
4 
keep getting rescinded? You understand the process? I 
mean you've been here long enough. You've had 
rescission hearings in the past. Let's begin by just 
seeing if you understand the process. 
MR. ABBOTT: Nell, this officer right here was 
present at my last meeting here, and I think he'll tell 
you that I asked for an expiration determination date. 
CHAIRMAN: Yes. That was ~ 
MR. ABBOTT: The reason why — I've asked at that 
hearing and I also asked prior to the first hearing in 
writing, first rescission hearing in writing with regard 
to after you guys took my date the first time, because 
you guys took it after I had not had a write-up for 
approximately 11 months, I think it was. The reason why 
I asked is because I don't want to parole in the State 
of Utah because I don't have any family here, and 
because — in fact Missouri hasn't approved me for 
parole there yet, so they want me to parole into a 
halfway house here in Salt Lake and I don't want to do 
that. I don't want to parole basically because I know 
that here they are unnecessarily going to put me on 
electronic monitoring and ISP which I feel is an 
unnecessary move, you know. And also because of the 
fact that I don't have any family here in Utah. All my 
family is in Kansas City Missouri, as you can see. 
000094 
1 And I feel that I'd have a better chance of paroling 
2 out there. So if I parole here I'd be back within a 
3 I month, probably not even that. 
4 CHAIRMAN: Hell, for the record today you're telling 
5 me that if you do keep your parole date that's given 
6 without getting it rescinded once you get out, you think 
7 you're going to violate it and be back? 
8 MR. ABBOTT: No. 
9 CHAIRMAN: So why go through the exercise? 
10 MR. ABBOTT: Well, I'm not saying — 
11 CHAIRMAN: If there's something wrong with that, if 
12| that's your honest feeling, but is that what I just 
13 heard you say? 
14 MR. ABBOTT: Nell, I'm not saying that I intend to. 
15I I'm saying that because of the fact that I have no 
16 family here, you guys — just a second, please. I only 
17 have $100 gate money, okay, to be released with and the 
18 fact I don't have any job here. I have a job, as you 
19 can see if you looked in there, with the Marriott 
20 Corporation in Kansas city waiting on me. 
211 CHAIRMAN; Mr. Abbott, that's the reason why we put 
22 you in the halfway house until you're stabilized so you 
23 wouldn't be out on the street in the cold with $100 in 
24 your pocket. 
25 MR. ABBOTT: Yeah. Well, it was my understanding 
000093 
that the halfway house would be basically until I could 
find a place to stay here and parole in. 
CHAIRMAN: Well, that's why it was called until 
stabilized or until you're accepted on compact. You're 
not going to be accepted on compact if you don't have a 
parole date if it keeps getting rescinded. 
MR. ABBOTT: Okay, I misunderstood the way he told 
me about it. Excuse me. It was my ixnderstanding that I 
wouldn't be, if I was not accepted by the time my parole 
came up, that I would not be paroled at all to Missouri 
even after that. 
CHAIRMAN: Well, that's up to Missouri, you have to 
be accepted. We can't send you to Missouri unless they 
accept you. Do you understand that? 
MR. ABBOTT: Yes, I understand that. 
CHAIRMAN: And the special attention hearing that 
the board took care of in April, we amended your parole 
agreement to very specifically say in a halfway house 
until stabilized or accepted for compact supervision. 
MR. ABBOTT: April? I did not appear before the 
board in April. 
CHAIRMAN: Well, it was a special route that we took 
care of that, to make sure that that was clarified. 
MR. ABBOTT: Oh, okay. 
CHAIRMAN: But to the disciplinary problems that 
OCOCCG 
1 you've had since you last appeared, it's almost non 
2 stop. 
3 MR- ABBOTT: Well — 
4 CHAIRMAN: What do you have to say about those 
5 disciplinary problems? 
6 MR. ABBOTT: Well basically, you know, yeah, I admit 
7 I to, you know, the problem with authority and the fact 
8 that I don't like being directed with write-ups. I only 
9 got a zero to five and, you know, I was under the 
10 impression I might serve the whole thing. So it really 
11 didn't phase me, you know, to the fact that, you know, a 
12 parole date or not. I'm not saying that I don't care 
13 about a parole date, but I don't like, you know, the 
14 officers threatening me, saving okay, you'll get a 
15 write-up if you don't do this. If they want me to do 
16 1 something, all they got to do is ask me. See what I'm 
17 saying? 
18 CHAIRMAN: You understand that you're not in a place 
19I that doesn't have authority, you're in a prison. 
20 MR. ABBOTT: I know that I'm in a prison but the 
21 officers are grown men and I'm a grown man. 
22 CHAIRMAN: But there's a big difference, you're an 
23 inmate. Did you forget that fact? 
24 MR. ABBOTT: Well# no, I did not. 
25 CHAIRMAN: Well, you have to abide by the rules and 
8 
1 the authority within a prison system. Every single 
2 inmate is expected to do that. And as a board we look 
3 to see if you're going to be able to abide by this 
4 structure in here. If you can't abide by the structure 
5 in here, how do you expect us to believe you're gonna 
6 abide by the structures of society when somebody's not 
7 looking over your shoulder? 
8 I MR. ABBOTT: Because I know out there I'm not gonna 
9 have a police officer telling me hey, you ain't gonna do 
10 this here, I mean little things, petty little things. 
11 These people with their petty little things in here. 
12 Okay? And I mean petty. 
13 CHAIRMAN: Well, verbal threats, what's petty about 
14 a verbal threat? 
15 I MR. ABBOTT: When they make a verbal threat to me 
16 about giving me a write-up, I make a verbal threat to 
17 them. 
18 CHAIRMAN: What type of threat do you say? 
19 MR. ABBOTT: They're on the write-ups. 
20 CHAIRMAN: I know, I've got them. But tell me, what 
21 do you tell them? 
22 MR. ABBOTT: Well, you know sometimes I tell them to 
23 fuck their selves, and I'll, you know, out of anger 
24 because I don't like it. You know, I don't like 
25 basically being talked to like I'm a child. And, you 
know, like I said I was under the impression that I 
might expirate this sentence here and really, you know, 
I've already informed my family yeah, you know, that I 
may do that. And so they're prepared for it, and really 
it doesn't bother me to do the whole time, but I'd like 
to parole but I'm not gonna parole with somebody telling 
me, you know, and directing me to do things. Basically 
I'm saying I'm not gonna kiss their ass. And that's the 
same thing I told Paul Larson when I asked him to 
expirate me last time or give me a termination date. It 
doesn't matter to me. 
CHAIRMAN: Do you have anything else you'd like to 
tell me before I make a decision? 
MR. ABBOTT: Well, no. 
CHAIRMAN: Okay. Let's go off the record, while I 
make a decision. 
(Wherepon a recess was taken.) 
CHAIRMAN: Yes, Mr. Abbott? 
MR. ABBOTT: The only other thing I'd like to say is 
you said that interstate compact can't be approved if I 
don't have a parole date, well, Nanette Vance, when she 
initiated that back in April of '89, said that it would 
probably be approved within 18 months, and she didn't 
say anything about a parole, me having to have a parole 
date to be approved. 
10 
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1 CHAIRMAN: Well, Mr. Abbott, you're really not gonna 
2 have to worry about that because I see no reason that we 
3 should continue this parole rescission, parole 
4 rescission process that we've gotten ourselves into. 
5 MR. ABBOTT: Thank you. 
6 CHAIRMAN: And recognizing that your expiration date 
7 1 is in December of 1993, I an going to give some 
8 consideration and grant a termination date today so that 
9 you're not going to have to worry about parole or where 
10 you're going to go or how you're gonna get there. That 
11 termination date will come November 23rd, 1993. Good 
12 luck, sir. 
13 I MR. ABBOTT: I can get copies of that — 
14 I (Whereupon the hearing was concluded.) 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE 
I, Linda J. Smurthvaite, Certified Shorthand 
Reporter, Registered Professional Reporter, and notary 
public within and for the county of Salt Lake, State of 
Utah do hereby certify: 
That the foregoing proceedings were taken by me from 
an electronic recording at the time and place set forth 
herein, and was taken down by me in shorthand and 
thereafter transcribed into typewriting under my 
direction and supervision. 
That the foregoing pages contain a true and correct 
transcription of my said shorthand notes so taken. 
In Witness Whereof, I have subscribed my name this 
15th day of March, 1992. 
t > '/£ u. / LINDA JVSMURTHWAITE 
PIED CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTER 
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R. PAUL VAN DAM (3312) 
UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STEVEN MORRISSETT (6007) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for Respondents 
6100 South 300 East, Suite 204 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
Telephone: (801) 265-5638 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNT, STATE OF UTAH 
ABBOTT, JEFFREY LYNN, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Respondent. 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
JUDGE DAVID S. YOUNG 
Civil No. 920900544 HC 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
1. I am an Assistant Attorney General for the State of Utah 
and represent the respondent in the above-captioned case. 
2. The attached transcript is a true and accurate copy of 
the transcript prepared at the state's request of the August 22, 
1991 hearing of Jeffrey Abbott, the petitioner in this case. At 
my request, a copy of this transcript was sent to the petitioner. 
I also advised Mr. Abbott, in court, of the availability of 
copies of tape recordings of his Board of Pardons hearings which 
are in dispute. 
•Steven Morrissett 
1992. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this /(rfj* daY o f AP r i 1' 
Residing in 
Notary Pub!»c i 
JOANTttCINE 1 
233 Stelo Cap;:cl B'ch. I 
Ss'tlxke City. Utah 84114, 
My Commission Expires I 
March 11,19S5 1 
State of Utah \ 
Uftt/ 
My Commission Expires 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and accurate copy of the 
foregoing Affidavit of Counsel was mailed, postage prepaid, to 
Jeffrey Lynn Abbott, Pro Se, P.O. Box 250, Draper, Utah 84020 
Mailed this / ^ day of April, 1992. 
MfrZ/fewg 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
ABBOTT, JEFFREY LYNN 
PLAINTIFF 
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STATE OF UTAH 
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CASE NUMBER 920900544 HC 
DATE 04/13/92 
HONORABLE DAVID S. YOUNG 
COURT REPORTER EILEEN AMBROSE 
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TYPE OF HEARING: HABEAS CORPUS WRIT 
PRESENT: PLAINTIFF 
P. ATTY. ABBOTT, JEFFREY PRO SE 
D. ATTY. MORRISSETT, STEVEN 
THIS CASE COMES NOW BEFORE THE COURT FOR HABEAS CORPUS 
HEARING, WITH APPEARANCES AS SHOWN ABOVE. 
BASED ON DISCUSSION WITH RESPECTIVE COUNSEL AND MR. ABBOTT 
THE COURT ORDERS STATE'S MOTION TO DISMISSED DENIED. THE COURT 
FURTHER ORDERS A HEARING SET FOR MAY 7, 1992 AT 8:15 AM. 
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R. PAUL VAN DAM (3312) 
UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL W 
STEVEN MORRISSETT (6007) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for Respondent 
6100 South 300 East, Suite 204 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
Telephone: (801) 265-5638 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
ABBOTT, JEFFREY LYNN, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Respondent. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
Civil No. 920900544 HC 
JUDGE DAVID S. YOUNG 
RESPONDENT, through Steven Morrissett, Assistant Attorney 
General, hereby files its affirmative defenses in supplement to 
its amended answer previously filed with the court, the court 
having denied Respondent's motion to dismiss on April 13, 1992, 
without prejudice, and having given the Respondent an opportunity 
to make further response: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
The Petitioner has failed to state a claim for relief under 
Civil Rule 65B, in that he has failed to clearly articulate a 
constitutional or other violation justifying extraordinary 
relief• 
0C9I03 
SECOND DEFENSE 
The allegations of the petition are barred as untimely by 
the statute of limitations applicable to habeas corpus petitions, 
U.C.A. Sections 78-12-1 and 78-12-31.1. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
The Board of Pardons has exclusive constitutional 
jurisdiction to reduce or terminate sentences. The petitioner's 
remedy, at most, is a new hearing before the Board of Pardons. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
The petitioner has failed to join the Board of Pardons, an 
indispensable party. 
Dated this 'ZifS day of April, 1992. 
Steven Morrissett 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorney for Respondent 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and accurate copy of the 
foregoing Affirmative Defenses was mailed, postage prepaid, to 
Jeffrey Lynn Abbott, P.O. Box 250, Draper, Utah 84020. 
Mailed this ^ /^day of April, 1992. 
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PAUL VAN DAM (3312) 
Attorney General 
STEVEN H. MORRISSETT (6007) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for Respondent 
6100 South 300 East, Suite 204 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
Telephone: 265-5638 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
JEFFREY L. ABBOTT, J 
Petitioner, J 
V . J 
STATE OF UTAH, i 
Respondent. i 
MOTION FOR 
t CONTINUANCE 
Case No. 920900544 
t Judge David S. Young 
Respondent, by and through Steven H. Morrissett, 
Assistant Attorney General, hereby moves the Court for an order 
continuing the hearing in the above case presently set for May 7, 
1992, at 8:15 a.m. This motion is made as a vital witness for 
Respondent is out of the office on medical leave for an 
indefinite period of time, expected to be one month. (See 
attached affidavit.) 
DATED this < ^ day of April, 1992. 
STEVEN H. MORRISSETT 
Assistant Attorney General 
Third Judical District 
APR 2 7 1992 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and accurate copy of the 
foregoing motion for continuance was mailed, postage prepaid, to 
Jeffrey L. Abbott, pro se, P.O. Box 250, Draper, Utah 84020, 
this 3>^day of April, 1992. 
ATTACHMENT 
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PAUL VAN DAM (3312) 
Attorney General 
STEVEN H. MORRISSETT (6007) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorney for Respondent 
6100 South 300 East, Suite 204 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
Telephone: (801) 265-5638 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
JEFFREY L. ABBOTT, « 
Petitioner, i 
V. 1 
STATE OF UTAH, I 
Respondent. i 
l AFFIDAVIT OF 
PAULA GLASSETT 
t Case No. 920900544 
t Judge David S. Young 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
I, Paula Glassett, under oath state the following to be 
true and correct to the best of my knowledge, 
1. I am over eighteen years of age and am a citizen of 
the United States. 
2. I am currently and have been since July 1991, a 
paralegal for the Attorney General's Office in the Corrections 
Section. 
3. I spoke with Paul S. Larsen, a hearing office for 
the Utah Board of Pardons, by telephone on April 21, 1992 , 
ThJfd JudiDfW Cieuict 
APR 2 7 1992 
t , - -v*Hj@CpJ?:TY 
Zy. 
D-wr/JS/C.^fk 
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regarding his ability to testify in the above matter presently 
scheduled for May 7, 1992. 
4. Mr. Larsen is currently out of the office on 
medical leave, and will be undergoing surgery shortly. 
5. Mr. Larsen is presently in an extreme amount of 
pain and is taking medication which significantly affects his 
ability to think and respond to questions. I am in the process 
of preparing an affidavit in support of the State's motion for 
summary judgment. Mr. Larsen is unable to assist me in preparing 
the affidavit at this time. 
6. Mr. Larsen feels he is not competent, at this time, 
to review the file and prepare to testify for the hearing in the 
above case. 
7. Mr. Larsen is a vital witness in the above case in 
that he was the hearing officer who resided over two of Mr. 
Abbott's rescision hearings. Mr. Abbott has also requested Mr. 
Larsen be present at the hearing. 
7. I spoke with John Greene, the Administrative 
Coordinator for the Utah Board of Pardons, by telephone on April 
21, 1992. He informed me that it was his understanding that Mr. 
Larsen would be out on medical leave for approximately one month. 
DATED this f l ^ day of April^l992. 
PAULA GLASSES ' 
Paralegal 
A ^ 
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PAUL VAN DAM (3312) 
UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STEVEN MORRISSETT (6007) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for Respondent 
6100 South 300 East, Suite 204 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
Telephone: (801) 265-5638 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
ABBOTT, JEFFREY LYNN, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Respondent. 
OPPOSITION TO PETITIONER'S 
MOTION TO STRIKE REPLY TO 
PETITIONER'S RESPONSE TO 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
Civil No. 920900544 HC 
JUDGE DAVID S. YOUNG 
RESPONDENT State of Utah, by and through Steven Morrissett, 
Assistant Attorney General, opposes petitioner's Motion to Strike 
Respondent's "Reply to Petitioner's Response to Motion to 
Dismiss" and Impose Sanctions. A reply is a proper pleading in 
motion practice, under Utah R. Judicial Admin. 4-501(1)(c). This 
motion is also untimely, since the court has ruled. Sanctions 
are not appropriate. 
Dated this y day of May, 1992. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and accurate copy of the 
foregoing Opposition to Motion to Strike Affirmative Defenses was 
mailed, postage prepaid, to Jeffrey Lynn Abbott, Pro Se, P.O. Box 
250, Draper, Utah 84020. 
Mailed this Lf day of May, 1992. 
4k!fryi^. ,// / y 
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PAUL VAN DAM (3312) 
UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STEVEN MORRISSETT (6007) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for Respondent 
6100 South 300 East, Suite 204 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
Telephone: (801) 265-5638 
HAY 0 4 1992 
WNTY 
.Deputy Clerk 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
ABBOTT, JEFFREY LYNN, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Respondent. 
OPPOSITION TO PETITIONER'S 
MOTION TO STRIKE RESPONDENT'S 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
Civil No. 920900544 HC 
JUDGE DAVID S. YOUNG 
RESPONDENT State of Utah, by and through Steven Morrissett, 
Assistant Attorney General, opposes petitioner's Motion to Strike 
Respondent's Affirmative Defenses. 
The court denied the state's Motion to Dismiss on April 13, 
1992. The state filed affirmative defenses on April 21, 1992. 
The affirmative defenses are timely filed under Utah R. Civ. P. 
12(a)(1). Regardless, the court should permit them, since they 
give prompt notice and there is no prejudice to petitioner. 
Dated this ^ day of May, 1992. 
^^-Sxeven Morrissett 
Attorney for Respondent 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and accurate ropy of the 
foregoing Opposition to Motion to Strike Reply was mailed, 
postage prepaid, to Jeffrey Lynn Abbott, Pro Se, P.O. Box 250, 
Draper, Utah 84020. 
Mai led this Jzf^day of May, 1992. 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
ABBOTT, JEFFREY LYNN 
PLAINTIFF 
VS 
STATE OF UTAH 
DEFENDANT 
MINUTE ENTRY 
CASE NUMBER 920900544 HC 
DATE 05/07/92 
HONORABLE DAVID S. YOUNG 
COURT REPORTER AMBROSE, EILEEN 
COURT CLERK CLP 
TYPE OF HEARING: HABEAS CORPUS WRIT 
PRESENT: PLAINTIFF 
P. ATTY. ABBOTT, JEFFREY PRO SE 
D. ATTY. MORRISSETT, STEVEN 
SWORN AND EXAMINED 
PLAINTIFF 
PLAINTIFF'S PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS COMES NOW 
BEFORE THE COURT FOR HEARING, WITH APPEARANCES AS SHOWN ABOVE. 
JEFFREY ABBOTT IS SWORN AND EXAMINED ON HIS OWN BEHALF. 
DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE IS MARKED, OFFERED AND RECEIVED. 
COMES NOW COUNSEL FOR THE DEFENDANT AND PROFFERS REGARDING 
THE TESTMONY OF WENDY WEBB, THE RECORDS CUSTODIAN, IF SHE WERE 
CALLED TO TESTIFY. 
BASED ON DISCUSSION WITH PLAINTIFF AND DEFENDANT'S COUNSEL, 
THE COURT ORDERS PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE RESPONDENT'S 
REPLY TO PETITIONER'S RESPONSE TO MOTION TO DISMISS AND IMPOSE 
SANCTIONS AND PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE RESPONDENT'S 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES ARE DENIED WITH PREJUDICE. 
THE COURT FURTHER ORDERS THE DEFENDANT TO FILE A MOTION TO 
DISMISS BY MAY 11, 1992 AND THE PETITIONER IS TO RESPOND BY JUNE 
2, 1992 AND THE DEFENDANT IS TO REPLY BY JUNE 12, 1992. THE 
MOTION TO DISMISS IS SET FOR HEARING ON JUNE 22, 1992 AT 1:00 PM 
MR. MORRISSETT IS TO PREPARE THE ORDER. 
nnniPR 
PAUL VAN DAM (3312) 
Attorney General 
STEVEN H. MORRISSETT (6007) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorney for Defendants 
6100 South 300 East, Suite 204 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
Telephone: (801) 265-5638 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
JEFFREY L. ABBOTT, l 
Petitioner, i 
V • i 
STATE OF UTAH, l 
Respondent. i 
! AFFIDAVIT OF 
WENDY MICHELE WEBB 
Case No. 920900544 
Judge David S. Young 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
I, Wendy Michele Webb, under oath state the following to 
be true and correct to the best of my knowledge: 
1. I am a citizen and resident of the United States of 
America and the State of Utah, and I am over the age of eighteen 
(18) years. 
2. I am employed by the State of Utah as the Record 
Technician for the Utah Board of Pardons and Parole, and I have 
custody of the Board's business records. 
Third Judrcsci Disi.ict 
MAY 0 7 1992 
$*i.~L 
ay. 
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3. The original tapes are used in and maintained as part 
of the Board's ordinary course of business activity and were 
compiled at or near the time and place of the events contained 
therein. 
4. The original tapes were provided to Associated 
Professional Reporters for transcription. The attached transcripts 
are true and correct copies of the tapes from hearings before the 
Board and kept in the Board's file on Jeffrey L. Abbott. 
Dated this 5"t^ day of May, 1992. 
WENDY MICrfELE WEBB 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to me this 6 _ day of May, 1992, 
Residing at 
My Commission Expires: 
^J*<«*y 2-9, /99C 
ENID 0. PINO 
KOTWrWBUCSWTEofimW 
EAST 6*00 COUTH 
T UJi EAST P»w u w i L T feWUY,UT M107 
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PAUL VAN DAM (3312) 
Attorney General 
STEVEN H. MORRISSETT (6007) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for Respondent, 
6100 South 300 East, Suite 204 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
Telephone: (801) 265-5638 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
JEFFREY L. ABBOTT, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
STATE OF UTAH. 
Respondent. 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
CASE NO. 920900544 
Judge David S. Young 
Respondent, by and through Steven Morrissett, Assistant 
Attorney General, moves for summary judgment dismissing the 
above-captioned case, pursuant to Utah R. Civ. P. 56(b). 
This motion is based on the pleading and legal memoranda 
previously filed in this matter, including affidavits and 
supporting documents, on the supplemental evidence heard by the 
court at the evidentiary hearing of May 7, 1992, and on the 
memorandum of law filed in support of this motion. 
DATED this // day of May, 1992. 
§fe£v^ n Morrissett 
Attorney for Respondent 
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PAUL VAN DAM (3312) 
Attorney General 
STEVEN H. MORRISSETT (6007) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for Respondent, 
6100 South 300 East, Suite 204 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
Telephone: (801) 265-5638 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
JEFFREY L. ABBOTT, : 
Petitioner, i MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
: MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
v. t 
STATE OF UTAH. t CASE NO. 920900544 
Respondent. t Judge David S. Young 
FACTS 
The following facts are substantially undisputed in the 
record before the court: 
1. Abbott entered a building in Salt Lake City, took a set 
of keys, stole a vehicle and drove to Colorado, where he was 
caught. On March 7, 1989, he was convicted of attempted theft on 
a plea bargain and sentenced to an indeterminate term of zero to 
five years in prison. (Exhibit 6-D.) 
2. The Utah Board of Pardons held a parole grant hearing on 
June 30, 1989. At the hearing, the Board reviewed Abbott's 
history. His adult record included: a burglary reduced to 
trespassing in June, 1983; forgery in September, 1983; stealing 
000132 
in November, 1983; stealing reduced to larceny because it was 
under $50 in October, 1984; a 1985 charge of stealing, reduced to 
larceny where Abbott served six months. In addition, Abbott's 
record includes crimes in Los Angeles of: burglary, which may 
have been reduced to disorderly conduct in July, 1985 with time 
served; receiving stolen property in January, 1986; burglary in 
February, 1986 with time served; petty theft in July 1986 with 
time served; a 1987 arrest for attempting to sell cocaine which 
was later dismissed because the cocaine was for Abbott's own use; 
and several other charges in his record that were dismissed. In 
Salt Lake City, Abbott was arrested in August, 1988, for 
soliciting sex, and had numerous problems in December, 1988 while 
being held in jail. (Exhibit 6-D.) 
3. Abbott had a history of the use of illicit drugs, 
including, marijuana, cocaine, heroin, speed, crack, which he 
began in his mid teens and used on a daily basis. Abbott began 
using a needle at age 13 or 14 and was in a drug program in 
California, but it did not help his problem. (Exhibit 6-D.) 
4. Abbott had two major disciplinary actions in prison in 
1989, before his June parole grant hearing. A Board member 
observed that Abbott projected a poor attitude and one not 
willing to change. (Exhibit 6-D.) 
2 
5. Abbott was given a March 12, 1991, parole date. The 
conditions of Abbott's parole were: intensive supervision of 
electronic monitoring if paroled in Utah, random urinalysis, no 
alcohol, restitution of $918. (Exhibit 6-D.) 
6. The Board directed that, as part of its review of 
Abbott's parole release, the Utah State Prison was to provide a 
60-day progress report before Abbott's parole summarizing his 
adjustment, attitude and behavior in the institution. (Exh. 6-
D.) 
7. The Board explained to Abbott that if the expectations 
and standards were not met, "your parole will be denied and you 
will be granted another hearing at another time. Your release 
will depend on how you do between now and March, 1991. If you 
don't do well, you won't get out.M (Exhibit 6-D.) 
8. The board placed no limitation on the time frame of 
disciplinary violations which would consider. Abbott testified 
that he doesn't remember this, but does not deny it could have 
been a condition of his parole date. Notice of the 60-day review 
was included in the written parole grant order. 
9. The 60-day review before Abbott's parole release date 
uncovered more than a dozen new disciplinary violations. Abbott 
received 15 disciplinary actions in 1989. All but two of those 
15 were received after the June 30, 1989 parole grant hearing. 
3 
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Abbott had three more disciplinaries in 1990. (January 3, April 
25, and September 18.) (Exhibit 7-D.) 
10. The Board issued an order on January 29, 1991, 
rescinding Abbott's March 12, 1991 parole date and scheduling a 
rescission hearing. The order was not a final one, but "subject 
to review and modification by the Board of Pardons at any time 
until actual release from custody." (Exhibit 1-D.) The Board 
gave Abbott notice of a rescission hearing set before the parole 
date, and advised him it was based on his numerous violations. 
(Exhibit 2-D.) 
11. Abbott appeared before the Board's hearing officer, 
Paul Larsen, on February 28, 1991, for the purpose of a 
rescission hearing. (Exhibit 7-D.) 
12. Abbott has testified he believed the hearing officer 
had already made up his mind, but he agrees he was given a chance 
to be heard. He did not deny that he had a dozen disciplinaries. 
13. The hearing officer told Abbott that he had "racked up 
a score" although he knew he would have 60-day review. Abbott 
claimed he was not aware of the 60-day review. (Exhibit 7-D.) 
14. The hearing officer told Abbott that the only reason he 
would not receive "considerably more time than two additional 
months is that [he had] improved considerably since 1989 spree." 
4 
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15. The interim decision was that Abbott serve an 
additional two months, subject to the conditions set by the Board 
at the June 30, 1989, hearing. The decision, subject to review 
by the remaining members of the Board, was approved in an order 
dated March 12, 1991. (Exhibit 4-D.) 
16. After the rescission hearing and before his second 
parole release date, Abbott committed new disciplinary 
violations. Notice was prepared on May 9, 1991. Abbott 
testified that it was not delivered until May 15, but that he 
understood the reason that the short time frame resulted in a 
rescission hearing after his parole date. 
17. Abbott appeared before the hearing officer, on June 13, 
1991, for his second rescission hearing. Abbott had four new 
offenses including: assault with a weapon, disorderly conduct, 
damaging property. He mentioned that he even had more write-ups. 
The hearing officer advised him he could only review the write-
ups referred to him to date. (Exhibit 7-D.) 
18. At the hearing, Abbott stated, "I'm going to end up 
getting out and just coming back . . . so just go ahead and 
expirate me. I'm not going to put up with their attitudes just 
to get out of here. I'm not going to kiss nobody's ass. . . . I 
don't want to spend no time on parole in the State of Utah." 
(Exhibit 7-D.) 
5 
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19. Abbott disagreed that his conduct was self-destructive, 
saying, "It's just that I'm 25 years old. I'm tired of playing 
games. . . . I played it for two years; it got me in trouble, it 
got me damn near killed one time and you know what I'm talking 
about. I'm not going to play it anymore. I laid down after that 
for a whole ten months . . . and you guys still took my date." 
"I'd rather just expirate." It doesn't matter to me; because I 
cannot live like this." Then showing mixed feelings, Abbott 
said, "I'd like a parole date." "I will not refuse a parole. 
I'll do it to the best, but I cannot guarantee that . . . the 
parole date will still stand after you see the write-ups that I 
have." (Exhibit 7-D.) 
20. Abbott was given a new parole date of October 8, 1991, 
by the Board of Pardons on the hearing officer's recommendation. 
21. Abbott appeared before the Board again on August 22, 
1991 for the purpose of a third rescission hearing after 
receiving numerous additional disciplinaries. Abbott has agreed 
that he received proper notice and an opportunity to be heard at 
this hearing. (See notice and decision attached to February 24, 
1991 affidavit of counsel, filed with respondent's original 
answer.) 
22. At the August 22 hearing, the Board rescinded the 
October parole date and set Abbott's sentence termination date 
6 
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for November 23, 1993. Reasons given included a history of 
similar offenses, multiple rescission hearings and defiance of 
authority. 
23. Abbott filed the present action five months later, on 
January 30, 1992. 
ARGUMENT 
1. The petition does not describe a constitutional claim. 
Abbott has claimed that the procedures followed at his first 
and second parole rescissions violated his rights under Foote v. 
Board of Pardons, 808 P.2d 734 (Utah 1991). He argues that he 
did not receive adequate notice and an opportunity to be heard 
before his March 12, 1991 parole date was rescinded. To make 
this argument, he characterized the January 29, 1991 notice of 
intent to rescind as the final rescission decision. Although 
Abbott agreed that he had a chance to tell his side at the 
scheduled February 28 hearing, he felt that the hearing officer 
(and members of the Board) had already made up their minds. 
Foote holds that the Board of Pardons is subject to habeas 
corpus review of procedural due process rights of a prisoner in 
the board's jurisdiction, and whether those rights were violated. 
However, Foote does not establish what rights, if any, a prisoner 
may have in a parole rescission hearing. 
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Where a liberty interest exists, a prisoner may well be 
entitled to notice and an opportunity to be heard. However, due 
process is flexible and calls for such procedural protection as 
the particular situation demands. Morrissev v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 
471 (1972). Thus, it may be proper to arrest a person for a 
parole violation before a hearing to determine whether the 
violation in fact occurred, if there is a hearing within a short 
time of the arrest. Similarly, it may be proper to give notice 
of a parole rescission and then to schedule a rescission hearing 
to determine whether the facts exist to support the rescission. 
As in Morrissev, a rescission hearing is not a criminal 
proceeding and there is no requirement for a hearing with all of 
the rights due a criminal defendant. There is are limited due 
process rights in a prisoner's parole date. Homer v. Morris, 684 
P.2d 64 (Utah 1984). 
In Temple v. Smith, 548 P.2d 1274 (Utah 1976), an inmate who 
escaped from a half-way house had his parole revoked without a 
hearing. When he was caught and complained of a violation of his 
due process rights, the court held that he was not entitled to a 
full-scale hearing in connection with rescission of the parole 
date. 
In Abbott's case, he was given a parole date expressly 
conditioned on not having further disciplinary problems in 
8 
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prison, and subject to a 60-day review before his release. It is 
not contested that the review showed numerous disciplinary 
violations by Abbott, which were also violations of the 
conditions under which the Board of Pardons agreed to the parole 
release date. 
Due process does not prevent the board from acting on the 
substantial evidence of the violations, so long as there is 
notice to Abbott and a hearing in which he can participate 
meaningfully, prior to a final rescission hearing. That is 
exactly what occurred in this case. 
Abbott did not dispute his numerous disciplinaries, but only 
argues now that he was told by a corrections employee that the 
board would not look back more than a year in searching for 
prison violations. This is contrary to the specific statement 
the board made to Abbott at his parole grant hearing: 
That means that 60 days before your parole, some time 
in the latter part of 1990, we will receive a progress 
report that will summarize your adjustment, your 
attitude and your behavior while in the institution, 
and if that-^those matters don't meet expectations and 
acceptable standards, then your parole will be denied, 
and you will be granted another hearing at another 
time. 
(Exhibit 6-D, p. 14, emphasis added.) Even if the statement were 
made, it would not be binding on the Board of Pardons. Further, 
the statement, if made, occurred after Abbott had already 
000140 
committed disciplinary violations and could not have prejudiced 
him in any way. 
2. There is no constitutional right to appointed counsel at a 
parole rescission hearing. 
Abbott also asserts a violation of his rights because no 
attorney was appointed at state expense to assist him at the 
parole rescission hearings. However, there is no constitutional 
right to an attorney in the administrative review of whether a 
parole date should be rescinded. Utah Constitution, Article I, 
Section 12f gives the accused in criminal prosecutions "the right 
to appeal and defend in person and by counsel." This language 
gives a right to counsel only during a criminal prosecution and 
not in civil actions. Caveness v. Cox, 598 P.2d 349, 351 (Utah 
1979). It only requires representation, in postconviction 
proceedings, for matters affecting guilt or innocence and the 
fairness of the criminal trial. Beale v. Turner, 454 P.2d 624 
(Utah 1969) (holding no right to appointed counsel in parole 
revocation hearing.) See also Hatch v. Del and, 131 Utah Adv. 
Rep. 26 (Utah App. 1990). 
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3. The petition is barred bv the statute of limitations. 
Civil actions may be commenced only within the statute of 
limitations set by statute. Utah Code S 78-12-1. Relief 
pursuant to a writ of habeas corpus, based on grounds known to 
the petitioner or which in the exercise of reasonable diligence 
should have been known by the petitioner or his counsel must be 
brought within three months. Utah Code S 78-12-31.1. 
Abbott's claim is based on alleged procedural errors at 
hearings of the Board of Pardons in February, June and August, 
1991. Abbott was present at those proceedings and was aware of 
procedures used by the Board at the time. 
Abbott cites Foote, which was not decided until March 14, 
1991. However, a favorable change in the law does not preserve a 
claim for which the statute of limitations has expired, nor does 
it toll the statute of limitations. 
In Lord v. Shaw. 665 P.2d 1288 (Utah 1983), the court held 
that an unfavorable state of the law regarding spousal immunity 
neither foreclosed earlier filing of a spousal tort suit, nor 
established a "disability" which would toll the time allowed by a 
one year tort statute of limitations. Where the spouse had 
access to the courts, she was not entitled to a tolling of the 
statute to wait for others to seek a change in the law 
11 
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Abbott was no more under a disability than was Foote, who 
did bring suit and effected a change in the law. Lord, 665 P.2d 
at 1290. It was incumbent upon Abbott to file his action within 
the statutory period and if necessary, to seek a change in the 
law. He had access to the courts at all times and was aware of 
the facts giving rise to his causes of action from the moment 
they occurred. Lord, 665 P.2d at 1291. 
He should not now be permitted to resurrect such a claim. 
4. The claims are moot. 
With the exception of the lack of appointed counsel to 
assist him, Abbott has not shown any facts to contest the 
procedures used at the last rescission hearing of the Board of 
Pardons, at which his parole date was set for 1993. Even if the 
earlier hearings somehow violated his due process rights, only 
the Board has the authority to set Abbott's parole release date. 
Foote. The remedy for a due process violation would be to give 
Abbott a new hearing before the Board of Pardons. But Abbott had 
such a hearing on August 22, 1991. At that hearing, the board 
considered all of Abbott's violations, gave him a chance to be 
heard, and set Abbot's final parole date. 
12 
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5. Abbott waived his right to a different parole date. 
Abbott never objected to the hearings held by the board 
prior to January, 1992, when he filed this action in court. In 
fact, Abbott, frustrated with the rescission of his parole, 
specifically asked the board to "expirateM him, that is, to give 
him the rest of his term, then release him without any strings or 
conditions at all. The board did not do that at the June, 1991 
rescission hearing, but did so at the August hearing. Abbott 
should not be able to object to the board's action, where he 
never objected to the board's actions before, but instead 
requested the very action taken by the board. 
The petition should be dismissed. The court should enter 
judgment in favor of the respondent. 
DATED this // day of May, 1991. 
VSie^efi Morris sett 
Attorney for Respondent 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and accurate copy of the 
foregoing Motion for Summary Judgment and Memorandum in Support 
of Motin for Summary Judgment were mailed, postage prepaid, to 
Jeffrey L. Abbott, P.O. Box 250, Draper, Ut 84020, this day 
of May, 1992. 
^SZJL^ X//^/7»7 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH 
CENTRAL DIVISION 
NOTICE OF INITIAL PRETRIAL CONFERENCE 
ABBOTT, 
vs. 
LESLIE, 
Plaintiff(s) 
Case No. 92-C-116A 
Defendants 
Initial Pretrial Conf. set 
for: 
Date: Mm., .Tun* 99 1QQ9 
Time: in.nn A.M. 
Place: 350 South Main, #248 
U.S. Courthouse 
S.L.C., Utah 84101 
Issue having been joined, it has been determined that an 
initial pretrial conference be held with the court in the above-
entitled matter at the above time and place. This conference shall 
be attended by an attorney who is a member or associate of the firm 
representing the party or parties to the litigation. At the 
initial pretrial conference the attorneys appearing shall be 
prepared to advise the court with respect to the following: 
1. The name of the principal attorney who will 
participate in the trial and attend the final pretrial 
conference. 
2. The time necessary to complete discovery 
procedures provided for by the rules. 
3. Questions of jurisdiction, if any. 
4. Motions which will be filed before trial and the 
time necessary for the filing of such motions. 
5. A date for trial of the matter. 
6. -A date for the final pretrial conference. 
7. A definite time and place for an attorney's 
conference preliminary to the final pretrial conference. 
8. If a demand for a jury trial has been made 
pursuant to Rule 38, whether a six-man jury is 
acceptable. 
Following the initial pretrial conference it is the court1s 
intention to enter an order embodying the agreement of counsel on 
the above matters, including the dates for discovery cutoff, motion 
filing and trial. 
DATED: May 5, 1992 U.S. Magistrate 
To: see attached 
By: K. Shauklas 
SBFF^EV LVNM ftescmr 
COUNSEL V ^ O - S E 
r&Sr O W E Be* £ 5 0 
D V * « J , UTAH &H020-0Z30 
Third JuQicmi District 
MAY 2.1 1992 
Deputy Clerk 
T t t -T^eT^IPyoTtADXgXftL DrSTFjICT Cfllffi&flUT LftV^ E QoUNTW &TPfTE OF UTAH 
iFFfJEV L^NN Hi 680TT, 5B gTXTXONEf^ 
- V -
L^ TArrfc 0F U T A H , 
f^ESi POMDEWT. 
2K CefSTxFxcftre OF tAftcawfaT^ 
3u0faE« UoNOqRBLE DfWXD Do YOUWO» 
1 ^ WEf^ EBV CEF5TXFV TWflT X GftUSED T& BE KfttLED, PO^FtoE f^E-PRTO,T^ue 
t-GOPfiECT dOfXES OF TpE BE^OW-USTED IXXUMENrS Tp &TEVJEM MoPftLSSeTT, 
9sSXS-mtvtT (^O^EV&ENEfy^CoUklSEL W f^SR^D6MT,^ITe20V,oij(W<5oUTH 
3 0 0 EAST,6RW U^E CXTW, U W , 8 W * ; 
fl) t^cnXON fOf) flroUSTMeWT OF CwfjT DpTTE TO f W t O CoNRJCTXMfc, 
NMXTM mTaxEONe^'s rEDefy*. CRSE. 
B) Of^ Def^  OP HDSUSTMBMT, 
D) NOTICE 
DftTED THXS^^)fW O F ^ 3 J W 2 . 
teFF^ev LVNH HBBOTT 
4E15 4 CoUNSEC f f p - S E 
Ai>Oir»0 
PAUL VAN DAM (3312) 
Attorney General 
STEVEN H. MORRISSETT (6007) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for Respondent, 
6100 South 300 East, Suite 204 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
Telephone: (801) 265-5638 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
JEFFREY L. ABBOTT, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
STATE OF UTAH. 
Respondent. 
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR 
ADJUSTMENT OF COURT DATE 
CASE NO. 920900544 
Judge David S. Young 
Respondent, by and through Steven Morrissett, Assistant 
Attorney General, objects to a change of the court date now set 
for June 22, 1992, unless the court determines that Mr. Abbott 
cannot be transported for his state court hearing at 1:00 p.m. 
Mr. Abbott has a brief pretrial conference on June 22, 1992, 
at 10:00 a.m., in the U. S. District Court, Case No. 92-C-116A. 
There should be no reason Mr. Abbott cannot make both hearings. 
DATED this / day of 
tJZ^ 
Attorney for Respondent 
o iOOIoi 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that * irue and accurate copy 
foregoing Mc\- omniary Judgment and Memorandum I? Support 
Motion fc: Summary Judgment were mail w.I, postage' prepaid, to 
Abbott, P.O. Box 2 50, Draper, Ut 84020, this /,3^ day 
ffl(a*&u* .£/7/&&«-*-
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PAUL VAN DAM (3312) 
Attorney General 
STEVEN H. MORRISSETT (6007) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for Respondent, 
6100 South 300 East, Suite 204 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
Telephone: (801) 265-5638 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
JEFFREY L. ABBOTT, 
Petitioner, 
STATE OF UTAH. 
Respondent. 
• 
• 
• 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
• 
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR 
EXTENSION OF TIME 
CASE NO. 920900544 
Judge David S. Young 
Respondent, by and through Steven Morrissett, Assistant 
Attorney General, does not oppose petitioner's motion for one 
additional week to file his opposition to respondent's Motion for 
Summary Judgment. This should not require a change in the June 
22, 1992 hearing date. 
DATED this _> day of June, 1992. 
Steven Morrissett y 
Attorney for Respondent 
*fJ/S 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
accurate copy of the 
foregoing Response to Motion Extern mailed, 
i""OF* age prepaid, Jeffre- Abbott, Box 25* raper, I It 
84020, this 5'" -:. 
0u(L 4 
jEFFf^EV L V N N HbBOTT Third Judicial uittnct 
rosT OFFKX BO» 25(2) 
I V E ^ C U d*i0Z0-0250 
X N THE uixfto 3uDieiftL DISTRICT LouPr^OftuT LftKfcCouNTV.<3TfrrE- OF UraB 
JeFF^EV LVNW RB&OTT. ) RTITXONEP}& HEKO^NOUK XW OpFtStnOM 
rBTrnoHe^, ID j)g&fONDENT£ MOTION Fof} SUMIARW 
/ OUOGrEHENT 
f)ESPONDEMT» ) 3u0laeo Ho40^ft6UEDRV/ID&<pVoaN& 
C O H E S tSOVJ, THE rWrxOWEf^EFFI^ L#NN VWTTT, P?£C£EDXNO PfiD-SE., 
HE^EBV FILES THE FOLLOWING rtEKO^ftMDUtt IN OpffcSSXION TO V)6SflONOENT,S, nOTXOtf 
ft*} SuNHA^V 3t>DbEMENT ^ IN SUPPORT OF SfttD rWo^ftWDUJA THE HrXTIONtF) 
&TWTES AS FOLLOWS $ 
pLTWOUkH !|ESROND«>4T'& lAoTxON FOP) £>UKt*fl«^ 3uDe>EHEl4T IS PFjSpft^ efc 
IN RN Of}&E(H# FASHION9 XT FRXLS TO R&SE^ T BNV Pfy?PEf} fcPpUKDS PtS TO VNHV THIS 
r\0TION K>?\ OUMhAfl^ 3uM»&rAENT SHOULD BE CANTED* 
t|6SP0WDEHT'S MOTION FOP, OUKKfM^V OUDUEMENT OOES ^ECOCaNXTE THE 
MSUBSTANTXRUW9 UNDISPUTED" FACTS, HOWEVER, TO BftSE DECISIONS ON CHAFES THBT 
WEJ^ E CLEf^ LT DISMISSED BY ft UWfJT OF Lft\M I S RN EP)P,ON£OUS MOVEMENT THftT 
UNQUESTXONflBUi' fiHAjXENtaES THE RUTWOfjXTV 4 3U0t»EM£NT OF THE U>UHT TO THE 
C*TENT NMHE e^ IT MUST BE ft>NDE^ED WHETHER « Cou^f'S DECISION IS SUBJECT 
TO fysviEW 4 KOOXFICATXOM B^ THE Doftf^p OF Rtf^DONS» I t I S NOT* 
Xh» ^ETPp&PECT,TH6 CtU^T VJIU- NOTICC THE IJeSPOHDEMT «S vAoTlON 
FoP) St»M^AP)V 3ao^6M£NT XS> SUPPORTED BV P* FP.UCTV vAetAO^RNDUt* IH \MHlCH 
fiTTEMPTS FlP,£ MftDE TO PFpDU£& ft CONVIWCPIBLE fcP^UND FOQ THe U)U^T taf^HT 
f\ SuMiHflfiV 3uCX>EMENT IH FFf/#} 0^ THE IJESfWDENTptHEFjE AF^HcwEVgfyHULTXPUE 
(^ EfiSoHS VJKV S u t t N ^ S ' 3uObE«AtMT .SHOULD B& DENIED-
L T H E STPrTUTTE; OF UtAXTf fTTDKlS fbUOULO KflT ftPPLV X K THE X M -
fe'o 
WHEN "me RTXTXCNEP) -xNirxflu^ FOUND TWEP>E was rsusv CAUSE 
TO BELIEVfc. TWE S-ffTTfe 0F U T R H ^)OBP&> CF VF>^D0>4£ WAD VIOLATED V E T X T X O K E ^ S 
P}IbHTS,TV*E S T B T E OF WTBH C O U ^ T OF (-WEftLS HRO Pf^EVXOUSW WfiUOED OOvMM W 
DeaiSJOM DENVXNG» N P£TXTT0NE*V<S W$LT Of WVAXCH \Nft& CH«LL6Ni»INC» VOfl^O OF 
fi^OC^S' DECISION* XW F> Pft^OLE tf^DEf}* 
I N THAT CASE, CITED ftS WHITE. V«, UTBM O T R T E Doftflb OP r-fiftooNS ^ ? W I 
XT WR& MELO THRT THE CoUf^S ViEfE 
PRECLUDED F^PK Ci^ftNTXHti DESXflEp f^ ELXEF TO TWE FCTXTXOHE^ &B0«USE I T DTD NOT 
W&N/E THE PlUTHC^LTV TO COMPEL THE DOfW^O OF WjDONS TO CtffffiECT OP) FiHENL ft 
PAf^OLE C^DEf^PlS IMF STFrcOTE HftD Pf^ ON/xoeOj X M 
PftPjT, THAT, 
\«E DETefJMXNWXONS 4 DECISIONS OF THE BpflJRD OF BLOOMS XH CASES 
H^OLVXMCi FtPPfyPM&L Of} D&Jltt- OF f*W ACTION, OF PftfjOLtS,PflQDONS**o 
Of\ TE^MXWBTXOUS OF SCfJTEMCE oooco A^E FXWftL £ fl^E HOT SUBJECT lt> 
SUDXCXftL ^EVXEWo" 
lHEPEFOf)^ rETXTrONEf) DID N O T FEEL THE^E \^EP£ AW OUTLET * 10 
WHXCH 6f££VANfieS o^Lb SUCCBSSFUUX BE ^EDfiESSEO, BUT tyWHEf) F)NV FTTEttPTS. 
MIGHT BE Dx&r^XSSED , PMl^UfiNT TO THE RftOVE-LXSreO STATUTE, AS WPS J Me R60/6 
CfiSE I N NNHrCR *We PETITIONER ^JICJHXIE.) SOU&HT JUDICIAL RELIEF. 
WHEN THE rfeTXTXOHEfJ FOUND THfiT TWE U T ^ H OuPFySME. CcUgT Wq& 
DISAGREED W I T H THE DETEfVAlNFrrxC>4 THAT THE &TBTE OF UTAH D o A f p OF mRD0M£ 
VJfiS WOT SUBJECT Tp JUDIC IAL f^EVXEVM,THE V^TtTXONE^ NOTIF IED THE BjxSOKS 
CoNTP,ACT HTTOfjNEVS THfVT B T X T X O W E P , VJXSHEO TO F ILE FOf\ RELIEF PURSUANT TO 
v, l W DOAAD OF Rqrt>4Srflflfl f?£d W (ihmjffl&.TH T U ^ T H E 
. , ^^ . , 'S CoMTf^cr M T T O P ^ E V S AA&Sa?aEHTLV F O ^ A I A ^ D E D A f^QOSST FoA, THE &PS3S 
OF THE BoAFjO <?F Btf^ DONS' DECXSX^HS TO UOfl&p CHAX^MAH U . L * ( P E T E ) UflUM 
OF VJ«XCH V<^ DftTED Mpv£2>,i3Rl,E)lftCTL^ f^ UlfytEEM W*?& FkFTE^  THE DECISXOM 
VMS wsftOE To f^ ESCiNO PETX.TXOHE^6 IMPW iH^iV^l^Pft^LE OfrrEo 
_ < ? -
ruP)Si»AnT TO nuw,E (p5£5-3$3 OF THE &O«P>D OF R O O M S ' POLICE IN 
THE UTRH Bo^Hxsr^TXve LODE 5dOH>, f%traOM8^ wAS ENTITLED TO SO*A& 
POf)H OF XHFO^WTXOW fIS TO THE OECXSXONS OF THt O o ^ D OF T^OONS,HOWEVER 
NOT ONttf VMftS THXS P^QUEST FO^ XNFO^tAttTW WOT UOtfO^C^fcUT NEXTHE^ DxO 
I T EMEft fjECXEVE ft P>eSPDKStcV-X^EV4XSE, ft SECOND UETTEft OF f^QtfEST FOf} 
INFOP^APTION N E ^ fJEClEMEO ft fte^ONSE. F«p*A Cw*xP>*W V W W T H FftCT,XT 
XS E>JXOeNT THPtf THE fcoWSt) OF H^fcONS DXt> NOT PjESPONO UNTXX ftFTfe^ 
THE H T T O P J U E V G*SNEP^L'S OFFXC^E \*ftS S E P f J E D ^ t-SRXL, VJXTH ft COPV OF 
TME PETXTXOKI XN THXX NSPrrTBP) kf OfjfcE^EO TO P^SPONO RCCOPp>X>4(aL<V» 
Tnfn C^ftx^ftN HRUN fce PfpwvPT XN P£SPONOXH<3 TO THE P^ TXTXCMEJ^ S 
P)SQUEST FOfS XNFOF>Mfrr*OW,\N'ftS FtH ESSENTXW- FfCTOP^ &XNCE THB R T X T X C W E ^ HflO 
tSO OTHEf} MEftHS OF ftFFXXXNfo OP> &*P\-CPXNCa POTCNTXP.L. UXflBxiiTV WXTHXN THE 
STATUTOPjV PEffEODc X T V4«S FttJSO XtAPe^«T£ME FOf^  CHF)XP)H«H \4ftUN TO ^ESPOHD 
PfyDHPTLV SXMCE. TME STFtTtfTE OF UUAXTflfTXONS fcttoftN TO fyAN FPjOJA THE FH S^T 
r*\0HE*4T rETXTXOKEf, *V*>V4EW" ft VXOUFfTXON HftD DEFXNXT6LV OCCUPtfyED, NNHXCH Xvl 
THXS COSE \HftS N©T DETE^AXNED UHTXL ftFTEf^ T H E ^ U T P I H <SaPP,EtAE CbuP,T 
HftD DECXOED frJOTE VJ* (JTBH BoftPfi OF RflpO^ftfflft R 2 d ^ ( G T R H 
i519i) ,4 NOT FFJOK THE ftCTUftL DP.TE OF Tft6 PP,fyXE CaP^ NT WEfi^ XNC** 
"THX& CONCEPT XS V^ NOSNN fts THE *oxsco\ie$v p>uufc\" ^ \*JP.S P^CENT-
\£ ftDDf^eSSED 4 PX^ HOVNUEDlaED IN THE CPlSE OF W UENPft M. UtTftH MftLUE^ 
^ S P X T f t L ^ Z ^ FoOUPP»&3BCDx5Tc OF I W JftEfi) ^ IN THE CftSE OF BECTOM 
DICKXHSON k Co**** v„ P)EESE.6feB P*2d i Z 5 r ( U ™ * B 6 3 ) P 
HLTHOlKatf HEfiE XeiHlOP^NGE OF THE STATUTE OF US-MXTfiTlONS IS 
XNSUFFXCtBNT TO PREVENT THE F^NNTMU OF THE STATUTE, CEfyCftXN E*CEPTxONW-
ClfViUKSTONCES. V U S T X F V RppLXCfPTXON OF THE OXSCOVEPtf ^UUE , feECftUSE RfVXK-
TXFPS HftO NO ftwTE^ftTXVE OTHE^ THf»H TO &RXHto THEXp> ftCTXON F>FTE^  THE STOTU-
TO*^ V LXKXTRTiOM PEP,XOD HW> EXPJP^D? M C U E N ^ . ^ ^ RS0PP0 ftT S 3 8 o 
r\flbW CoUPjTS HftVE ^ECOUNXXED SXTO«TION& WHE^E THE^ ftPpLV 
THE DTSCOVEf^ V P^LE EVEN THOUCaW XT XS BefcJND "^ UE €»T«TUTE OF LXMXTKTXCNS# S E E 
OXHTXON 
VXCTXMS \NMOSE StfKPTOMS 66CAME t^ OWM VEfiftS LmeFy):p>iJ50 MVE<SS V„ ^ACDbNRlfi 
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FuPfTHE^tAO^E, XT SHOULD fc£ 1flf$UABLj£ WHETHER fertrioKe^W FflCT 
rf<\© VVP*CfcQUfYre,EFFECTXSlE 4 VAeflNXUfeFlM-'BCCeSS TO Ttt* CoLtt»>Tsi SINCE Twe^e ViflS 
LXTXGRTXON
 sFtT THE THAE >NWtN nSTXTXOUWS FOUND P> VIXOLfiTXOH <Af)& D E F » « T E v # 
OCCUPIED* IN VJVttCM THE *JE* XSSUE SMRS SNUETHEP) 0P> NOT THE WfLSONt LONT^ fttT 
HTTOF,W&*S PROVIDE *ft^£QORTe,eppecrx\/B ^ M£ftHXHo»f=ou"p^ESS TO T H * Counts 
f&S PP|XSONfcF£ OF THE UTAH S T « T E ftjLSON* SfeE UfiPfrEfi.ET ftl**V' DEUPIN^ ET ftt-.i 
,XN THE U.& DXST. COURT OF UTBH ..CEKTIM -^ DIVISION* 
* * * 
Zo T^EPf *& * CQNSTXTqTXQUftU EgtotfT TO ftPPOXNTEP COUNSEL HT HLl 
l)ESP0ND£NT CLfttKS THRT 'MeSOTT fli-SO ASSENTS P V/XOURTX<?Ki OF 
Hl$ fjE^HTS BECAUSE NO PKX&pBt WAS PiPPOXNTED P.T STRT6 EXPENSE TO RSSXST 
HXM PT THE Pftp/XE f>ESOXSSi^N MEfi^tN^s^HOwEvER, NOwrtE^E I N VerxraONepfc 
ftfifiPIMOS CfiN THXS C4-PXK *£ FOUND* I N FFCT, XN ftT^XONejVS RESPONSE "TO 
D£P6NOfiHT&' MoTXON TO DlSKlSs" , FJLEO XN THIS. tAftTTEP, PN HPf^ LL 0fi?,i.T*J2, 
ftriTIONEp) EXPP^SSt-V STPTBO, 
DECftUSE COUNSEL I S ^EQOII^EO fij THE TXhAE OF SENTEN<«CN6 XN 
UtftH ^ toaftfiaWTEED 51/ 6C7TH THE (JHXTED S T B T E S ^ UTF>H UNSCCTUTXONS, 
COUHSEU XS nJSO P,EQCW}ED frr HBPifptMbS fcEFOSE THE feoflf^O Of RADONS, 
*WHXCW ^EP,FOIV^& ft FUNCTION ftH&LOfcOUS TO THRT OF THE TJPftftt JfaDbE 
I N rUfVCSOlCTIOWS THFTT HftVE ft DETEjyAXNftTE SeWTBWCINto SCHOVE* 
F>S tCTE^ HXMfiO SV FoOTE V. UfftH PVX^> OF fifly^fiflift (?2d T 3 ^ 
(DTP* 1C\^1X"THU&>XT I S THE p)ESP0NSi6itiTV of THE Bowp OF 
rftP,DON& TO XKFOfyA WjLSON6^ S THfiT THEY MPtf EXE«£XSfc THT-S 
I^C»HT 4 "wetf CLBH e e ^POINTED COUNSEL, I F THE P^EONE*. 
CftN. WOT flFFOPp ONE,WHXCH THE UofiPp OF RADONS rWXUEp 
^ o DO XW THE HEAPlNfcS XKlv/OtVlNU THIS RfttHTXFF^ 
0C0158 
\WTS XS fcu XHT€^?!^T«rtOK <CF 3UST VJHffT VtoOTE V« U T W fiflflFD 
pT VfaftpnviS KEF*4S \NHEI4 XT HOuOS ,XH PttfiT* T W , 
T*EF,E X& MO QUESOON THftT OUE PtyXESS f^ CTBCXXON S F\PPL«? 
ftT THE TXttE OF SENTENCXNfc* W THE T?f&L XtlPi*E «,»»«> « T u * 
U T W CoMSTXTUTXOI CEP)TflXNu.V fiEQUfcWsS TVifff EOOXs/fiuEMT 
Dam PROCESS PPpTfeCTxOM BE ftPPbftOED UIHEM -ruE P r a e p 
OF PfiFOONS t)ETEftHXH6S THE fttTUBL NaMftEft OF VEft^S, F> 
EtEFSNPPiMT X& TO sefVEc Foore. Vc UTAH P>D„ OF R^OOHS, 
8 0 8 R2d ^ R r l S S C O t w U f l U (eKPHftSis P,DOED) 
WHETHER ft PRISONER Plf>PEftP£ BEffcP,E THE boftf^O OF ft^DONS FOf") THE 
PUfVPOSE OF ftN eMXDEhiTXW^ H6F)^rKU,PftPj0uE bfy*n\PFtf$0L£ ^ESCXSSXON Of} PflPpi-B 
fyes/OCfftTXOrt HEA^ XWCa^ THEPjE ORE P.LWJWS TVMO HFtfOP, ISSUES ID fc£ DISCUSSED,AS 
wen- fts OTH^ ISSUES* Two$e TWO tAflyoft issues fcpe;i)Is THE pf$xsonefSOUiE, 
ofs wfw^p*nxNt> beHfMTop,-vtise,FOFj f* pwpuE ORTE?;4 2 ) I F NOT, HOVJ LONCIXS ftw 
flPPtVOPf^lBTE SPRN OF TUAfc FO?S THE- PfSXSONEP} TO fefe Xt4CflffcEfimeD WHILE THAT P#E-
•SoNi^ EBfiNS THE. ^XUHT TO 6 Pf>F»OLE. DfirC? 
SO Frt>D«eSSlNC» THESE ISSUES, THE DofMyD OF H^DONS XS OETEP,tAXN-
X*fo*THE ftCXUW- NUIA6E3 OF VERf^'fl Pf\3-S0NEP> tAtfST SEfttfE £ TH£F£F©fjfc-*EQU3>J-
PU.EKT OUE PFpOESS PfyKECTXON''W&T ©E &?FO{y>gO DUfjXHU THESE HEft^TN(»S<)ftS 
P o^vifTDeo fH Foore v. UTAH fc>D» OF ftf)DONS,8(2i8 R»2dl T2MT ( U W iSWlX 
I T XS 0&VXOUS THftr THOSE I^ XCaHTS SHOmJO XK»C4O40e WPITTBN 
NOTICE OF PiM»f 4 ^ L u CUFUNtBD NflOUVriONS, CXCSCU>SUF>E EVIDENCE Bc>RXK5T 
THE Pf^SOKe^,THe O F T ^ T U N X T T * TO S t HEftFjD I N V&POH 4 T<> PRESENT V^ XTNESfr" 
ES £ DOeUHEKTOT^ EVIDENCE, THE tytCsHT TO CONFRONT 4 dJMS-eKflWXNe fttX/Ef}SE 
WITNESSES (UNLESS 6K*7D CAu&e xs FOUMD FOf^  NOT AU-DWXMC* CONF^UTPTTXON), 
Twe f5C*»HT TO ftu XMPft^ Txftu Heftf^xf^^fi;.w^xxreKi srmtiAEMT €« TWR PFKX-
FIMDO^ S RS TO THE EMXOeNfcB F^ -XJED UPON ^ FJEBSONS PO^ THE DECISIONS -n4*)T 
AF,e MftD£ 4 TH§ qxfaHT TQ^CQUhgELolo f^ EFCH THIS XMTe^Pf,ETFtTXON ^EQUXFjES 
ONg TO TWO(^ oplCiHtV SXftMXKE THE OXFFE^EMCE BETWEEN y<H«T XS TEAMED B 
*P^EsaMFTxve//Pft^l-e C*""6 4 ON flajyftu pft^ote ^EUERSE DFTT&« 
\o tAfl^e THESE DXSTXNCTXOKS R T X T X C M E ^ VNXU U S E T H E Pft-
fyDLE DATES 1AEMTX0NBD T H THESE PuSftDXMbS. 
TETX-fXCNEl^ ^ J ^ fSfiSUMB THffT TWE*}E WAS f> SXXTV l ( $ ) OfW REVIEW 
Of\DEP>BD ftPjlO^ TO ,PRl\0Le P^LEftSE OPFTEc »HRT 
BGlMCa TV4E CASE, THE Mftp£« U ^ l W l Pfi^OUE Bf C-EflSE DftTE WOULD NOT KPWE BEBJ 
TEfyAED^PkCTUPL^fcOlftUSE I T WftS O^DE^EO TO &E f£V/XEWtt>j$ t*ODXFX£D 9^10^10 
XT 'S T^t'UEHENTftTXONL.THepjEfOPiE^XT ytfVS OU-V « X > 4 T ) 6 S 4 J M P T » / E " D W E e 
SHO\M,BCTO* THE 
PflffcLE (^ft-fteE DftTES WE^E*>ftCTUftL./'^LBBSE 
DFTTS. THPTT HftD ftLf^fltW fcEEN 6rfN/EN V4TTH HO f^Vt&M Of} KOOXFtCm-XON O^DEfJS 
fcTTftCHBO ^ XM C^DE?> FOP> TtAE B c A t p OF RADONS TO COKLSXOCfS ftHV f^SCJS^TOtS 
OF THOSE vVftCXUftu" PPityXE RELEASE DflmS
 ? RtXTXONEf} Wftfc TO BE R0UM& 6 U H ^ f OF 
SPECTPXC WfVOKlCaOOXUtaS ^ COMPETE© VJXTH SP6CXFTC ftOV/EP^E XNF0f^KftTtO4» 
fir LEPlST ONE CcUf? HfiS ADDRESSED 4 PK>}N0WLECX»6D TtfXS ISSUE 
or D IST INCTION 4 MPS flecjC*£>iNt*LV o^ oef^ et> FOP> J^EPHESENT&TXON OF COUH^BL 
THE IJESPONOEm HAS STATED ^ THEf^ E XS NO CONSTITUTION At- ?X£»HT 
TO ftpppTviTgp / ' A I N ^ L m n Pfltyn.& f^ e5Cxssc?w H^^u.'^BMPMfjsxs ADDED), 
fjESPONPENT'S FH£T CUttK WAS THEft,E I S NO CpbttT To COWN e^t-
AT AH, £ NOW THE J)ESPONDENT ONL.V CWXKS THE*\e XS NO f}XG»HT TO*RPpC>lWTeO 
COUNSEL *" HOWEVER, , THIS ISSUE HBS AUJEADV BECK DISCUSSED BEFORE 4 XT WA£ 
HEU) THAT XT I S NOT f £ 6 H T TO PtSC^HXUrtTE A&RXM.ST A PERSON BECAUSE "*ME 
PEf£ON XS ftoOf^ £)EE tX?U6iLflS V* CtolSfUPftT.^ 312 ^ 5 ^ 3 5 3 09ik&) ( ALTHOUGH 
AFPEU-flTE REVIEW -NOT f^UX^ED 6V tOMSTXTUTXOK, STftTE CANNOT DXSCfyXNVXNflTE BbflXtfST 
IHOXOE^T OEFEfiORKT WHEN LftW PfOVXDES F&f^  FXf^ ST APPEAL AS OF f^WaHT5'THEFTS 
CAN BE NO EQUAL JUSTICE WHEftC THE J-^O Of ftPPEfiL B HfiN EN3DVS &EPEWOS. ON 
THE ttMOUKT Of tAONEY HE Hfts' J^JaOTIMCi 5^XFFXM a,X_LJMOlS 
«5EE F»USo 
^1ftttS)*A, "y^UKi^i \fn ^ g ^ ^ S ^ UeS^SSB (15138)* CW^OXNttuV, COWNfEL XS f^ E-
O.UXAEO 4 * * THe^EFO^B E^<5Uc«VE& TO BE pJPPOXNTEO W \ I N D I G E N T PFlSONEASo 
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CONCLUSION 
T H E PETXTXC?N £ SUCCEEDING PLEADINGS THE^EfiPTsft , fH-u oesei^se 
OpNSrxTtnxoNftL s/xoumxows* rTTxrxoNEft, WNXLE CLERKS' UNOEP, STRESS 4 fw=TEf> 
BECOMING F^uSTfy*T6D NMITH TWE PREVIOUS f^ficxssxoNS OP wx& PfwpLE OFn-es 
BSf^ EO FOQ A T E P ^ I N F Y T I O N OP) EXPxPjFfTxOU OFrre«<SlWC£ rerXTXON&F) VS16S. CUtXE 
PfyiiT^ftTeO, X T XS OBVXOU5 THE R T X V X O N E ^ \*P& NOT BBLE TO P^ESEMT HIS CfiSB 
TO THE UOKfp Of rB^DONS I N P.W 0qp6fy.V MANNER, NOP) \NftS r-BTXTXONEF> f » L B 
TO DELINEATE WE ISSUES fcEF0*}6 THE DOft^D OF fftppONS 0 IwESE ISSUES COXILO 
H F N E beeN PPJOPEIV-V PRESENTED W COUNSEL > WHETHER setF-^emtNeo OP> APPOINT-
ED, .SINCE CoUMSEL WOULD HBV/E BEEN ABLE TO F)EPf/*XN FQDhA fcECCKAXNci NOTXCft8Lt<' 
f^ USny^TBD-SEi^ PLV 66CRUS6 COUNSEL WOULD HflvE ONLV « PROFESSIONAL ATTftdMMENT 
TO -me fyzscxsszoH HEftfyxNbs, WHEREAS THE rfeTmoNe^ w s ALSO EMOTIONAL 
ATTACHMENTS, 
"THE FfiCT T«fVT VklL LPlfJSEN HP.D Hl£ MIND BLf^ eODV S £ T TO 
6rIWE rETITICJNe^ ft HINIIAUK Of FfcU<V MONTHS $UO*lS THE, ISSUE VMftS NOT 
WHETHER TWE^E vJAS CP»USE T<7 tfPHOLO THE RESCISSION ,BttT P)0THEfy TO D£TE$-
MXN£ WHEN ^ I F THE nklTXCNEtf) WOULD BE firf^ANTEO P&HOLE«> NoWHE^E OM 
FwW OF T H E DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED BV THE R T X T I O N E ^ OP, f^sPONt>ENT ftf^E T H E 
WOFVDS*NOTICE, OFXNTEMT TO IJESCXNPHupiNb RPPLE UKTE''FOUND*OHUJ 
THE FtfLLOWlNla X S S E E N } 
THE P>BCNE.-ENTXTUED ttfrrrefj Cf»Me ON Fof^  f» HEA^ tNCs BEFOF^ 
THE th f tH OXFTTE UOfK^D OF iHlSOOKS ON THE»eco DAW OFoeoo**} 
£W1, FOP, COWSatPE^FrrxOKloo^oo R f T e P , THE y m T E K E N T OF*««> 
«HD THE RH-L0WJMC* WXTNCASES'0000c f*ND 6»OOD CAUSE fJPPEWy-
lN6»,THE Boflf^O JaaDg. THE FOLLOWING r>C*T<^r/lN flttp Qftpgft 
lEMPHftSIS P»DOEo)» 
000 
»HEPjE Ft^ E HO TVMO WftVS CF" lVlTEP>Pf$ETXHfc» Of^  'VlHftf^CTEPpXlNCa' 
THE ME£NX>t6* OF THE P©Os»E-(^eMTXONEto STFYTEMEWTjflS X T I M P L I E S EX.ACTLV 
VJHFtT TETXTXONEF\ eS&ERTS, NOT WHftT TfSSPOMOENT f¥TTEKPT.£ TO PEFJSUADE 
THfcCbu<yr I N T O oeuxENtf»*t»» 
/VieniSxoM 
NovaueRs was XT .seiD^OR CAM X T e»e FOUND Twtvr XT V4ftSSf«D 
T \ R « HBSOTT^OGN ^oa o>x« «N^ REASON WHV <<btfR PAROLE ome 6flcvu> NOT BE 
fiESCXNDEp P T THIS T X ^ 6 * UONTRftRW TD THE f^ESpOMDSNT'S CLftXMS,THefle \NERE 
NO RESCISSION H6eRtNto£,ONwV Pft^OLE <*RftWT HEflRlNaSoTtfEfjE **ftS NOT EtfESl 
NOTICE OF "XHTEKT>OMUV NOTxCC THftT P^SCXNSXON HfcD OCCURRED* 
H » E fjESfOKOEHT STRfreS THAT TH£ f^E^CX/ POf^  fl DUE PFpCCSS 
VJOi^ rrrOM WOULD BE TO 6IX\/£ n&eorr H Nt^j HEAREHU &6i"©Re THE BO«RD OP 
R*R0ONS.ButT P)B80TT Mf«> SUCH ft HEftRHJfc OH XS THIS TO 
SfW TVIC &0ARD OF VftROONS USED 9 P R O S E D RESCISSION HEFiftXXO* THftT WftS 
lJK/ *LL BCTUftuXT^ ft R E P L R G E M E K T HEftRXMd* FOR V X O L A T X N A r6TXTXOH£R'S DUE 
PROCESS" RIGHTS ? 
PeTiTioNep^iN FACT, MADE oettecTiots KWOWN TO BOARD UHBIR-
K*M T-)oL«CrfeTe) mUN,VJHOM SU6SEQU6NTLV 06NTEO HfTXTXONER'S REVEST 
FOR P CHAUGE 4 OVERRULED rferrricwE^'s £>63Ecnoi4. 
THERE I S ftLSO S T I L L THB XSStie OF THE FRtSE XNFORKfmoM OF 
V4HICH KfW Hfts/E PUWED ft PR^T TN THE E B R D ' S DECISIONS* 
WE NftTURE OF THE DECXSXON TO B e KfiOC FtT ft PftROLE- RESCSSSIZ*/ 
Hcwym<a is smxLAR TO fl PPrf^ Le REV/CWTCJON DECISION, Decease THIS CONDITIONS 
IMPEDING R PAROLEE-T0~6E'S ACHIEVEMENT Of PCTUftL CXB6RTf PRE. SPECIFIC ^  
FF>CT-BOU»*D.THUS,PETITIONER ftss$S,xs ffliSE-iNFORMftTicN 60UND frf W T S ? 
. , F l N f i L L ^ fiLTHQUfrH VOOXZ. Mo UrftH BoftftD OF FkftCCNS.O^S R ^ 
r^yf CUTBH 1M41) O j & w c r r OUTLIWE TME DUE PROCGS5 T* f»T MUST &£ AFFORDED 
I T D I D HOLD THprr T W e DcHRD OF H R D C N S X V B F O R M S ft PUMCTXOH AWftLOOOUS 
\ 0 THAT OF ft TRlftL, T U P O I E ' ^ THftT "EQUIVALENT DUE PROCESS * X S REQUIRED 
0ff THE UTAH UHSTXTtlOOHo FoQTE M. UTP-H E W OF ftffeONS^ P^H *T T*35. 
'HERE XS NO QUESTION RS TO \wH«T CUE'S RIGHTS PRE BEFORE f) 
TR**V. 3v*OtaE,SO THEf^ E SHOULD BE MO tftfESTlON ftS TO WHflT DUE PROCESS. 
RIGHTS OHE H*S V m E H R p p g ^ ^ ^ ^ E 6 p ^ & w t g ^ ^ ^ ft^Hs^USjftHV 
c t^saoHS w m XH Tms ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
 N 0 T S £ ^ F p ^ K ^ s ^ ^ ^ T X T 1 D N . 
tWS C t l ^ S ^ U S f i THt9 flP)6 KiOT^OOT-BUT flUXTe COU3Rft6UE. 
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rof) THESE f^ePSOHS, reTXTXOAEfS OPPOSES OUMIA^V 3uQfc»EMENT £ 
REQUESTS THIS UoNOfyteLE- CoUtyT "TO fiLLOvi THXS ftCTXC?M TO CONTXNUE IT'S 
P^opep, COtifjsE, fifTef^ VN^ JCH THE- wmtfip ^ THE ^ecofyo e«M Be -TOWJEN UNC^S 
ftD\/XSEK\6KT 4 Hfl&eftS. P^uxfiP-POSSlBl-V 6»^ ftNTED ft?f) VBTITXOKEP>. 
V/u£. 
Df^TEO THXS 
°ESPeCTFUU-V SuBMiTTeO, 
HTXTTOHE^ § COOH&EL. R^o-& 
l ,He^e&^ cefyrxp^ THAT T CAUSED TO e e ttftxLeo R TP,ue 4 
CoP)Pjecr COPV, PoSTAoe-P^B-pexo^p- -we RbrxTxowepj's lAetAofywDutA XH 
DpPOSXTXOM TO Pj£SPOHOeWT'S \AoTX0H Fb^ SlHAtAPtftf 3u0tA6»AetAT TO^ 
ferev/cw rwfiissETT 
HS&xSTflNT ftrnoPfAB^ Geneqf*-
foW <WH <3# Efisr 
£ M . T Letje Civf. UTAH 
5ep^eV LYNN Y%&crrx 
iisr CWXCE oo*2J50 . . . RWS ^ syrjft c&$? 
Vsn^Uw &\$JJ)42£4 Third Jud^Dirtnct 
_ _.. _. JUM 5 1 Q 3 2 — 
I N THfclyjftp XoxexftL brsTFxgT uxittpmx j^^u^j^rpfr^ef'tj^mM^ 
-V-
S T * T E O F I W , £*£ Hog W W 5 W HC 
r^ ESPOHOEKTr* OUDCaES HONC f^t&JE. DfiVtO (JbTOUKfc 
(L^MES. MOVAJ, T*6 HTXTIOHE^oeFFRE^ WJ/NH H660TT, PftOCEEMHb W^O-S&q &**£ 
A P) 
THIS- UOUiyT TO G^OKT AH ETCnSMXU** OF "HOAE Ffi} rSTXTXOHEl* TO Rtl_B A ffcPLV TO TWB 
r^g5>Potft»iTi VAOTIOH *=e*} O Q H K ^ V 3v*o<»6KeNrr ^ x* suPPpf^ T OF &fCD p,ec3uE£T3 
s rmes fcs FOLU*NS$ 
1 ) VfeTXTXOfiEfS'S f^ EPLV XS ftLREftO^ flOttPLETEO, BUT WfiS £,*vJEH TO PRISON 
ttVtO^NBtS TO BE COPIED c 
2 ) I M E OfVtUXM«»w f ^ P O U S E 4 OUPlXCfiTES WPVtE WOT BEEK P^TUfyASD* 
3 ) rE-rrTiONE^ cftw UPWE RESPONSE FIUCO W 3 U N E OT,3f^\Z9^ wxu-c 
"f/v K T T T I O N E ^ DID WOT PU P^OSELV CAUSE TMZS UNWANTED DfSLflVc 
wy H T X T X O N ^ srerreS* VMOEP> OPTH 4 PENPCW OF pe$\*sv -rtfflrr svRTH t^MtS 
ONE.&3 TH^ U FOUIS64) R^£ TPjUEc 
V \ J \ ^ £ F O ^ rETXTBCNEf} WfWS. LOiPT 4 r)ESPOHPEl4T WIU. BE LEHXEWT 4 
ftU-OVM rETXTX0H&f\ UNTIL 3 u w £ Q ^ U f f i Z TO F l l £ f^ c.PuVc 
)frret> THIS &L^?&< Of rf&f, 19%?. ijESpBCmJiu-v SuBtAxne^ 
^ F F ^ E S 7 LW4M WBBarr 
C 
nr ,0 j i ;4 
<*-, 
T T - 2 3 " * " - l ^ " ^ ^ T I ? W 
I to T H E I M X I ^ 3uT^x^tXgri^TCoa<yrTSfl>jr Lft^s Painty., brere oF utom 
OEFf^eV La H&BCTTT- NOTxofc "TO SuBfAXT 
mxrxoHEft, 
- V -
->rfvre O F I AH. 
Lc7WES P4o\"*"™£ HTxrxoKef^^EFFf^ L^ Weearr,l>fy?ceec>xNt> 99pS&9 
HE^B^ fXUES THIS NtJTTCE, ^EQuESTXWC* THE- CoUJT U-Cl^ <7(^  D6S3&KEE TO SUB-
KXT TV46- FOLUTVMXNOt PLfiRDXKkS Tt7 TH& rWWC^Bl-e DftVXO ^^OUHCa FOf^  THE 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
S , STATE OF UTAH 
ABBOTT, JEFFREY LYNN 
PLAINTIFF 
VS 
STATU OK UTAH 
DEFENDANT 
MINUTE ENTRY 
CASE NUMBER 920900544 HC 
DATE 06/16/92 
HONORABLE DAVIL tG 
COURT REPORTER 
COURT CLERK NP 
TYPE OF HEARING: 
PRESENT: 
P. ATTY. ABBOTT, JEFFREY PRO SE 
D. ATTY. MORRISSETT, STEVEN 
THE PETITIONER'S MOTION FOR AN EXTENSION OF TIME TO REPI ' 
TO RESPONDENT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT IS MOOT AS THE 
PETITIONER STATED THAT HE COULD FILE BY JUNE 9, 1992 WHICH lb 
NOW PAST. THE MOTION FOR AN ADJUSTMENT OF TIME FOR THE COURT 
DATE AND AN EXTENSION IS DENIED. THE COURT WILL COOPERATE WITH 
THE FEDERAL COURT'S DATE AS SET AND WILL RECOGNIZE THAT THE 
PETITIONER MAY HAVE TO BE LATE FOR THE HEARING IN THIS COURT. 
HOWEVER, THE COURT IS OF THE OPINION THAT BOTH APPEARANCES MAY 
BE ACCOMODATED, THUS THE HEARING NOW SET FOR JUNE 22, 1992 SHALL 
REMAIN AS SCHEDULED. THE MOTION FOR ANOTHER DATE IS DENIED. 
C.C. TO COUNSEL AND MR. ABBOTT, PRO SE 
0 ! ; » • • • 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
ABBOTT, JEFFREY LYNN 
PLAINTIFF 
VS 
STATE OF UTAH 
USP 
DEFENDANT 
MINUTE ENTRY 
CASE NUMBER 920900544 HC 
DATE 06/22/92 
HONORABLE DAVID S. YOUNG 
COURT REPORTER EILEEN AMBROSE 
COURT CLERK CGH 
TYPE OF HEARING: HABEAS CORPUS WRIT 
PRESENT: PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT 
P. ATTY. ABBOTT, JEFFREY PRO SE 
D. ATTY. MORRISSETT, STEVEN 
THIS CASE COMES NOW BEFORE THE COURT FOR A WRIT OF HABEAS 
CORPUS HEARING, WITH APPEARANCES AS SHOWN ABOVE. 
BASED ON DISCUSSION WITH COUNSEL AND MR. ABBOTT, THE COURT 
GRANTS THE STATE'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT. MR. MORRISSETT 
IS REQUESTED TO PREPARE THE FINDINGS AND THE JUDGMENT. 
JUN 3 0 1992 
R. PAUL VAN DAM (3312) 
Attorney General 
STEVEN MORRISSETT (6007) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for Respondents 
6100 South 300 East, Suite 204 
Salt Lake City, UT 84107 
Telephone: (801) 265-5638 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
JEFFREY LYNN ABBOTT, { 
j FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
Petitioner, } CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
vs. { 
STATE OF UTAH J Case No. 920900544 
Respondent. { Judge David S. Young 
Having reviewed the petition for writ of habeas corpus and 
all testimony, evidence and documents presented by the parties 
and having considered the oral arguments, the court makes the 
following Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. The court finds no genuine issue as to the material 
facts presented in the testimony, evidence and supporting 
documents submitted in this case. 
u u x < \) 
2. The facts set forth in the Respondent's Memorandum in 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment are undisputed and are 
incorporated herein. 
3. The Board of Pardons ("the Board") held Petitioner's 
("Abbott") original parole grant hearing on June 30, 1989. 
Abbott was given a March 12, 1991, parole date, conditioned upon 
his behavior in prison during the next sixty days. 
4. Abbott committed numerous disciplinary violations in 
the next sixty days. The Board ordered a parole rescission 
hearing. 
5. Abbott's first rescission hearing was on February 28, 
1991. The Board, after notice and an opportunity for Abbott to 
be heard, extended Abbott's parole release date by two months. 
In the next sixty days, Abbott again received several 
disciplinary violations. 
6. Abbott's second rescission hearing was on June 13, 
1991. At this hearing, Abbott stated: "I'm going to end up 
getting out and just coming back . . . so just go ahead and 
expirate me." In other words, he asked the Board to order him to 
serve the remainder of his sentence, then release him 
unconditionally. Abbott was given an October 8, 1991, parole 
date. 
2 
7. After receiving more disciplinary violations, Abbott 
appeared for his third rescission hearing on August 22, 1991. At 
this hearing, the Board rescinded Abbott's October parole date 
and set Abbott's sentence termination date for November, 1993. 
8. Abbott filed the present action five months later, on 
January 30, 1992. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
The court finds the following conclusions of law: 
1. Abbott's action is barred by the statute of 
limitations, since Abbott did not bring this petition within the 
three month period required under Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-31.1. 
2. Abbott had no constitutional right to appointed counsel 
at his parole rescission hearings. 
3. Abbott waived his right to a different parole date when 
he told the Board of Pardons to "expirate" him, that is, to order 
him to serve the rest of his term, then release him 
unconditionally. 
4. As a matter of law, this petition is ordered dismissed 
for the reasons stated above. 
a^ . 0<i/ f t -
IIKSJYOUNG 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that on the ^ y day of 'UASKJ , 1992, I 
caused to be mailed, postage prepaid, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW to: 
Jeffrey Lynn Abbott 
Plaintiff 
Utah State Prison 
P.O. Box 250 
Draper, Utah 84020 
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JUN 3 0 1932 
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R. PAUL VAN DAM (3312) 
Attorney General 
STEVEN MORRISSETT (6007) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for Respondents 
6100 South 300 Eastf Suite 204 
Salt Lake City, UT 84107 
Telephone: (801) 265-5638 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
JEFFREY LYNN ABBOTT, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH 
Respondent. 
ORDER OF DISMISSAL 
Case No. 920900544 
Judge David S. Young 
This matter came before the court on June 22, 1992, on 
Respondent's Motion for Summary Judgment. Based on the court's 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, respondent's Motion for 
Summary Judgment is granted and petitioner's action is dismissed 
with prejudice. 
DATED this 3 O^-day of }u^x , 1992. 
H0N0RABLE/T>A\ 
District CCoujft;^  
YOUNG 
dge 
nnni74 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that on the '7^ K day of {L(/KA , 1992, I 
caused to be mailed, postage prepaid, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing ORDER OF DISMISSAL to: 
Jeffrey Lynn Abbott 
Plaintiff 
Utah State Prison 
P.O. Box 250 
Draper, Utah 84020 
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THtafj Court of Appeals 
400 Midtown Plaza 
230 South 500 East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102 
801-533-6800 
August 5, 1992 
Mary T. Noonan 
Clerk of the Court 
Jeffrey L. Abbott 
Utah State Prison 
P.O. Box 250 
Draper, UT 84020 
In Re: 
FUED DISTRICT COURT 
Third Judicial District 
AUG 17 1992 
JALTJJIK&COl^ 
Case No- 920495-CA 
Deputy Ciei 
Jeffrey L. Abbott, 
Petitioner and Appellant, 
v. 
State of Utah, 
Respondent and Appellee. 
Dear Mr. Abbott: 
Please be advised that the notice of appeal in this case has 
been filed with the Court of Appeals on August 4, 1992. The case 
number is 920495-CA and should be indicated on any future filings. 
It appears that you will not have the assistance of an 
attorney in preparing papers for filing in this Court. This 
office is prohibited from writing your papers for you or doing 
your copywork. Please do not ask us to do so. If you will follow 
the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure, you should be able to 
present your case with few problems. 
Enclosed are important time limitations for your appeal. 
Failure to file designated papers within the time limitations may 
result in dismissal of your appeal. 
Within ten days of the filing of the Notice of Appeal, Rule 
11(e)(1) requires the appellant request from the reporter a 
transcript of such parts of the proceedings not already on file as 
the appellant deems necessary. The request must be in writing and 
directed to the court reporter bv name. You must make make 
satisfactory arrangements for payment, and file a certificate to 
that effect with the clerk of the court from which the appeal is 
taken and a copy with the Clerk of the Court of Appeals. Please 
be aware that a "no name" request for transcript may sit 
indefinitely without being delivered to the reporter. If no such 
parts of the proceedings are to be requested, within the same 
period the appellant must file a certificate to that effect with 
the clerk of the court from which the appeal is taken and a copy 
with the Clerk of the Court of Appeals. 
0(-01P4 
Case No, 920495-CA 
August 5, 1992 
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Pursuant to Rule 21, copies of all papers filed with the 
Court of Appeals must be served on all other parties to the 
appeal. All papers filed must be accompanied by a certificate of 
service in the form of a statement of the date and manner of 
service, the names of the persons served, and the addresses at 
which they were served. 
Please note that it is your responsibility to notify the 
Court of Appeals immediately in writing if you have a change of 
address during the appeal process. 
The Docketing Statement, consisting of the original and four 
copies, is due within 21 days of the date the notice of appeal was 
filed in the trial court, which is August 17, 1992. 
/ 
Sincerely, 
Janice Hill 
Deputy Clerk 
cc: R. Paul Van Dam 
t/Third District, Salt Lake County #920900544 HC before 
The Honorable David S. Young 
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